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Abstract

This thesis aims to contribute to the field of cognition via a careful investigation at
the mesoscopic level of neural organization and activity via spatiotemporal dynamics
to subserve reactive and adaptive behaviour. In particular, coding via coincidence
detection with prorogation delays is adopted as the primary mechanism to investi-
gate complex neural dynamics. Initially hypothesized by Moshe Abeles in the early
1980’s, coincidence detection enables neurones to respond by emitting an action po-
tential (a spike) only when other input neurones spike in a precise order. In contrast
to the traditional interpretation of neural behaviour whereby cells integrate inputs
over long periods of time, coincidence detectors are sensitive to changes at millisec-
ond or sub-millisecond time scales. However, networks of coincidence detectors that
incorporate propagation delays remain poorly understood with respect to dynamics
and functional application for cognitive tasks. After introducing the functional and
biological evidence that motived this research, we explore existing work related to
spatiotemporal coding and the neurone and network parameters that influence their
behaviour. We then present a discrete neural network model that is used to expose
the relationship between structural parameters and network dynamics. After applying
these to a reactive light-seeking robot task, we find network parameters that enable
dynamic memory storage of input spike patterns. Making use of these dynamics, we
then introduce a method for decoding these memories in a modular network archi-
tecture and test this approach for robot control in memory maze tasks. Furthermore,
the limits of the potentially high memory capacity of these networks is then tested
by empirically evaluating both the noise tolerance and the memory capacity of these
networks. To complement this empirical work, we develop a set of formal expressions
which attempt to approximate analytically the amount of activity of these networks
and the probability for any given spike pattern to be expressed by them.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Intelligent agency will ultimately have to be understood in its whole such that ade-
quate low level and high level functions are integrated into a coherent framework to
satisfy our inquiry into the mind, develop new technologies, and discover new thera-
pies. A scientific approach to understanding intelligent agency aims to rationally and
empirically decompose the nature of these levels until all have been revealed. The
principal content of this thesis focusses on a neural mechanism which, we believe,
exhibits promising dynamic, informational and ultimately functional characteristics
for reactive and adaptive cognitive function in biological nervous systems. In par-
ticular, this mechanism presents features which, through careful arrangement could
account for a multitude of cognitive phenomena; thus satisfying bottom-up criteria of
parsimony, limited assumption, and compositionality. As such, this mechanism may
one day constitute a fundamental principle of possible neural function. We believe,
however, that important lessons beyond neural application can be learned from the
neural mechanism advanced herein. Before delving into the biological and theoretical
neural foundations that have spurred the focus of this thesis, a greater appreciation
for the overarching approach taken through this thesis should be motivated.

Fundamental principles of intelligence have been advanced to date which aim to
illustrate the structures, rules, or processes that may be used to construct intelligent
systems. For example, notions such as learning, decision making, thinking, reasoning,
sense making, planning, goal directed behaviour, problem solving, adaptation, and
many more have been proposed as fundamental notions depicting intelligence. While
many investigators in the field of cognition and intelligent agency may hold these
with distinctive regard, we adopt the view that many, if not all, of these notions are,
with varying degree, reconcilable. As is the objective of a cognitive science approach,
relationships between neuroscience, adaptation, computer science, dynamical systems
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theory, information theory and robotics are partially established in order to fulfill the
goal of understanding how a biologically plausible neural mechanism could, in fact,
play a substantial role in cognition. The achievement of this work was thus made
possible by adopting a conceptual framework founded on many principles taken from
these disciplines. Perhaps most fundamentally, we believe intelligent agency can be
reasonably understood under the guise of adaptation. Without, failing to acknowl-
edge the often criticized vacuous application of the term adaptation in the context of
explaining the cause for particular structural or functional traits – such as spandrels
(Gould & Lewontin, 1979), we adopt the notion of adaptation instead as the overarch-
ing raison d’être of intelligent agency. Among numerous constitutive mechanisms tied
to the adaptation principle, including prediction and control, we pay particular at-
tention to the simpler but more fundamental requirements for embodiment, reaction,
and memory. Indeed, embodiment requires that all systems, living or not, coordinate
their physical structure to initially compensate and later control the physical environ-
ment for survival. Indeed, by adopting an embodied approach to cognitive science,
we not only achieve greater validation of a model’s robustness, but also demonstrate
genuine purpose for the intended function.

Here, we adopt an embodied approach to neural modelling to demonstrate the
capacity of the neural mechanism under focus in simulated conditions eliciting not
only specific dynamic characteristics but also functional properties for neural coordi-
nation and behavioural control. While, the embodied experiments presented herein
are not meant to reflect the actual biological applications of the neural processing of-
fered here, they help construct a more coherent and validated view of the functional
properties of this neural mechanism.

1.1 Neural Coding for Cognition

The large majority of research in the fields of both cognitive science and neuroscience
have approached neural coding via the classical paradigm known as rate coding. In
this view, neurones fire a spike or a sequence of spikes based on the frequency and
amplitude of action potentials it receives over a period of time. While different neu-
rones may be more or less sensitive to particular input frequencies, the information
of a network is contained in the frequency of the signals emitted by cells and is con-
trolled via the connection strengths between neurones. Alternatively, neural coding
can take place in radically different forms generally regrouped under the name spa-
tiotemporal coding. Here, rather than locating information in the frequency of a neural
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population’s signal, information is located in distributed patterns of spikes across a
population of neurones but also over a specific period of time. While certain classes
of spatiotemporal codes are increasingly better understood, such as oscillations and
synchrony, other forms, such as temporal coding via coincidence detection, remain
elusive with respect to their dynamical, functional and informational characteristics.
Despite some progress in the past 20 years, which have demonstrated promising appli-
cations of this principle, no work has validated their use in the context of embodied
and situated tasks which is essential for an adequate account of cognition from a
bottom-up approach.

Our understanding of a neural code is generally related to the notion of transform-
ing a state of activity into an alternate state of activity within a set neural population.
There are numerous dimensions of complexity that biological neural networks bear
which have functional significance in this transformational process. These can be
stratified as: structural characteristics of different neural tissue1, neurone types2,
neurone dynamics3, and overall network dynamics4. Often, many of these character-
istics have unintuitive consequences. For instance, developmental stages of the brain
during childhood and adolescence will lead to synaptic pruning and neural death
which, in fact, favours the formation of specialized function (M. C. Stevens, 2009).
Despite significant loss of neuronal mass in the cortex during childhood, Luciana and
Nelson, for instance, observed a significant improvement of prefrontal working mem-
ory in children between the ages of 5 and 7 years (Luciana & Nelson, 1998). At a
more fundamental level, however, change in network activity can arise from either the
independent change of individual cell activity or correlated change of activity in sets
of cells. Interestingly, from the perspective of a single cell, incoming firing rates from
different neurones may be completely independent, while for spatiotemporal cells, in-
coming spikes across different neurones but also across time must uphold minimum
correlation.

In the following we decompose in greater detail the characteristics of both cod-
ing paradigms and motivate, with particular emphasis on coincidence detection, the
importance of acquiring a better scientific understanding of its role in cognition.

1This may include the connection topology, the propagation delays, vascularization, etc.
2Hundreds of different types of neurones are known based on differences in physiology, receptors

and other characteristics.
3Such as refractory periods, threshold sensitivity, spike response curves, etc.
4For instance, sub-group activation, synchrony and other attractor states.
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1.2 Neural Coding via Firing Rate

Since early recordings of neurone activity (Adrian, 1928) the dominant view of in-
formation coding in the brain sees rates of neural firing as the almost exclusive neu-
ral mechanism underlying perception, thought and action. Typically, experimental
recordings focussed on the activity of cells over several hundred millisecond time
scales. This made possible the correlating of statistical firing rates with psychological
performance. This view was strongly supported by work on motor neurone activ-
ity where firing rates were found to have a clear correspondence with muscle flexion
(Robinson, 1975; Shidara, Kawano, Gomi, & Kawato, 1993). Shidara et al., for in-
stance, showed that high frequency firing Purkinje cells of the cerebellum behave as
integrators of spike numbers while firing rate modulation controls eye position and
acceleration (Shidara et al., 1993). Two distinct perspectives take rate coding as
the central means for information coding in the nervous system: place coding and
distributed coding.

The place coding view sees information as being encoded by a single cell’s mean
spike rate over a particular psychological time during an experiment (Barlow et al.,
1972). This notion is characterized by the interpretation of cell function based on
both their objective meaning: the spatial location of the firing cell, and subjective
meaning: the rate of cell firing (Krüger & Becker, 1991). Here firing rates are aver-
aged over the duration of psychological experiments which often last several hundred
milliseconds. Furthermore, experiments are adjusted to elicit maximum firing rates
of the recorded cells. From this view the functional role of a cell is inferred from
an optimum stimulus: a stimulus that elicits a maximum average firing rate. Place
coding thus motivates the hypothesis that subordinate cells transmit their signals to
grandmother cells. These grandmother cells are thus understood to be feature specific
and thought to play the principle role in pattern detection or action initiation. Face
recognition cells, for instance, have been hypothesized to reside in the inferotempo-
ral (IT) lobe (Rolls & Treves, 1990). Also in IT an icon alphabet is claimed to be
implemented where single cells respond selectively to perceived characters (Tanaka,
1992). Although experimental recordings show reliable firing rates given specific stim-
uli, place coding remains restrictive regarding its view of the mode of operation of
brain function. As noted by Fujii et al., averaging spike rates over entire experiments
can make it impossible to detect intricate firing patterns (Fujii, Ito, Aihara, Ichinose,
& Tsukada, 1996). For instance, temporal fluctuations in firing rates are commonly
observed during psychological time scales, yet, statistical variations disappear when
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averages are computed over the time of an experiment. Furthermore, such studies
typically average over many experiments to obtain significance and therefore can not
explain how the brain solves problems from a single presentation of the stimulus.
Krüger and Becker have provided strong evidence against the notion of the functional
significance of mean firing rates over psychological times (Krüger & Becker, 1991).
While replicating the experimental findings of Hubel and Wiesel, which originally
provided support to the place coding view with orientation-selective cells in the pri-
mary visual cortex (V1) (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968), Krüger and Becker found that spike
averages over a 300ms time slot of a psychological experiment were insufficient to
predict the activation of the recorded cells given a single stimulus. However, smaller
time slots in the range of 20ms to 80ms could accurately do so with a performance
of up to 80%, thus reinforcing the view that firing rate averages over long periods
and many experiments does not capture the informational content and/or functional
principle of cognition. More problematic to the place coding view is the assumption
that grandmother cells exist for each representation of every object and each of those
object’s features. Such a hierarchical view thus implies that dedicated cells should
be formed or tuned for each novel stimulus. According to von der Malsburg, such a
mechanism would lead to a combinatorial explosion where cardinal cells would have
to exist or be created and respond preferentially to a specific stimulus by integrating
information coming from all modalities (von der Malsburg, 1994). The implausibility
of such a mechanism and lack of evidence that such spatial specificity in the brain
exists is unsupportive of the place coding view.

The second alternative to rate coding takes into account the combined effect of
a large number of cells. The original concepts surrounding the distributed coding
view emerged from Donald Hebb’s cell assembly hypothesis (Hebb, 1949). According
to this hypothesis the fundamental brain encoding is based on the group activity of
neural cells. Furthermore, the assembly serves to produce a mean firing rate and is
identified by it. Finally, assemblies are formed by the Hebbian learning rule: the
simultaneous increase in firing rate of a set of cells (von der Malsburg, 1994). This
view sees the group activity of an ensemble as corresponding to a “symbol of the mind”
and has served as the foundational principle for the connectionist approach to artificial
intelligence (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). In contrast to the place coding view,
distributed coding does not appeal to the single cell equal single function theory. Here
a cell may play more than one role by participating in the coding of multiple patterns.
This suggests that a wide variety of inputs can be encoded in various subsets of a
single assembly thereby escaping the issue of combinatorial explosion. However, cell
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assemblies are still understood to encode stimuli using first order firing rate statistics.
As a result of this, the ability for such networks to detect variation between two
inputs depends essentially on the change of firing rate of a cell assembly. This coding
mechanism can thus lead to a “superposition catastrophe” and fails to account for
the problem of binding stimuli (von der Malsburg, 1994). Superposition for this
view is problematic because it is impossible to distinguish two assemblies activated in
the same area by two simultaneously presented stimuli if only the change in average
firing rate is detectable from an assembly’s activity. In other words, it is impossible to
determine which cell belongs to which assembly if individual cells fire during the same
period of time at arbitrary rates. Although grandmother cell hierarchies have been
proposed to resolve this controversy, they do so at the cost of making stark claims
regarding the architectural nature of the brain. Indeed, selective response to assembly
activity by superordinate cells would require a hierarchical organization of knowledge
within cell assemblies which goes against the Hebbian cell assembly hypothesis and
brings us back to a place coding view (Fujii et al., 1996). Related to the superposition
catastrophe, the binding problem also introduces difficulties to distributed processing
views (von der Malsburg, 1994). The binding problem can be briefly introduced by
the following question: How is it that the shape and colour of objects are bound
in a reliable way and not intermixed when more than one object is perceived? The
visual receptive field can selectively respond in a distributed manner to input stimuli
such that the colour green is detected and the colour red is detected simultaneously
from parallel processes. It can also be the case that an apple is detected by a ‘shape-
detecting’ assembly and a pear in another. But distributed coding cannot account for
a mechanism that can integrate from the simultaneous presentation to the receptive
field the bond between red and apple and between green and pear based on average
firing rates alone. Because both red and green are active in the colour area and
pickle and apple in the object area super-imposing cell assemblies are co-active and
indistinguishable given that firing rates increase simultaneously. Finding how the
brain solves this problem is important however because it is generally accepted that
the binding of parallel informational fragments must take place to form an integrated
whole for higher cognitive processing.

Underlying the problem of co-active populations lies the anatomical fact that
neural assemblies are formed within static connections between neurones. However,
selective binding of active patterns cannot be achieved by fixed connections because
changes in stimuli elicit variation in the neural activity (Gerstner, Kreiter, Markram,
& Herz, 1997). Instead, Gerstner et al. suggest that the physically connected pop-
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ulation should be seen as the super-set of possible connections that may potentially
need to interact. Thus according to this view some dynamical mechanisms of neural
coordination must exist which not only allow the formation of co-active populations
within the subset of connected parts, but also elicit selective responses of either a
target population or change within the active population based on the current firing
pattern. Amongst the first to take note of such a requirement within his Correlation
Hypothesis framework was von der Marlsburg who introduced the idea that subsets of
neural populations within a connected network may contribute functionally distinct
roles from other subsets through the correlated firing of neurones (von der Malsburg,
1981). More generally, the notion that a second order statistics in neural population
codes may reveal alternate mechanisms of signal integration and cell recruitment has
been gaining ground. The earliest most influential ideas stem perhaps from von der
Malsburg as well as Bienenstock and the theoretically exploration in the capacity for
this correlation theory to harness the complexity of mental representation for cog-
nition (von der Malsburg & Bienenstock, 1986). These efforts constitute the early
predecessors of the particular mode of coding which will be advocated in this thesis
known as spatiotemporal coding. In particular, the focus of this thesis is directly mo-
tivated by the dynamical, informational, and functional features that spatiotemporal
codes may represent for neural based cognition.

1.3 Spatiotemporal Coding

The most established and traditional form of spatiotemporal coding is based on Hans
Berger’s initial discovery that oscillatory firing is pervasive across different areas of
the brain (Berger, 1929). Beyond broad area recordings still used today in EEG
studies, precisely localized oscillations have also been recorded using implanted micro-
electrodes in many areas of animal and human brains. Functionally, these oscillations
of synchronously firing cells have been proposed to solve the superposition problem by
offering a mechanism to distinguish groups of active cells within a population (Singer,
1994). If cells in assembly M fire synchronously as do cells in assembly N but with
different rates from one another, then the identification of the corresponding stimuli
within the same receptive field is possible. Beyond the classical problem of binding,
synchronous activity within numerous areas of the brain have been identified experi-
mentally and suggested to underly visual feature integration as well as sensorimotor
coordination (C. Gray & Singer, 1987; Eckhorn et al., 1988; C. M. Gray, König, Engel,
& Singer, 1989; Engel, König, & Singer, 1991; Murthy & Fetz, 1992). Furthermore,
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debates regarding the origin of these oscillations were in part reconciled by realistic
neural simulations. Pauluis et al., for instance, demonstrated numerically that syn-
chrony could emerge from networks of cortical cells alone (Pauluis, Baker, & Olivier,
1999). At a similar time, Whittington et al. found that membrane decay constants on
inhibitory cells in populations of pyramidal cells determined the frequency of emerging
gamma oscillations (Whittington et al., 2000). Similarly, synchronous group activity
is claimed to resolve the binding problem (Krüger & Becker, 1991; Gochin, Colombo,
Dorfman, Gerstein, & Gross, 1994). Here, colours and shapes are thought to be
bound by inter-areal synchrony of the assemblies in visual areas via their connected
pathways. Despite the continued debate as to whether or not oscillations are simply
epiphenomena, many contemporary researchers in neuroscience are discovering new
properties of coherent oscillations and are suggesting new ways in which they could
play an important functional role. Based on experimental evidence of synchrony, for
instance, Burgess et al. and Hasselmo propose that hippocampal grid cells fire in a
phase locked manner while sub-sets shift frequencies transiently based on head direc-
tion in rodents (Burgess, Barry, & O’Keefe, 2007; Hasselmo, 2008). High frequency
oscillations such as gamma in the cortex have also been proposed to play a critical role
in preparatory attention by increasing input sensitivity and suppressing distractors
(Börgers, Epstein, & Kopell, 2005).

Despite clear advantages that synchronous dynamics can provide in neural pro-
cessing, its functional role as a precise coding mechanism remains unclear. More
specifically, groups of synchronously firing cells are unlikely contenders for the task
of complex transformation given some input and historical activity such that pre-
cise spatial (which cells) and temporal (when do they fire) patterns can be decoded,
interpreted and responded to so as to accomplish specific cognitive tasks. Coinci-
dence detection, however, presents itself as a potentially significant mechanism for
accomplishing this while complementing, and perhaps at times underpinning, coher-
ent oscillations in the nervous system. A neurone behaves as a coincidence detector
if it fires only when a threshold number of quasi-simultaneous incoming signals reach
its soma (Abeles, 1982; Braitenberg, 1988). Indeed, Fujii et al. maintain that assem-
blies of coincident detecting cells can form sufficiently complex circuits based on four
propositions: (1) the network structure and spatiotemporal nature of the input spikes
spontaneously and dynamically organize a cell assembly; (2) dynamic cell assemblies
can be identified by their cross-correlation; (3) dynamic cell assemblies can serve as
detectors of spatiotemporal patterns; (4) multiple cell assemblies can be instantiated
within the same neuronal pool (Fujii et al., 1996). Also interested in solving the clas-
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sical problems of superposition and feature binding, they suggest that proposition 3
and 4 actually address these without recall to synchrony. Indeed, proposition 4 states
that assemblies within the same receptive field can be instantiated, while proposition
3 suggests that firing patterns from incoming pathways can be detected as preferred
patterns through a particular active configuration of an assembly within the target
population. This view thus offers an alternate perspective which states that features
need not be bound by clearly identifiable first order properties such as firing rates, cell
assembly hierarchies, or grandmother cells but instead that binding and identification
may be implicit to the fine temporal structures of a dynamical cell assembly.

Fujii et al. argue that when looking for the effect of stimuli on firing rates only, an
experimenter may overlook the fine temporal structures that arises from the correlated
activity of cells (Fujii et al., 1996). In fact, the potential temporal and spatial patterns
of excitation or inhibition of a neurone through synaptic or direct somatic connections
is very large. With approximately 104 synaptic connections on average per cell,
cortical neurones are subjected to a bombardment of signals often originating from
more than one pre-synaptic cell. This suggests that the total synaptic input to a
cell, even over a short period of time, will most likely have equal, if not greater,
effect on the overall response of the post-synaptic cell than does the firing rate of
individual inputs. Hence, the cooperative timing and location of these incoming
signals have a significant impact on the activation or inhibition of the target cell.
There are a number of interesting physiological simplifications that can arise from
such a mechanism. For instance, a cell may be recruited (caused to fire) by many
weak synaptic connections. Whereas rate coding requires that the incoming signal be
transmitted through sufficiently strong synaptic connections, coincidence detectors
require no minimal synaptic weights but can instead rely on the large amount of
coincident stimuli. Furthermore, the frequency of incoming signals has no direct
effect on the target cell’s firing pattern. Although increased firing frequency may
heighten the chance of coincidence of taking place, finely tuned spike times can arise
from sparse activity within appropriate circuitry.

One of the most appealing aspect of coincidence detection comes from the fact
that the organization of networks of coincidence detecting cells enable a rich set of
dynamics while the physiological structure remains fixed. As Fujii et al. illustrate,
a simple network, as shown in Figure 1.1, with two coincidence detection neurones
A and B that are both excitable via channels p and q can exhibit varying dynamics
depending on the temporal structure of the spike trains that are emitted from p and
q (Fujii et al., 1996). For instance, it is possible that the superposition of spike trains
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from p and q when arriving at cell A and B are coincident and make both cells fire.
However, if the phase of the spike trains p and q that reach A is different from the
phase that reaches B it is possible to have A fire but not B or vice versa. Change
in phase would occur from varying onset of the incoming spike train from p or q.
This, for instance, can be accomplished by a difference in propagation delay between
channels and cells. Hence, depending on the pattern of the spike trains p and q it
is possible to dynamically reconfigure the state of firing of both cells A and B. This
however can be accomplished by virtue of the spike firing patterns alone without the
requirement for physiological change within the network. If A and B were firing rate
integrating neurones, however, it would be impossible to have A fire but not B without
strengthening or weakening connections. In this scenario spike rates from p and q
that are below threshold would trigger neither cell yet both would fire past a certain
excitatory threshold. Hence, in contrast to firing rate neural networks, coincidence
detection networks allow for a dynamic recruitment or inhibition of cells.

A B

p q

Figure 1.1: Simple two cell assembly of coincidence detectors.

By virtue of this dynamic recruitment it is possible to see how coincidence detec-
tion networks may allow neural assemblies to temporarily form by the recruitment of
neurones into an active group while other connected cells remain ‘dormant’. Whereas
dormant cells would exhibit sub-threshold activity, recruited cells would play a role
by emitting spikes within its assembly and/or to other regions. Importantly, the func-
tional specificity of these networks could be transient implying that neurones may not
only be recruited by more than one assembly but also be actively engaged in multiple
assemblies during the same time period. This suggests that activity emanating from
two distinct active assemblies may bind their informational content as long as they
belong to a connected superset of cells.

By offering a localized form of spatiotemporal coding capable of performing com-
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plex processing on different input patterns, coincidence detection presents itself as
a potentially essential form of coding in the central nervous system. Despite these
properties, coincidence detection as well as other spatiotemporal coding forms remain
poorly understood in terms of dynamics, functional capacity and information bear-
ing properties. In addition, the biological basis for these coding mechanisms remain
scarce. As suggested by Fujii et al., this is likely due to the difficulty of analyzing
spiking data so as to extract second order statistics such as fine millisecond fluc-
tuations in the spike patterns of cell populations. Despite these limitations, some
experimental evidence brings principled support to the ambition of elucidating the
functional capacity of coincidence detection for cognition.

1.4 Biological Basis of Coincidence Detection

The earliest most convincing evidence that coincidence detection is present in bio-
logical nervous systems comes work on the barn owl’s auditory system by Carr and
Konishi (Carr & Konishi, 1990). Knowing that barn owls can discern the location of
prey from auditory cues alone, Carr and Konishi sought to explore the sensory mech-
anism responsible for such fine heading. In an elaborate experimental setup, they
measured the propagation delay of signals from the cochlear nucleus magnocellularis
(NM) from both hemispheres of the bird to the target nucleus laminaris (NL) on
both ipsilateral and contralateral sides. While ipsilateral projections reach NL dor-
sally over similar distances of several hundred microns, contralateral afferents reach
NL ventrally a varying distances across the mediolateral plane of NL. They found
that while spikes remained phase locked to the stimulus frequency from NM to NL
for each individual path, varying propagation times on ventral pathways led to NL
cells firing selectively based on the delay between presentations of auditory stimuli
to the left and right ear. This led the authors to infer that along with the varying
delays on the ventral pathways, neurones in NL must play the role of coincidence
detectors so as to enable interaural time differences (ITDs) to be detected by the owl.
This, according to Carr and Konishi, validates Jeffress’ original sound place theory
(Jeffress, 1948). In particular, they found that NL cells derive ITD from interaural
signal phase difference such that stimulus time differences as small as 30µs could be
detected by NL coincidence detection cells. Such a small time difference cannot be
explained via firing rate integration since neurones in either NM or NL would have
to respond selectively between spike trains above 30kHz, yet the membrane time con-
stants of cells in the auditory system of the barn owl are known to be approximately
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0.5ms making these cells incapable of detecting any spiking frequency difference above
2kHz. Hence coincidence detection appears to be an essential form of coding in audi-
tory processing. The question remains, however, whether this mechanism is involved
in other processes within the central nervous system (CNS).

While the evidence from the barn owl auditory context is compelling, it simply
supports the claim that coincidence detection does exist, but perhaps only for a small
number of dedicated cells with fixed physiological function tuned for coincidence de-
tection behaviour. Naturally, this may mitigate the perspective that coincidence
detection could play a broader role in cognitive function. Interestingly, however, sup-
port for precise temporal sensitivity to incoming spikes was shown shortly after via
realistic biological simulation of cortical neurones. Bernander et al., indeed showed in
the early 1990’s that a simulated layer V cortical pyramidal cell under realistic levels
of stimulation exhibited a number of dynamic properties. These included variability
of the so called membrane time constant from 80ms to 7ms, related variability of the
input resistance of pyramidal cells from 110MΩ to 14MΩ, and an increase of the elec-
tronic distance of synapses to the soma by an average factor of 3 (Bernander, Douglas,
Martin, & Koch, 1991). In particular, a decrease in membrane time constant and in
input resistance took place when background activity from 4000 excitatory and 1000
inhibitory synaptic inputs was present at frequencies of 1Hz and more. This increased
background activity also led to the lengthening of the electronic distance for signal
propagation within the cell. Their results thus suggest that pyramidal neurones can
be dynamically modulated to function as integrators of spikes over time when back-
ground activity is low, while cells behave as coincidence detectors when background
activity increases. Indeed, they further demonstrated that when background activ-
ity was high, the synchronous stimulation of 150 excitatory synapses led to spiking
on nearly every occasion. However, by spreading the synaptic stimulation over time
(asynchronous stimulation) then only 1 in 8 cycles of stimulation led to a spike. These
findings brought considerable support to the view that layer V pyramidal neurones
could behave as coincidence detectors under dynamic background conditions. In ad-
dition, by demonstrating that this is the case by varying the background activity of
cells in associative cortical areas, their results lend great support to the hypothesis
that coincidence detection may play a significant role in cortically dependent cogni-
tive phenomena. Furthermore, their computer simulation approach made it possible
to question what was difficult to measure in vivo and difficult to do in vitro; i.e., what
behaviour do neurones have when contextual activity is taken into account?

Similarly, based on biological knowledge of cerebellum neurones and their anatom-
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ical connections, Kistler and De Zeeuw demonstrated from accurate numerical simu-
lation that granule cells of the cerebellar cortex can be regulated by inhibitory Golgi
cells (also in the cerebellar cortex) only if the inhibitory inputs arrive synchronously
on the granule targets (Kistler & De Zeeuw, 2003). More specifically, each granule cell
is innervated by approximately four Golgi cells that fire regularly with inter-spike in-
tervals of 20ms. Granule cells also receive excitatory input from mossy fibres originat-
ing from the deep cerebellar nuclei. They found however, that if inhibitory activation
from the afferent Golgi cells reached the granule cells asynchronously, the hyperpolar-
ization was spread too widely preventing any excitatory input from triggering granule
cells to spike. However, if inhibition reached the granule targets synchronously, there
was a short time window where the mossy fibre excitatory action potentials could
trigger the granule target just after the hyperpolarization had passed. This suggests
that precisely timed action potentials on behalf of the Golgi cells are necessary to
regulate granule cell activity. Furthermore, while granule cells do not implicitly be-
have as coincidence detectors, the narrowing of the time window during which they
can be stimulated indeed results in the dynamic tuning on behalf of Golgi cells of the
granule cells into coincidence detectors. In addition, these cerebellar cells form an
intricate network along with the inferior-olive (IO) which, with the synchronous firing
of Golgi cells, will result in a 100ms reverberating loop due to afferent connections
back form IO to the cerebellar cortex. Such loops, present in many areas of the brain,
including thalamo-cortical networks, have been proposed by the authors and others
as potential bedrocks for spatiotemporal pattern storage and processing (Gerstner &
Kistler, 2002).

More recently, compelling biological evidence that coincidence detection is a sig-
nificant mechanism of the central nervous system (CNS) function was put forth by
in-vivo recordings by Prescott and colleagues (Prescott, Ratté, De Koninck, & Se-
jnowski, 2006). In particular, they showed from rat CA1 hippocampal pyramidal
neurones that had an induced increase in membrane conductance (shunting) led to
an average drop in input resistance from 158.5 to 69.7 MΩ accompanied by a 56%
reduction in membrane time constant leading to a diminishing in cell excitability.
They showed how this occurs due to the interaction between the shunting input and
adaptation leading to an increase in the voltage threshold. The increased membrane
conductance from shunting allowed adaptation to prohibit repetitive spiking which
would normally occur under constant input. Hence, under this condition, brief stimuli
will produce precisely timed spikes; but without repetition in virtue of adaptation.
Hence, not unlike Bernander et al’s. results, these findings show that contextual
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change will alter pyramidal neurone behaviour from integration to coincidence detec-
tion. This provides further biological support for the claim that, under dynamical
conditions, pyramidal neurones can behave as coincidence detectors such that they
will not only be sensitive to precisely timed input spikes but will also produce precisely
timed action potentials.

Overall, biological networks are likely to employ various neural codes simulta-
neously and perhaps even in a multiplexed fashion (Panzeri, Brunel, Logothetis, &
Kayser, 2010). While biological observations as well as biologically accurate simula-
tions can provide important insights as to the actual operation of particular neural
tissue, we believe that a more profound theoretical appreciation with respect to cod-
ing via coincidence detection is needed. Indeed, the complexity of biological networks
may be functionally decomposed more elegantly if we gain an understanding of the
functional potential of fundamental, yet biologically realistic, coding mechanisms. In
particular, the present thesis aims to demonstrate not only the dynamic properties of
networks of interacting coincidence detectors but also that these networks can offer
appealing coding and decoding capabilities for fundamental cognitive mechanisms.

1.5 Goal

The aim of this thesis is to motivate research in the area of theoretical neuroscience
with emphasis on the dynamical and functional properties of propagation delay co-
incidence detection neural networks (DCD networks). These networks constitute a
critical neural paradigm for complex brain function with potentially significant im-
plications for rapid sensory processing and other critical cognitive processes.

1.6 Objectives

The primary objectives of this thesis are to demonstrate the viability of neural cod-
ing through biologically plausible delay coincidence detection neural networks for
embodied reactive and basic adaptive cognition. More specifically, we aim to demon-
strate from a bottom-up approach that sensorimotor coordination and memory can
be achieved by such networks which we validate in part by adopting a neuro-robotics
approach. Furthermore, we aspire to investigate and validate empirically the mem-
ory capacity and noise tolerance features of these networks via computer simulations.
Finally, we aim to make formal contributions regarding the informational qualities
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that delay coincidence detection networks possess with respect to spiking activity
and spiking states from a spatiotemporal perspective. Overall, we believe that the
successful undertaking of this research will provide important insights regarding as-
pects of brain function and establish precedence in the area of biological modelling
of spiking neural networks for situated cognition via spatiotemporal coding.

1.7 Scope

The research undertaken for the completion of this thesis includes:
- Computer simulations of spiking neural networks employing simple binary threshold
neurones with discrete transmission delays.
- Computer simulations of environments and robots based on the Khepera and ePuck
robot simulation platforms/libraries (Michel, 1995; Magnenat, Weibel, & Bayeler,
2007), as well as the implementation of evolutionary algorithms aimed at searching
for effective network structures, delays and other properties which will lead to the
completion of given behavioural tasks.
- Behavioural task design based on existing embodied cognition problems such as the
T-maze (Blodgett & McCutchan, 1947) and their computational implementation for
agent simulation.
- Development of analytical tools and procedures aimed at identifying the functional
characteristics of the implemented neural networks.
- Empirical investigations of spiking characteristics in delay coincidence detection
neural networks with particular focus on the information capacity of these networks
and their tolerance to noise.
- Formal investigations based on combinatorics and probability theory that approxi-
mate analytically the amount of activity in networks over time, spike state probabil-
ities, and early directions for an estimation of the number of firing-chains available.
- Proposals for directions of potential future work.

This thesis will not include:
- Comparative studies with alternative coding paradigms in either biological or arti-
ficial neural networks or any other form of coding/control theory.
- Comparative analysis or implementation of more than a single discrete spiking neu-
rone model. - An exhaustive dynamical characterization of the different firing patterns
possible within propagation delay neural networks under various parametric condi-
tions.
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- An exploration of the functional characteristics of different network topologies be-
yond what is required to accomplish the behavioural tasks undertaken.
- An exhaustive search for the various forms of reactive and memory mechanism which
may or may not be possible in propagation delay neural networks including learning
mechanisms relying on synaptic plasticity (e.g., Hebbian learning, STDP, etc.).
- The development of mathematical formalisms that require more detailed accounts
of the biological properties of neural tissue or formalisms with exact numerical and
parametric depictions, or a precise estimate of the number of firing-chains available
in delay coincidence detection networks.

While some broad analogies to specific brain regions and neuronal properties and
functions may be made, no explicit region of the mammalian brain will be explicitly
modelled. In addition, while we explore the ability for propagation delay coincidence
detection neural networks for enabling simple robots to solve reactive and memory
tasks these are not claimed to be directly representative of any real biological agent
sensory, neural, and motor coupling. Our investigations are provided as a demonstra-
tion of the feasibility of the use of a delay-based neural network in a robot controller.
In general, the work proposed here will constitute a theoretical endeavour with re-
spect to what biological neural networks may be implementing as solutions to the
proposed cognitive tasks rather than a confirmation that these processes actually do
take place. This work will thus inform of the findings as proofs of concept and not as
proofs of existence.

1.8 Problem Statement

Information and function is traditionally thought to be implemented in the brain via
neural communication by spike firing rates. From sensory stimulus integration, to
reasoning, to language, and motor control, the individual tuning of neurones to emit
action potential at particular frequencies is regarded as the most obvious form of
signal discrimination and transformation in the brain. While there is a large body
of evidence supporting this form of coding with respect to specific mechanisms such
as motor control, there is growing experimental evidence and informed theoretical
opinions (see Chapter 2) supporting the claim that spatiotemporal coding is a critical
form of information processing in the brain. In particular, coincidence detection could
occupy a central role in this coding alternative via its ability to implement different
forms of neural dynamics and high information capacity. Our problem statement is:
To determine the characteristics and the ability of coincidence detection networks with
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propagation delays to solve elementary cognitive tasks from an embodied standpoint
and to evaluate the capacity, noise tolerance features, and spiking characteristics that
these networks possess.

1.9 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:
- Formalization of binary DCD networks (Section 3.2.2).
- Identification of classes of dynamical behaviour for DCD networks characterized
by delay distribution (Section 3.2.4 and Section 6.1) and mapping onto reactive and
memory-based cognitive functions (Section 3.3.1).
- An architecture and method for the creation of DCD network controllers for reactive
tasks (Section 3.2.5).
- An architecture and method for the creation of DCD network controllers for memory-
based tasks (Section 4.3).
- A method to decode spatiotemporal spike patterns using coincidence detection neu-
rones (Section 4.2).
- A method to identify the amount of ambiguity between spatiotemporal patterns and
the minimum coincidence threshold required for pattern decoding cells (Section 4.4).
- A characterization of the tolerance to noise of DCD networks (Section 5.1) and their
memory capacity (Section 5.2).
- Development of mathematical approximations for the spiking states of DCD net-
works (Section 6.2).

1.10 Organization of the Document

Chapter 2 presents related work in the area of spatiotemporal coding via coincidence
detection and highlight important theoretical considerations based on experimental
observations as well as neuronal parameters of influence for exploring the dynamics
and function of delay coincidence detection neural networks. The essential neural
and network properties of spiking neurones are explored individually in order to form
a more comprehensive view of the physical properties that will likely impact neural
coding function. Chapter 3 begins with theoretical considerations to approach the de-
composition of fundamental cognition into the areas of the reactive and the adaptive.
We then present empirical work which explores the dynamical and reactive control
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features of delay coincidence neural networks in a light-seeking task. This is accom-
plished using evolutionary computation so as to impose a minimal set of assumptions
and better explore the space of effective connectivity and delay structure. After in-
troducing early theoretical insights which guided the itinerary of this work, we show
connectivity conditions that can satisfy these insights. Chapter 4 is then aimed at
developing a better understanding of the ways in which delay coincidence detection
networks can serve as controllers in agent tasks. In this chapter we make use of the
complex firing properties of these networks for robot dynamic memory tasks by devel-
oping a multi-network controller including a memory network, sensorimotor network,
and a coordinating network which allows memories to guide behaviour. By scaling
this task we show that memory networks can dynamically store a large number of in-
put signals for sensorimotor control. Subsequently, we explore via empirical computer
simulations the noise tolerance and memory capacity of these networks in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 makes use of combinatorial and probabilistic methods to identify
analytically the activity and spiking properties of these networks. In particular, after
introducing an approximation method for the level of activity across time based on
structural parameters and past activity, we develop a set of probabilistic methods
aimed at capturing the number of states in which a network can be in over time, as
well as preliminary efforts aimed at identifying steps towards an analytical and struc-
turally based estimate of the number of firing-chains available in delay coincidence
neural networks. This thesis ends with a conclusion and direction for future work in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Coincidence detection (CD) in spiking neural networks is the theoretical principle
by which neuronal cells fire when sufficient temporally synchronized input reaches
their dendritic and/or somatic compartments. This notion was originally proposed
by Abeles in the early 1980’s (Abeles, 1982). Supported by biological evidence, CD
is today attracting increased attention as a possibly significant form of neural coding
in the nervous system. Traditionally contrasted with the well established rate-coding
paradigm, CD is being proposed as an efficient neural mechanism in sensory integra-
tion, memory function, but is also hypothesized as playing an important role in higher
cognitive processes such as learning, thinking and reasoning. Notably, it was shown
that the synchronous input of a few afferent cells will match the depolarization in-
duced by a large number of asynchronous inputs (Bernander et al., 1991; Gerstner &
Kistler, 2002). More generally, CD fits within the spatiotemporal coding paradigm of
neural coding processes because it relies specifically on the precise timing of neuronal
events across a spatially distributed population of neurones. Furthermore, CD has
also been proposed as a contributing factor to macro-scale spatiotemporal dynamics
such as oscillations and synchrony in neural populations. While CD, as we will show
in the following, offers a promising area for scientific inquiry on the neuronal basis of
cognition it remains important, however, that we not attribute a-priori relevance to
the notion of CD without careful consideration for the aspects that make it concep-
tually and functionally distinct from the competing rate-coding paradigm. Notably,
with support from existing work exposed in Chapter 2, the present thesis will in-
troduce in Chapter 3 a set of experiments which should bring embodied cognition
support to the claim that CD is indeed a crucial neural coding contender that is not
only biologically realistic but also functionally significant.

In the following, we begin by describing existing theories based on spatiotemporal
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coding via coincidence detection such as synfire chains, dynamical cell assemblies,
rate-order coding, and polychronization, and the significance of their results from a
neural coding perspective via precise spike timing. We then examine existing work
showing the influence of various biological characteristics of neurones and their net-
works on the dynamics and coding efficiency of temporal coding with particular em-
phasis on coincidence detection. These include: the membrane time constant, the
firing threshold, the refractory period, connection topologies, transmission delays as
well as external factors such as input, noise and feedback. We subsequently introduce
existing work emphasizing the importance of transmission delays on spatiotemporal
coding and show that an important theoretical and experimental gap remains with
respect to the role that precisely tuned axonal and synaptic delays may play on neural
information processing.

2.1 Coding via Precise Spike Timing

Theoretical and biological investigations since the early 80’s have suggested that the
precise timing of incident spikes onto target neurones may play a significant role in
neural coding in the brain. While this view still remains controversial to date, a
number of theoretical models have explored the possible population level mechanisms
that could result in effective information representation, transmission, and transfor-
mation with successful results. As an added impetus, these theoretical models have
often found partial support from in-vivo experimental evidence. In the following we
present these alternate model-based theories in a loose chronological order.

2.1.1 Synfire Chains and Braids

Using a biologically realistic model of cortical neurones, Abeles hypothesized in the
early 80’s that groups of neurones can fire synchronously from one pool of cells to
another in order to transmit sensory information in a reliable fashion (Abeles, 1982,
1991). These so called synfire chains suggest that sensory stimuli trigger synchronous
firing in a subset of cells within a pool of receptive neurones. This synchronized popu-
lation could then transmit stimulus related activity to a subsequent pool which would
in turn fire synchronously and so on as depicted in Figure 2.1. Despite temporal jitter
due to noise or fluctuation of post synaptic membranes potentiation, Abeles showed
how synfire chains remain remarkably stable. Overall, this approach depicts a network
of feed-forward activity, whereby cells in one pool transmit excitatory information to
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Figure 2.1: Synfire chain: Synchronized firing in a population of cells projects to a
second population in which cells fire synchronously which in turn trigger synchronous
firing in a third population.

cells in another pool. Abeles, however, further suggested that pools need not be nec-
essarily physically distinct, but that cells which participate in the firing of one pool
could also fire in another pool, so long as synchrony amongst pools is maintained.
Importantly, cells in a receiving pool initiate synchronous firing at a subsequent time
step due to the convergent connections from many cells from the afferent pool and
their transmission of coinciding spikes – hence the principle of coincidence detection.
This work prevails today as possibly one of the most important insights in coding
theory in the neural sciences as it set the stage for the radically alternate view that
the activity of neurones may be much more precisely tuned spatially and temporally
than had been previously thought. Furthermore, corroborating experiments at both
theoretical (Nelken, 1988), computational (Diesmann, Gewaltig, & Aertsen, 1999;
Trengrove, 2005), and biological levels (Douglas, Martin, & Whitteridge, 1991; Prut
et al., 1998; Ikegaya et al., 2004) have supported Abeles’ synfire chain theory, demon-
strating that neural coding can occur as an alternate method to the well established
rate coding and statistical coherence theories such that the precise timing of spikes
will deterministically impact the activity of post synaptic cells.

Synfire chain theory, however, makes a number of assumptions which may not
always hold in cortical networks or networks in other regions of the brain. In particu-
lar, information transmission is believed to be present only in the case of synchronous
firing and transmission delays are simply assumed to be of equal duration (typically
a single delay step). Indeed, in a system of interconnected elements, the prevalence of
equal transmission delays has a limiting effect on the dynamical diversity that such
networks can exhibit which we expose in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the assumption of
equal transmission delays is generally unlikely within a biological context of heteroge-
nous transmission delays and dendritic/somatic integration times. Indeed, local and
especially long distance cortico-cortico connections will inevitably result in variations
in action potential transmission times. While Abeles initially suggested that synfire
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d3

Figure 2.2: Synfire braid: Transmission times between cells can vary such that the
conduction times for one path between any two cells is equal to all other paths between
those two cells. Here path d1 + d2 = d3.

chains would apply more specifically to small localized circuits, there is neither an a
priori reason to dismiss the idea of precise spike timing and coincidence detection be-
tween long distance areas, nor are there any a priori reasons to believe that fine tuned
cell properties in certain regions of the brain can not exploit millisecond scale delay
differences in small localized networks. Despite the important coding characteristics
that synfire chains offer, Bienenstock modified synfire chains to incorporate variable
conduction times, in what he termed ‘synfire braids’ (Bienenstock & Doursat, 1990).
As a result, a subset of spikes propagating from one pool effectively ‘skips’ the im-
mediate following pool and project instead to pools of synchronized firing cells that
are τ number of steps away (Bienenstock & Doursat, 1990; Bienenstock, 1995). Ac-
cording to this alternative theory, a population only behaves as a synfire braid if the
sum of conduction times between any two neurones for one path is equal to another
path between these two neurones – what he defined as the consistency rule. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.2. Hence synfire braids can incorporate long distance connec-
tions wherein conductance heterogeneities are present so as to make synfire chain like
dynamics possible. Insightfully, Bienenstock proposed that hebbian learning could
be used as a means to reinforce those connections which promote the synchronized
firing within synfire braids (Bienenstock, 1995). Furthermore, binding mechanisms
have been proposed which have been argued to enable the compositionality of spik-
ing structures via synfire activity into dynamic representations to subserve potential
higher order cognition including concept formation and language (Bienenstock, 1996;
Bienenstock, Geman, & Potter, 1997; Abeles, Hayon, & Lehmann, 2004).

While synfire braids offer a biologically appealing solution to the lack of temporal
heterogeneity in the original synfire chain models, their principle mode of computation
remains based on the notion of synchronous firing within neuronal pools. Their
functional purpose thus remains focussed, as do synfire chains, to that of stable
signal transmission, dynamical entrainment, and binding. While synfire theories are
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in substantial consonance with the spatiotemporal activity under investigation in
this thesis, we aim to direct our focus on the time locked spiking properties of delay
coincidence detection as a general form of coding to subserve reactive and adaptive
cognition.

2.1.2 Discrepancies in the Rate Coding Paradigm

The notion Abeles introduced, that the coordination of precise spike timing should
play a fundamental role in neuronal activity, has led to considerable reconsiderations
by a a number of researchers regarding the effectiveness of the rate coding view as
a model of brain function. In addition to these new time coding ideas, discrepancies
with respect to the accuracy that rate code analysis offered surfaced by the early
90’s. In particular, Softky & Koch noted that well established biophysical model
parameters of single cells (still widely used today) assume low variability in the inter-
spike-intervals (ISI) of model neurones, while physiological data show the contrary in
cortical V1 and MT cells (Softky & Koch, 1992). By implementing their own leaky-
integrate-and-fire (LIF) model, they demonstrated that high ISI variability would
only take place if either the membrane time constant τm of a cell was much lower
than the mean ISI of their simulated neurone model, or if a high degree of inhibition
was applied to the cell in conjunction with stimulation. As they argued that such high
degrees of inhibition have not been found in cortex1, it must be the case that realistic
membrane time constants should typically be lower than the assumed values (usually
τm ≈ 10ms). In fact, the high ISI-to-τm ratio is considered to be the defining criterion
for coincidence detection to occur (König, Engel, & Singer, 1996). By further validat-
ing their model using a precise Hodgkin-Huxley compartmental model with random
Poisson excitatory input, they suggest that cortical cells will more realistically exhibit
very short membrane time constants. Consequently, fast membrane time constants
cannot support slow integration times needed for rate coding to occur, but instead
precise millisecond scale temporal coding via coincidence detection must take place.
A few proposals have been made to account for this discrepancy between the typically
longer membrane time constant derived from in-vivo cell somatic capacitance (C) and
resistance (R) properties (where τm = RC) and the short time constant inferred by
these coincidence detection supporting experiments. While it is possible that intrinsic
cell properties will be sufficient for coincidence detection to occur, it has also been

1Another possible contributor to high variability is the presence of balanced inhibition and exci-
tation which make a cell firing dependent on membrane potential fluctuations (Shadlen & Newsome,
1998; Gerstner & Kistler, 2002).
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suggested that certain network dynamics will also facilitate short integration times.
For instance, Softky demonstrated via the simulation of a precise biophysical neu-
rone compartment model that balanced inhibitory conductance could dynamically
reduce the membrane time constant of individual cells resulting in a shorter effective
time constant τeff (0.67ms in his model) than passive time constant tm (20ms in his
model) (Softky, 1995). Bernander et al. similarly showed that synaptic background
activity could dynamically reduce the effective membrane time constant and other cel-
lular features resulting in a much stronger firing responses from synchronous synaptic
activation as opposed to asynchronous input when taking contextual activity into
account (Bernander et al., 1991). A more careful investigation of the various cellular
properties and network parameters favouring coincidence detection is thus warranted.

2.1.3 Dynamical Cell Assemblies Hypothesis

Inspired by Abeles’ notion of coincidence detection and the subsequent characteriza-
tion of the neuronal and network properties leading to the sensitization of neurones to
temporally narrow events, an important set of theoretical insights ensued. Based on
the early work on pulse propagation neural networks by Judd & Aihara who demon-
strated the informational and dynamic complexity of a single dimensional model with
direct sensitivity to the time of last spike, the dynamical cell assembly hypothesis was
proposed (Judd & Aihara, 1993; Fujii et al., 1996). This hypothesis is based on the
notion that coincidence detection is the central organizing principle of dynamics in the
cortex and that it enables the formation of functionally cooperating cell assemblies
on a level above physical connectivity. Marking a departure from the synfire chain
paradigm, the dynamical cell assembly hypothesis does not make the restrictive claim
that neurones must fire synchronously within an assembly but instead exhibit corre-
lated firing at a fine (millisecond) temporal scale. Part of the justification for this
move by Fujii et al. is that early experimental data on neural coding can be fitted by
various traditional coding theories because the analytical methods used by theorists
under-constrain their interpretations. In particular, Vaadia et al. noted that exist-
ing theories lacked the capacity to adequately address noticeable variations in spiking
regimes over short periods of time despite stable input and fixed synaptic connectivity
(Vaadia et al., 1995). Futhermore, near random firing observed from ISI histograms
(leading to the assumption of a poisson process) has led most to believe that no in-
formation is carried in individual spike trains. However, Fujii et al. argued that this
sort of analysis can only reflect first order statistics of a spike train which cannot
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capture the temporal accuracy and correlation between spikes. Instead, they propose
that the sensitivity of cells to temporally coinciding input spikes leads to functional
connectivity whereby cells that fire at the right time become transient members of an
active group of cells (an assembly). Because spikes that do not coincide with others
loose causal relevance only timely spiking cells belong to the formation of a dynamic
assembly. This arises for a given spatiotemporal input spike pattern, the current spik-
ing state of the network, and a given set of network properties such as connectivity,
temporal and spatial characteristics. Interestingly, individual neurones participating
in one cell assembly during a certain period of time can also participate in another
cell assembly during the same period of time. To detect the fine temporally correlated
activity between cells, Fujii et al. propose both cross-correlograms as well as joint
peri stimulus time histograms (J-PSTH) methods (Aertsen, Gerstein, Habib, & Palm,
1989). While cross-correlograms provide a quantitative mean to detect the correlated
activity between two spike trains, its significance is dependent on the choice of an ade-
quate time window and assumes that the measured spike process is overall stationary.
Instead, J-PSTH provides a means to observe variation in correlated spiking between
any two neurones over time. Noise tolerance in these networks is also considered by
Fujii et al. to be an important feature since relatively high degrees of noise will not
interfere with an assembly’s activity due to a lack of adequate timing. Instead, noise
may actually help dynamic assemblies correct erroneous ‘misfirings’ which may occur
to interfering assemblies. With respect to cognition, this cell assembly hypothesis
is thought to have many functional repercussions leading to the capacity for both
representation and processing. These include the binding of inputs into new dynamic
assemblies, relaxing the superposition bottleneck, and satisfying important criteria
for the realization of hierarchical knowledge representation (Fujii et al., 1996).

The dynamical cell assembly hypothesis pushes the coding principle via coinci-
dence detection a step further by proposing that global assembly synchrony, as op-
posed to synfire chains, is not necessary for spatiotemporal coding to take place. In
addition, dynamic cell assemblies are demonstrated, as a proof of concept, to possess
the necessary features for handling both representation and processing via spiking ac-
tivity. Fujii et al., however, make a limited case for the applicability of such networks
in realistic behavioural/cognitive task applications and provide limited experimental
support for their proposal. While it may be the case that significant spike variation
takes place in experimental data, it remains difficult to assert that these variations are
due to functional reorganization of dynamic cell assemblies without proper experimen-
tal recordings or realistic simulation support. Furthermore, no adequate formalism
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with respect to the informational content of these dynamical cell assemblies is offered.
However, the notion of functional connectivity which exists above structural connec-
tivity and beyond synchronous firing makes the dynamical cell assembly hypothesis
a significant framework upon which we aim to build.

2.1.4 Practical Aspects of Dynamical Cell Assemblies

To support the idea that neurones form dynamic cell assemblies based on coincidence
detection and network properties such as propagation delays, a number of simulation
based experiments were undertaken by collaborators. Watanabe & Aihara first began
by exploring the chaotic dynamics of small networks of simple deterministic neurones
with non-linear spike rise time (Watanabe & Aihara, 1997). More specifically, neu-
rones add up input pulses leading to activation a(t) which decays exponentially with
time constant τ . When this activation becomes larger than the firing threshold T

plus negative feedback r(t) then the neurone fires (sends an output spike) with time
delay g(h(t)) where h(t) is the amount of supra threshold activity defined by:

h(t) = a(t)− (T + r(t)) (2.1)

While g(x) is a first order inverse function such that a small supra threshold activation
leads to a longer delay before pulse propagation. A small network of 64 neurones fully
connected with equal weights and random delays with normal distribution (M:10, σ:
0.2) was then implemented. Watanabe & Aihara showed that by stimulating the
network with a small regular input (simultaneous stimulation of 3 neurones with
period 20 time steps) two distinct regimes emerged in the network depending on the
firing threshold. With higher threshold (T = 1.4) a subset of neurones in the network
spiked reaching a limit cycle with a period of 120 time steps. With lower threshold (T
= 1.2), however, no limit cycle was reached but a chaotic state of activation emerged
instead. Hence the length of so called “chain firing" shifted from a finite length to
infinite duration. To characterize this firing-chain length formally, they defined the
recursive notion of pulse generation: for a given set of effective incident pulses to
a neurone pick the pulse with the largest pulse generation and add 1. Suppose a
neurone i fires when it receives its N th pulse PN at time tNi . The effective pulses
to a neurone are pulses PN−k to PN for the smallest k which satisfy the following
inequality:
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Intuitively, the effective pulses to a neurone i are those which arrive within a suf-
ficiently small time-window tNi − tN−k

i to trigger a spike on this neurone. Hence when
the sum of the exponential expression approaches zero, the neurone behaves more as
a coincidence detector, while the further away from zero (usually bounded at 1) the
neurone behaves as an integrator. In addition, Watanabe & Aihara investigated the
sensitivity of these networks to perturbation. They showed that small perturbation
during normal network activity will dissipate quickly when the firing threshold is
higher since all signs of perturbation are lost by the end of the pulse generation (after
120 time steps). However, for a low threshold the infinite pulse generation allowed
a small perturbation to propagate through the network throughout the duration of
the simulation with amplifying consequences. This confirmed that small changes in
the state of a network with a chaotic attractor leads to important divergence in ac-
tivity state. Despite this sensitivity the authors suggest that chaotic dynamics may
be an important feature for cognitive processes such as dynamic associative memory,
novelty filtering, and task switching. In particular, the ability for small local changes
to propagate to a network’s global behaviour via chaotic attractors could work in-
terchangeably with a state of phase locked oscillations to suppress any ‘distracting’
perturbations within dynamical cell assemblies.

In later work, Watanabe et al. demonstrated that similar pulse propagation net-
works can lead to either ‘conventional synaptic connectivity’ for longer membrane de-
cay time constants τ while ‘functional connectivity’ is possible with shorter membrane
decay time constants (Watanabe et al., 1998). Similar to the previous experiments,
they first demonstrated that a cyclical input with fixed frequency on a network of
cells with large τ = 0.3 led to strong firing and highly synchronous spike trains with
mean frequency matching the mean synaptic delay. However, with small τ = 0.05

synchronous firing was replaced by sparse irregular spiking. Under their interpreta-
tion, this later condition is the result of coincidence detection by neurones and should
lead to functional connectivity: the process by which variation in the spatiotemporal
input will modify the effective connectivity between cells leading to multifunctional
processing. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, they designed 4 spatial input patterns A, B,
C, and D where A & B share common cells, A & C share different cells, B & D share
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a separate set of cells, and C & D share another set of cells. They then presented each
individual spatial patterns to a network of coincidence detectors (τ = 0.05) according
to two different temporal input patterns, which they call programs. The first program
presented a spatial pattern at regular time intervals of 2.0 simulated seconds, while
the second program presented spatial patterns in 1.0 second separated doublets pre-
sented every 3.0 simulated seconds as shown in Figure 2.3. Results showed that when
presented under the conditions of Program 1, the network activity responded with
equal repeating spatiotemporal patterns for spatial inputs A and B, and equal spa-
tiotemporal patterns for inputs C and D. When presented under temporal conditions
of Program 2, however, the network activity displayed equal repeating spatiotempo-
ral patterns for inputs A and C, and equal patterns for inputs B and D. Hence the
temporal consequence of presenting separate patterns sharing common spatial sub-
structures with different temporal signatures enabled the network to categorize each
input pattern. This captures the essence of functional connectivity in that no physical
change had to be applied to the network connections or to individual neurones so as
to achieve categorization. Interestingly, this experiment may have demonstrated a
working principle by which background oscillatory phases could interplay with coin-
cidence detecting networks, since background oscillations could entrain spiking at a
particular temporal scale without affecting the spatial characteristics of the activity
thus playing the role of ‘program’. Overall, the capacity for coincidence detection
to perform non-trivial computations under appropriate network conditions without
the need for structural alteration makes it a potentially critical form of coding in the
central nervous system. Given these appealing coding properties of coincidence detec-
tion within simulated networks incorporating propagation delays, a new perspective
on neural information coding which distances itself from the traditional rate coding
paradigm becomes apparent.

2.1.5 Alternative Codes

Before exploring more recent developments on functional connectivity and dynamic
spatiotemporal coding it is important to note that alternative neural coding theories
based on the precision of spike times have been proposed and tested numerically. In
particular Thorpe and colleagues proposed an elegant argument claiming that neu-
rones participating in visual perception cannot be (solely) integrating multiple spikes
over time but more likely compute visual scenes with a single spike per neurone
(S. J. Thorpe & Imbert, 1989; S. Thorpe, Delorme, & Van Rullen, 2001). Their argu-
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Figure 2.3: Approximate reproduction of the spatial pattern A, B, C, and D as well
as temporal patterns Program 1 and Program 2 used by Watanabe et al., 1998.

ment is based on experimental data which shows that humans perform natural scene
categorization within approximately 150ms (Antal, Keri, Kovacs, Janka, & Benedek,
2000). Furthermore, biophysical data regarding visual pathways from the retina to
the cortical areas responsible for scene categorization established that approximately
10 layers of neurones are traversed during visual scene spike propagation, yet average
neuronal firing rates are estimated to occur at about 10Hz. This implies that within
150ms neurones in each layer can spike on average only once during the task. Overall,
this provides a strong argument for sparse activity coding via a particular spatiotem-
poral code in visual processing over a firing rate dependent mechanism. Coincidence
detection, however, is not the favoured coding mechanism of this group. Instead, they
propose that neurones are likely to encode retinal information via rank-order coding,
that is, that the temporal order with which spikes arrive on a target is the carrier
of information. The first component of their argument is based on the idea that
throughout the visual system, cells fire with differing latencies based on various fac-
tors such as local luminescence and contrast for ganglion cells, orientation for cortical
V1 cells, etc. (Gautrais & Thorpe, 1998). They explain this latency by the dynamic
properties of leaky integrate-and-fire neurones which show latent responses depending
on strength of activation: stronger input activation leads to shorter spike response
times. Hence rather than depending on synchronous inputs, which they claim other
spatiotemporal codes depend on, rank-order coding is merely sensitive to the latency
order at which spikes are propagated to a target population. The second aspect of
their argument has to do with the informational properties of this coding method
in terms of the number of firing states it can produce. First, they show that most
of the information can be stored in the first few spikes from the afferent population
therefore providing even greater coding efficiency with as little as 1% to 2% of cells
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coding a visual scene (Van Rullen & Thorpe, 2001). This method, however, depends
on a stronger weighting of the connections carrying those initial spikes. Second, rank
order coding carries more information in a population of cells than does simple spike
counting (firing rate) or parallel coding. A firing rate code, implies that no distinction
is made between originating afferents; hence in a population of N cells, N + 1 states
of firing can be detected by the target population (with the added non-firing state).
Parallel coding, however, implies that all combinations of afferent cell states can be
decoded leading to 2N possible input states. Rank order coding however, is sensitive
to all arrangements of the input spikes leading to N ! possible input states. Finally,
because rank order coding is only sensitive to the order at which spikes arrive and not
the strict value of this latency, this temporal coding method is robust to spike time
jitter. That is, variation in spike times due to noise or interference will not affect the
decoding within a range of temporal tolerance equal to the time difference between
afferent spikes.

Taken together, rank coding offers a powerful set of features which Thorpe and
colleagues were able to demonstrate in a number of visual processing tasks. In ad-
dition, they support rank order coding as being a more likely candidate for spatial
temporal coding than coincidence detection because the later suffers in two different
ways. First, they argue that coincidence detection used as a time code is too sensitive
to the precise timing of spikes making it highly sensitive to noise and spike jitter.
Second, the decoding mechanism that must be implemented by neurones may be
“prohibitively complicated” in view of the fact that coincidence detection requires a
mechanism to detect the precise latency of each spike. Despite this, they recognized
that coincidence detection can potentially lead to much greater information carry-
ing capacity depending on the temporal resolution at which coinciding spikes arrive.
Their criticisms, however, may not be vindicated in light of more careful theoretical
considerations as well as mounting experimental evidence from numerical simulation.
A refutation of coincidence detection (CD) based on sensitivity to noise is only valid
if one adopts an idealistic view of the input. Indeed, if each spike within a population
must be accounted for then a slight loss in synchrony due to some perturbation would
render CD coding impotent. However, it is not unreasonable to expect redundancy
of spikes over many neurones enabling CD to preserve its coding efficiency over time.
For instance, if the number of afferent inputs from a given layer reach a CD neurone
in greater number than what is necessary to elicit a spike, then this cell can afford a
degree of jitter proportional to this difference between the minimum number of coin-
ciding inputs to that received (see Figure 2.4). Hence, a CD network with a greater
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Tolerance to jitter

T=2?

Filling in

Figure 2.4: Left: A CD neurone with threshold T = 2 will still fire if jitter occurs
on redundant afferents (here the 3rd afferent). Right: A CD neurone with threshold
T = 2 can fire despite loss of an input (2nd afferent) if noisy input (3rd afferent) can
fill-in for the missing spike.

degree of afferents per cell or a lower coincidence detection threshold should lead to
sufficient jitter and noise tolerance. Furthermore, as mentioned above, Fujii et al.
suggested that the presence of background noise may actually help correct misfiring
within CD networks by ‘filling-in’ for absent spikes as shown in Figure 2.4 (Fujii et al.,
1996). These properties are revisited in Section 5.1. The second critique makes the
claim that neural coding via CD would suffer from an overly complex spatiotemporal
pattern making it too difficult to decode for some arbitrary system. This view, how-
ever, fails to acknowledge the exploitative nature of complex adaptive systems such
as the brain. If the production of precise spike time activity can be instantiated in
some neural tissue given natural biological properties, then it is likely that networks
possessing equal complexity should be capable of decoding such patterns in order
to translate them into exploitable forms producing an adaptive response. It is true,
however, that coincidence detection remains a complex code for which theoretical and
experimental development remains scarce. We later address this decoding problem
from both an evolutionary approach in Section 3.2.5 and algorithmically in Section
4.2. While, coincidence detection is increasingly recognized as a basic principle of
neural processing at the level of individual cells and within particular areas of the the
CNS, the coding potential at a network level elicits continued debate. We now discuss
more recent developments with respect to coincidence detection and its relationship
to other fundamental neural factors.

2.1.6 Time Coding and Polychronization

While we typically consider the input to a neural network to be exclusive and tran-
sient, there are reasons to believe that far reaching and more persistent background
activity could also modulate precise spike times. This phenomenon could take place
in the form of phase-locking if the background activity is oscillatory in nature as
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Figure 2.5: Phase-locking: Early arbitrary spikes become entrained by the background
oscillatory activity.

shown in Figure 2.5. The olivo-cerebellar system, for instance, is a known circuit
linking the inferior olive in the brain stem to the cerebellar cortex in a bi-directional
fashion. This connectivity leads to a reverberating loop that induces inferior olive
cells, which tend to fire irregularly, to synchronize due to a 100ms feedback from
their projection to the cerebellar cortex (Sotelo, Llinas, & Baker, 1974; Gerstner &
Kistler, 2002). Interestingly, while the population oscillation was measured at about
10Hz, individual spike firing was sparse and irregular. To account for this, Gerstner
& Kistler proposed that if individual cells fire with an overall lower frequency than
the population but that their intermittent spikes fell in phase with other cell spikes,
then their cumulative activity over time would match the population frequency. For
instance, in a population of 4 cells, if cell 1 fired with frequency 5Hz, cell 2 at 2.5Hz,
cell 3 at 1.75Hz and cell 4 at 5Hz, and these phases are arbitrarily shifted by π then
the overall population frequency would result in 10Hz activity. Crucially, this phase
locked activity is driven over a period of activity due to the sub-threshold input reach-
ing cells from the reverberatory feedback. If sufficient synchronized input reaches a
cell then it will shift from an out-of-phase behaviour to an in-phase behaviour.

In a different context, Izhikevich proposed that phase coding could take place in a
network of cortical neurones with varying delays as long as these delays are selected
for by some mechanism (E. M. Izhikevich, 2006b). He demonstrated numerically
that balanced inhibition and excitation in a network with broad propagation delays
(between 1ms and 20ms) could lead to the emergence of ‘polychronous groups’; that
is, groups of cells which fire deterministically in a time-locked fashion in response
to a particular spatiotemporal input. These cells have a tendency to form a larger
number of groups if axonal delays are selected for via spike time dependent plasticity
(STDP). Interestingly, by adopting biologically plausible cortical connectivity with a
mixture of both inhibitory and excitatory neurones, this process led to the appearance
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of transient synchronous states such as delta (2Hz-4Hz) and gamma (30Hz-100Hz)
frequencies which are pervasive in the brain (E. M. Izhikevich, 2006b). Indeed, cer-
tain network properties such as interneurone membrane time constants were found to
be responsible for the emergence of gamma oscillations in pyramidal populations of
the cortex – the so called PING effect (Whittington et al., 2000). These network ef-
fects induce STDP to select connection delays between cells that satisfy these regimes,
leading to polychronous groups with connection delays matching network periods, i.e.,
10ms to 20ms delays for gamma. After reaching a phase-locked state, polychronous
groups are hypothesized to account for the lack of correlation between neurones de-
spite the presence of background gamma. Similarly to Gerstner & Kistler’s account,
neurones are not likely firing at the same rate but only at multiples of the underlying
frequency, in this case recordings from two neurones which do not belong to the same
group will likely exhibit little correlation. Furthermore, smeared stimulus onset-to-
response time histograms, when averaging over a number of trials, can be explained
by phase based coding. As Izhikevich points out, this should not be interpreted as
evidence against spike-time coding but can be explained by a mechanism where the
presentation of a stimulus onset reaches a target cell population at different phases of
the background oscillations between each trial. Izhikevich’s work along with other col-
leagues contributes significant weight to the notion of spike-time coding in the brain.
Perhaps, one of the most attractive features of polychronization is the notion that the
number of neuronal groups is much larger than the total number of neurones or edges
in the network (up to 8000 groups were found in a network of 1000 cells with only
10% connectivity), thereby serving as a possible platform for active memories, stim-
ulus binding, and more. This more recent work, however, makes little to no reference
of the impact of various parameter settings, such as propagation delay distributions,
the effect of varying decay constants, refractory period effects, etc. Futhermore, while
Izhikevich recognizes the high similitude of polychronization within synfire theories
by Abeles, Bienenstock and colleagues, he makes little allusion to extensive work by
the proponents of the dynamic cell assembly hypothesis. Indeed, the formation of
polychronous groups, other than being facilitated by STDP, resembles closely the no-
tion of functional connectivity forming dynamical cell assemblies (Fujii et al., 1996).
While Izhikevich adopts a biologically more realistic modelling paradigm, a limiting
factor in his approach is that it is committed to role played by STDP as a driving
force behind the selection of neuronal groups (functional cell assemblies). However,
the selection of delays based on STDP when constrained by background oscillations,
will lead to a narrow range of possible delays within the network to accomplish some
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functional task. Indeed, when entrained via phase-locking, spikes will more likely
occur at the same period of the phase rather than across the entire available time
period; this consequently reduces the encoding/decoding potential of the network.
Never the less, STDP and other forms of plasticity are likely to play a critical role
in achieving complex spatiotemporal dynamics in diluted network structures so that
reliable pathways can be established. Self-organizing mechanisms from ontogenesis to
synaptic strengthening have also been reflected in synfire neural theories for the pur-
poses of signal to noise enhancement and effective dynamics (Hertz & Prügel-Bennett,
1996; Doursat & Bienenstock, 2006; Doursat, 2013).

Despite these limitations, the polychronous neural group theory embodies one of
the most recent approaches which demonstrate interesting features and some of the
functional implications of precise spike time coding in biologically plausible neural
networks. In the following we present existing work which explore the influence of
various neurone features and network properties on neural coding via precise spike
timing. In particular, emphasis will be given to transmission delays which, we argue,
constitutes a key factor in neural organization and function.

2.2 Neural and Network Parameters of Influence

The possibility that spatiotemporal coding via precise spike timing is possible remains
an open question to this day because the spatial and temporal resolution of our ex-
perimental (in vivo and in vitro) methods remain limited. Indeed, it is difficult to
identify the characteristics of a spatial pattern over time taking place amongst 1010 or
more neurones, while not knowing with high precision the individual temporal prop-
erties of each cell, their synaptic connectivity, and strengths. However, by knowing
the critical features of individuals cells that exist in a particular tissue we can explore,
with computational modelling, the space of parameters which are most likely to elicit
interesting coding properties in the biological brain. To serve as reference for the
present document we introduce the following descriptive neurone model activation
equation:

ai(tn) =

Ii
j=1

wijaj(tn − dij) + f(ai(tn − 1)) if tn − (R + tsi) > 0

ai(tn) = f(ai(tn − 1)) otherwise

(2.3)
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Where ai(tn) is neurone i′s activation level in millivolts at time tn, Ii the number
of incident connections to neurone i, wij the connection weight from neurone j to
i, dij the transmission delay in milliseconds from neurone j to i, and f(x) a leak
activation function with the approximate form ekx + l. In this simplistic conditional
model, the cell activation receives input from incident cells until it spikes at time
tsi after which no input occurs until the refractory period R is passed. During this
period the cell activation decays. In the case of coincidence detection, cells should
only fire when a minimum number of incident connections Ti reach the neurone i;
hence we generally assume equal weights between all incident connections and set
wij = max(ai)/Ti. While this model remains highly simplistic and does not capture
the continuous dynamics of simple response models or the more complex conductance
based models, it captures most of the essential components of neural response that
we will focus on. In the following we describe relevant work on the fundamental role
of neurones as well as network properties leading to coincidence detection behaviour
and functional connectivity; these include: the membrane time constant, the firing
threshold, the refractory period, connectivity, noise, and propagation delays.

2.2.1 The Membrane Time Constant

Based on the molecular physiology of their membrane, neural cells will have specific
electric properties for the amount of charge they can store (their capacitance C) and
the resistance to electrical flow on the surface of the membrane (the resistance R).
Together these impact the time it takes for a cell to fluctuate electrically given a rate
of charge transfer from inward and outward ionic flow. Traditionally, this dampening
factor is estimated to be a constant known as the membrane time constant τm, where
τm = RC. This time constant plays a critical part in defining the role of neurones as
either being sensitive to a number of time elapsed input pulses (integrator) or to a
set of near-synchronous input spikes (coincidence detector). Indeed, this affects the
rise-time and decay-time of the cell’s activation which we capture in Equation 2.3
by function f(x). Figure 2.6 illustrates the response time of two neurones at both
sub-threshold and super-threshold activation levels, one with short membrane time
constant and the other with a longer membrane time constant. Typical neurones
require more than a single input spike to reach the threshold to initiate their own
action potential. If the membrane time constant is slow (e.g. 20ms) then a single
incoming spike will induce sub-threshold activity that will sustain a longer transient
(longer time to recover) providing a sufficient time window for additional incoming
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spikes to be added to the existing sub-threshold activity. If enough spikes reach the
target then a post-synaptic spike will likely be produced. This slow membrane time
constant, however, does not prevent near-synchronous incoming spikes from triggering
a post-synaptic spike. The mere detection of coinciding spikes can thus take place
in integrator neurones. What they lack, however, is the ability to eliminate spurious
asynchronous spikes. Instead, a short time constant (e.g., 1ms) will make a cell’s
sub-threshold fluctuate much faster thereby losing any sub-threshold activity more
quickly making it impossible for a sequence of incoming spikes to trigger it. Only when
enough near-synchronous incoming spikes reach the soma will sufficient depolarization
take place leading to a post-synaptic spike. This ‘filtering’ process is the defining
factor of coincidence detection cells, making them more selective with respect to the
source of their input. This is because only afferent cells firing with the adequate
temporal offset to each other with respect to their conduction delays will reach a
common target synchronously. Typically, this offset window can be defined as the
ratio between the average inter-spike interval (ISI) and membrane time constant: ISI

τm
.

Given this ratio it was initially proposed that we define a cell as a coincidence detector
ISI
τm

>> 1 (König et al., 1996). Since the recovery of cells is faster than the rate of spike
input, this input train will not accumulate post-synaptically. A biologically realistic
membrane time constant of 20ms suggests that average input firing rates of 50Hz and
lower would not be sufficient to trigger a spike if the cell behaved as an integrator.
However, the target will fire if a sufficient number of coincident spikes reach the
target in what would otherwise be measured as a slow ISI. Interestingly, a large
number of important processes happen at low frequencies, such as slow theta waves
(2Hz-8Hz) in hippocampal function during exploration tasks (Colgin et al., 2009),
alpha oscillations (9Hz-15Hz) to suppress distractions (Jensen, Gelfand, Kounios, &
Lisman, 2002), beta oscillations (15Hz-30Hz) in motor control (Baker, 2007) and post
visual stimulus processing (Vázquez Marrufo, Vaquero, Cardoso, & Gómez, 2001),
and gamma (30Hz-60Hz) in perception, attention and planning tasks (C. M. Gray et
al., 1989; Murthy & Fetz, 1992; Börgers et al., 2005) to name a few. Higher frequency
firing is also known to take place however. While their presence is typically interpreted
as meaning that encoding by first order statistics is taking place (integration), it is
possible that high rate spiking regimes can, in certain circumstances, promote the
chances of coincidence detection to occur. As we introduced in Section 1.4, it is
actually likely that the continued presence of background activity results in greater
sensitivity on behalf of cells to coinciding inputs. Recall how Bernander et al., for
instance, showed that background activity, even of relatively low frequency could
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of two different neural activation responses. Rapid rise and
fall occurs for cells with short membrane time constants. A longer response time
takes place for longer membrane time constants. In reality this difference can vary
10 folds or more.

reduce the membrane time constant by one order of magnitude from 80ms down to
7ms (Bernander et al., 1991). Hence, these experimental results by Bernander and
colleagues as well as Softky, suggest that the membrane time constant is not, in
fact, a constant at all. The dynamic reduction of the membrane response time via
background activity and/or inhibitory bombardment could lead to a faster activation
response making the cell sensitive to spikes coinciding within a short time window
only. This is often called the effective time constant of the membrane (τeff ). Such
mechanisms would enable coincidence detection at rates much higher than 50Hz. For
instance, a 1ms window of sensitivity to incoming spikes would enable coincidence
detection with input up to 1000Hz. Of course, if this sensitivity window is too small,
then the probability that sufficiently near spikes will take place becomes decreasingly
likely. Consequently, coincidence detection will more probably occur if other neural,
network, and input conditions are adequately balanced.

2.2.2 The Firing Threshold

The threshold of depolarization at which a neurone produces a spike will significantly
constrain its propensity to fire as a coincidence detector. The value of this threshold
θ is only meaningful with respect to the synaptic strengths wij of individual inputs.
If the threshold θ is very low then a single afferent input could trigger a post synaptic
spike. This condition voids the relevance of CD as a coding mechanism in the network
and the cell plays the role of a simple spike relay. On the other hand, a very large
threshold could render a neurone extremely selective of its input and would require a
high degree of synaptic connectivity from its neighbourhood. Fundamentally, coinci-
dence detection becomes a relevant coding mechanism when the firing threshold (and
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assuming a sufficiently short membrane response time) requires at least two coincid-
ing input pulses. Biologically, we know that cortical neurones receive on average 104

synaptic connections and that most cells need between 20 to 100 PSPs to fire a post
synaptic spike (Abeles, 1991; Gerstner & Kistler, 2002). If the integration period is
broad, then a small number of cells could fire at relatively high frequency to induce
a post synaptic spike. In the case of short membrane response times, however, this
will require that 20 to 100 PSPs reach a target within a very short period of time to
be efficacious.

Similar to the membrane response time, a neurone’s firing threshold θ is also
susceptible to change with respect to contextual electronic fluctuations. Within a
similar set of experiments previously discussed, Bernander et al. showed that input
resistance lowered 10 fold from 110MΩ to 14MΩ in the presence of background
activity in their biophysical model of a pyramidal cell (Bernander et al., 1991). This
leads to an effective lowering of the membrane threshold suggesting fewer spikes are
required to trigger a post synaptic action potential. Such dynamic properties of
biological neurones with respect to their environment can have potentially profound
effects on information coding via coincidence detection.

The assumption that synaptic connectivity strengths are constant and equal be-
tween afferents to a cell’s dendritic tree and soma can be an oversimplification if the
objective is to address the parameters of influence on coincidence detection and func-
tional connectivity. We present recent related work on the influence of connection
topologies and synaptic weights on network dynamics.

2.2.3 Connectivity and Synaptic Strengths

Traditionally, neural network models were implemented within two general classes
of networks: feed-forward models (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) and symmetrical
connectivity models (Hopfield, 1982). Despite their functional value, their biologi-
cal realism remains questionable. Indeed, projections from a large number of ori-
gins including feedback connections are prominent in the CNS (Abeles, 1982; Amit,
1989). Formally, biologically realistic networks will fall under the general category
of attractor neural networks (ANNs). These are networks with asymmetric diluted
connectivity, temporal delays, and disposing of mechanisms for learning static as well
as sequences of patterns. Nützel et al. were amongst the first to study the dynamics
of these networks using random connectivity (Nützel, Kien, Bauer, Altman, & Krey,
1994). In particular, they suggest that the degree of connectivity (dilution) for a cell
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should not be determined by ‘proportional parametrization’ but should instead be
set by a ‘power-law parametrization’. Hence, rather than attributing a number of
incident connections I from N cells via some linear factor γ such that I = γN , one
should use a power-law scale such that I = Nγ (where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1). The selection of
this method stems from Derrida et al.’s careful consideration of the impact over time
of preceding spikes within the population of neurones (Derrida, Gardner, & Zippelius,
1987). Indeed the state of a neurone at time t depends on the state of I neurones
at time t-1, which all depend on I2 neurones at time t-2, etc. Hence a neurone’s
current state depends on the previous state of I t cells. However, if I t <<

√
N then

no two neurones will have common ancestors (Nützel et al., 1994). This condition
can be met if I is chosen such that I < logN . The advantage of uncorrelated history
between cells enables gradual degradation of stored patterns versus sudden degrada-
tion in highly correlated cases (large I) (Amit, Gutfreund, & Sompolinsky, 1985). In
support of the power-law connectivity, Nützel et al. show that if linear scaling was
used proportionally to the known number of neurones (about 1010) and synapses per
neurones (about 104) (Abeles, 1982), then we would have γ = 10−6 making it an
ineffective factor to use in small scale simulations. For instance, a simulated network
of 10,000 cells would suggest that each cell receives at most 0.01 incident connections
(or only 1 incident in every 100 cells). However, by knowing I and N from some
system, one can estimate a power-law scale where γ = 1 + ln(I/N)

lnN
. Using I = 104

and N = 1010 we thus obtain a constant γ = 0.4. Hence, in a reduced network of
10,000 cells, we can estimate 10, 0000.4 incident connections, i.e., I = 39.8. Impor-
tantly, Nützel et al. demonstrate that networks of various sizes preserve the same
dynamics using this power-law scaling for the number of average incident connections
(Nützel et al., 1994). Of course, the estimation of this constant will vary based on
the neural tissue being modelled. This method, however, provides a sound basis for
the a realistic setting of the degree of connectivity between cells when the biological
proportions are known. Hence, while interesting dynamics may appear at a particular
connectivity ratio, these dynamics may be unrealistic if the used γ is too removed
from the tissue’s realistic γ.

Most modelling approaches assume uniform random connectivity between neu-
rones in a network. While neural growth factors in the CNS during development
likely promote a uniform diffusive arboration of axonal and dendritic projections,
it is possible that developmental factors such as critical periods and plasticity lead
to non-uniform connectivity in the early years of the brain. In fact, recent propos-
als suggests that certain networks in the brain possess small-world like connection
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properties such as in layers 2 and 3 of the cortex (Hellwig, 2000), the brainstem
reticular formation (Humphries, Gurner, & Prescott, 2006), and in small cortical net-
works (Song, Sjöström, Reigl, Nelson, & Chklovskii, 2005). Small-world networks
like random networks, possess a short average path length between any two nodes;
in addition, they also display the scale-free characteristic of high clustering (Watts &
Strogatz, 1998). Simulations with these kinds of topologies have revealed a number
of interesting properties. Using polychronous networks (c.f. Section 2.1.6), Vertes
and Duke demonstrated that small-world topology improved recall of stored memo-
ries, in the form of polychronous neural groups, despite highly degraded input cues
in comparison to randomly connected networks and scale-free networks (Vertes &
Duke, 2010). In addition, they showed that memory capacity was much larger in
small-world topologies versus random networks since an overlap of 70% of the input
neurones in the small-world case retrieved memories just as well as completely sepa-
rate input in the random network case. In a random network, however, degradation
was significant as soon as the inputs overlapped. While scale-free networks showed
some improvement in recall, they remained much more susceptible to degraded input
than did small-world networks. These results suggest that small-world connectivity,
if biologically realistic in neural tissues, could improve memory capacity in networks
employing coincidence detection. Their effectiveness with respect to other cognitive
functions such as categorization, sequential learning, response inhibition, etc. remains
unknown, however.

In 2002, Barahona and Pecora showed that small-world networks of oscillators
facilitate synchronization in comparison to random topologies (Barahona & Pecora,
2002). Small-world connectivity was also shown to promote persistent activity with-
out continued input as well as display various attractor states based on the number
of random long-distance connections p (Roxin, Riecke, & Solla, 2004). In particular,
they showed that activity with a low p led to a bistable state of quiescence and sus-
tained period activity. At intermediate p the system lost periodicity and was more
prone to dissipation (failure to sustain). However, at high levels of p the system dis-
played again long periods of firing (quasi-sustained) but in a disordered (non-periodic)
fashion. Furthermore, they showed that an increase in the propagation delay between
cells will reduce the probability of failure to sustain for a broader range of p with a
tradeoff of reduced periodicity.

Unfortunately, little is known with respect to the encoding relationship between an
increased degree of incidence I on cells and the number of possible firing-chains within
coincidence detection networks. While Nützel et al.’s work on the importance of scale-
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free parametrization of the degree of incidence should be carefully considered when
working on reduced models of biological spiking cells, their work originally applied
to firing rate models where cells could continuously integrate over broad periods of
time. Coincidence detection networks, however, may require a sufficient degree of
synchronous incident spikes to maintain a signal. Because small-world topologies
can enhance this it may be important to consider appropriate values for the scaling
parameter γ in coincidence detection networks with both random and small-world
connectivity.

2.2.4 Refractory Period

Coincidence detection at millisecond scales suggests that many neural factors may
significantly influence coding at this time scale. Beyond the membrane time con-
stant, we also know that biological neurones exhibit a substantial refractory period
after emitting a spike during which no other action potential can be produced. This
refraction is due to the inactivation of ionic channels after depolarization of a post-
synaptic spike and is manifest in two forms: the absolute refractory period Ra which
completely prevents a cell from firing no matter what input it receives, and a relative
refractory period Rr which make it difficult for a cell to fire unless greater input is
applied. The duration of the refractory period may vary depending on the type of
neurone. Typically, cortical pyramidal cells will have Ra of a few milliseconds and Rr

of a few centiseconds (Pauluis et al., 1999; Hasenstaub et al., 2005), while fast spiking
neurones will likely have up to three folds shorter refractory periods than pyramidal
cells. The absolute refraction thus imposes a hard limit on the frequency with which
cells can fire while the relative refraction reduces the probability that firing takes
place given synaptic input. Often, refraction in simplified integrate and fire models
are ignored because the inter-spike interval is usually assumed to be greater than the
time it takes for cells to return to their resting potential. While this may be a reason-
able assumption in rate coding models, coincidence detection assumes that individual
input channels to a cell can take place at any given moment. This suggests that refrac-
tory periods should not only be carefully considered in neurone models but also taken
into account when investigating the dynamical and informational characteristics of
coincident detection networks.

Functionally, refraction can also play an important role. Gerstner and Kistler
showed that noise and broad postsynaptic potentials tend to disturb well defined
spike packets (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002). If, in addition, the synaptic coupling is
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strong enough then cells will start firing during the rising phase. However, a strong
refractoriness will cease firing before the PSPs reach their maximum and restores
sharp spiking. Hence, refractoriness was found to counteract the effects of noise and
synaptic transmission and help maintain precise timing. This finding reinforces the
the importance of refraction in coding mechanisms based on spike timing such as
coincidence detection.

2.2.5 Input, Feedback and Noise

The purpose of neural coding is essentially to perform an operation based on the input
provided to the network and its history of activation. These operations may include
storage for memory purposes, retrieval of previously stored patterns based on a cuing
input, transmission of possibly amplified spiking activity to other neuronal popula-
tions, and more generally transformations of the input data to achieve some form
of representation to be used by other neural groups or to trigger some physiological
response(s). While sparse or phasic2 input can lead to sustained activity for dynamic
storage under particular network conditions, increased input via tonic3 activity could
be essential for continued processing tasks. Typically, a neural network will possess
properties of interest when they operate in an intermediate regime of activity. While
quiescent to low activity may suggest little to no information processing, exaggerated
activity is likely to indicate saturation of firing with low information content.

Achieving balanced activity, however, has been explored thoroughly. For instance,
early spiking models such as Aihara and colleague’s Pulse Propagation Networks made
use of a global feedback signal to limit run-away excitation in networks of purely ex-
citable cells. For instance, Watanabe and Aihara used a global negative feedback
computed from the network output at each time step which dynamically increased
the membrane threshold of cells when global activity became too large (Watanabe &
Aihara, 1997). This enabled a form of self-regulation of the network given some decay
constant for the negative feedback preventing uncontrolled saturation. Importantly,
this was an essential component in their simulation of functional connectivity in co-
incidence detection networks. Unfortunately, this method assumes that individual
cells have access to some global activity value which is unrealistic from a biological
point of view. At about the same time, Shadlen and Newsome demonstrated how the
effect of inhibitory cells can give rise to ‘balanced-inhibiton’ leading to the balanced

2Activity that is temporally isolated.
3Activity that is regular.
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yet irregular spiking often observed in biological recordings (Shadlen & Newsome,
1994, 1998). This suggests that models which include realistic amounts of inhibitory
interneurones will result in regulated activity without the need for a global signal
of spiking activity. Indeed, Wang and Zochowski recently re-emphasized the impor-
tance of balancing the more prominent excitatory cells (typically 80% of cells in the
cortex) with inhibitory activity (Wang & Zochowski, 2012). They note that inhibi-
tion can have a regulatory role at both a local level such as in dendritic branches
of hippocampal neurones (Liu, 2004) but also in global cortical dynamics (Haider &
McCormick, 2009). Inhibition can also be effective for threshold control and activity
stabilization (Hasselmo, Schnell, & Barkai, 1995). Furthermore, the balance of exci-
tatory and inhibitory currents were also shown to play a role in signal gating (Vogels
& Abbott, 2009). Wang & Zochowski thus conclude that inhibitory feedback can
increase the dynamic range of a network’s ability to respond to an input and improve
its informational capacity.

Noise is another important factor to take into account when considering the dy-
namics and information capacity of spiking neural networks. Rate coding schemes
are considered to be resilient to noise since misfiring will not significantly change the
overall average firing frequency. In contrast, noise is thought to be highly problematic
with respect to precise spike time codes since every spike can have a significant effect
on the firing pattern over time. Under appropriate conditions, however, this may not
necessarily be the case. Three types of noise can be considered in spike time coding
models: additive spiking interference, subtractive spiking interference, and misfiring
spiking interference. If excitatory, additive spiking can be handled quite well by CD
networks. Because existing spikes will be sufficient to cause a target to fire, addi-
tional coincident spikes will have no effect on spiking. Additional spikes will only
be problematic if a sufficient number arrive synchronously to induce an unwarranted
post-synaptic spike. In fact, as suggested by Fujii et al., additive spiking, as seen
in Figure 2.4, could help complete a volley of spikes by ‘filling-in’ when pre-synaptic
cells misfire (Fujii et al., 1996). If inhibitory, then additive spikes may only become
problematic if the number of excitatory synchronous cells reaching the target is barely
over the necessary activation threshold an the additional inhibition prevents the tar-
get to depolarize sufficiently. Misfiring will lead to spikes that arrive asynchronously
with respect to other volleys. If a sufficient number reach the a target cell, however,
additional asynchronous spikes will not affect target cell firing since the coincidence
criterion will not be met. CD networks thus ‘filter-out’ untimely spikes. Further-
more, the continued presence of sub-threshold noisy activation can lead to the effect
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of stochastic resonance. Stochastic resonance takes place when input to a neurone is
too low to transmit temporal information but the presence of noise enables spiking
which matches the temporal structure of the input (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002). As
demonstrated by Gerstner & Kistler, however, too much noise can lead to the undesir-
able state of constant rate spiking. Hence an intermediate noise level is likely optimal
for transmission. Interestingly, it was also shown that by regulating the amount of
additive gaussian noise, networks could be driven between states of temporal coding
and rate coding thus leading to a dual coding paradigm (Masuda & Aihara, 2002;
van Rossum, Turrigiano, & Nelson, 2002). More problematically, over-activation of
inhibitory cells will subsequently reduce the possibility for post-synaptic targets to
fire despite normal synchronous activation. The prevention of spikes is likely to induce
a severe under-activation of cells leading to the destruction of potentially functional
neural assemblies that form useful spatiotemporal patterns. However, subtractive
spiking of this sort could be remedied via a dynamical decrease of the firing threshold
or increase of the resting potential of the target cell. Interestingly, the latter was one
of the effects found by Bernander et al. when context activity was applied to their
pyramidal neurone model (Bernander et al., 1991). To gain a better understanding
of the impact of noise on DCD networks, we investigate the effects of misfiring and
subtractive spiking in Section 5.1.

Input, feedback and noise are critical to the functional investigation of spiking
neural networks that make use of coincidence detection for information storage, trans-
mission and processing. The balanced interplay between these factors is likely to differ
with respect to spatial location in the CNS but also over time within the same areas of
the brain. It is thus critical that a careful exploration of these factors be undertaken
when developing more accurate models of spatiotemporal coding.

2.2.6 Transmission Delays

The central nervous system is comprised of billions of cells with high degrees of varia-
tion, intricate structure, and specific connectivity across many different tissues. These
occupy precise localities with respect to each other where transmission can take place
within small localized networks but also between regions separated by long distances.
This intricate spatial structure is likely a critical factor underlying the complexity
of cognition. However, while this structure bears significance with respect to the
degree of functional specification of various areas of the brain, this spatial organi-
zation introduces an additional effect typically regarded as spurious or inconvenient,
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that is, temporal delays. Indeed, the three dimensional nature of the brain imposes
transmission delays from cell to cell that, we argue, are non-negligeable. Such axonal
or synaptic delays have been found in cortical layers to reach speeds of approxi-
mately 0.18 m/s for excitatory projections and 0.06 m/s for inhibitory connections
(Murakoshi, Guo, & Ichinose, 1993; Salin & Prince, 1996). This suggests that within
small local cortical networks where single projections in layer II/III pyramidal neu-
rone reaching neighbouring cells as close as 300µm (Abeles, 1991) could take up to
1.7 ms to reach a target and about 5ms for an inhibitory signal to cover the same dis-
tance. Inter region connections are likely to take even longer, such as the 50ms delay
measured between the inferior olive of the brain stem and the cerebellum (Gerstner
& Kistler, 2002). Beyond distance, other biophysical factors such as myelination,
electronic distances and other resistive properties of neural processes will also highly
influence these transmission speeds.

While investigations of the role of temporal delays have made important contribu-
tions regarding their relationship to oscillatory and synchronized behaviours (Crook,
Ermentrout, Vanier, & Bower, 1997; Pauluis et al., 1999; Jirsa, 2008; Campbell &
Kobelevskiy, 2012) it remains unclear how physiological characteristics of neural net-
works relate to their coding and function for cognition. As presented above, the
dynamic cell assembly and polychronous neural group views support the notion that
transmission delays can lead to functional connectivity (or polychronous group acti-
vation) by virtue of introducing a means to coordinate in a time locked fashion the
spiking patterns of interconnected cells within and across tissues. This property en-
ables an exponential increase in the number of spike patterns with each additional
neurone and added connection (Fujii et al., 1996; E. M. Izhikevich, 2006b). In addi-
tion, these networks become sensitive not only to the spatial organization of a signal
(as do rate coding networks) but also to the temporal structure of this signal, therefore
adding the capacity for time based signal discrimination despite possible similarity in
its spatial origin. Furthermore, individual cells may participate in many independent
spatiotemporal spiking patterns because firing is not simply dependent on physical
connectivity and degree of activation but also sensitive to timely coincident action
potentials. Similar to synaptic weights, each connection will possess an individual
transmission delay. Differences in delays will be negligible if, as mentioned in the
previous section, the inter-spike-interval between two separate channels are smaller
than the integration time of the target cell, however, for very short integration time
constants, small delay differences are likely to be detected.

With respect to tractability, spiking neural networks (SNNs) with transmission de-
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lays were proven more powerful than traditional neural networks. Maass and Schmitt
showed that a single binary spiking neurone with delays could compute any binary dis-
junctive normal form (DNF) function in virtue of coincidence detection, while binary
threshold neuronal networks (generation 1, e.g., Hopfield networks, boltzman ma-
chines, perceptrons, etc.) require at least n

log(n+1)
neurones (Maass & Schmitt, 1999;

Paugam-Moisy & Bohte, 2009). Furthermore, while binary SNNs cannot outperform
continuous threshold neural networks (generation 2, e.g., multi layered perceptrons,
sigmoid activation NNs, etc.), they can do so by employing continuous activation
functions such that the spike time can vary continuously depending on the activa-
tion level. Together with the significant spatiotemporal pattern sensitivity that they
offer, this suggests that delay based coding via precise spike timing in continuously
activated cells could be a very efficient form of coding exploited by the brain under
particular conditions and within precisely tuned circuits. Indeed, the work previ-
ously discussed by Aihara and colleagues, Gerstner and Kistler, as well as Izhikevich
and related groups have begun to substantiate the functional characteristics of these
networks in memory, associative processes, and categorization tasks. This work, how-
ever, typically considers transmission delays between neurones or groups of neurones
by simply averaging them to a single value or randomly distributing them with some
degree of variation. Despite some relative successes, no traditional learning method
such as backpropagation have been successfully applied to the learning of functions
via the selection of synaptic weights and/or delays in SNNs (Paugam-Moisy & Bo-
hte, 2009). Unfortunately, these methods typically make a number of assumptions
such as simplified or regular networks structures and connectivity schemes making
them less efficient with respect to biological networks. Furthermore, the attempt to
solve formal problems is not a sufficient exploration of the dynamical nature of the
joint effect of transmission delays and precise spike timing detection for cognition.
Interestingly, more biologically plausible delay selection methods have been proposed
such as ontogenetic development (Gerstner, 1996) and spike time dependent plastic-
ity (STDP) (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002; E. M. Izhikevich, Gally, & Edelman, 2004).
Gerstner et al. suggest that a form of hebbian learning during development could re-
inforce connections that match specific delay characteristics for functionally effective
spatiotemporal patterns (Gerstner, 1996). Delayed connections, however, could also
be continuously selected for via STDP even after development since closely coinciding
spikes would be commonly reinforced when reaching a target. This is the primary
means of neural group selection proposed by Izhikevich and other proponents of the
polychronous approach. While both of these learning mechanisms are likely to play a
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role in the CNS, to our knowledge, the phylogenetic approach of selecting delays via
evolutionary principles remains unexplored. This approach suggests that genetically
and epigenetically determined brain organization at both micro and macro scales
may in fact be selected, in-part, for the delay characteristics that they give rise to.
Later selection processes such as hebbian learning and STDP could then help refine
the temporal scales at which delays operate as well as favour dynamic restructuring
during a given agent’s lifetime. In the following section we will further motivate this
research direction.

2.2.7 Informational Capacity

To date, the informational capacity of transmission delay spiking networks that are
sensitive to coincident input is not well understood. Recently, Cessac et al. derived
an upper bound estimate of the bitwise content present in a network of coincidence
detection neurones with refractory periods for a given time window of activity (Cessac,
Paugam-Moisy, & Viéville, 2010). By taking into account the refractory time R of cells
after a spike and the narrow time window δt during which any two incident spikes are
not distinguishable (typically δt ≈ 0.1ms), they define the total information content
in bits in a population of N spiking cells for a time period P to be:

N
P

R
log2


P

δt


; r > δt (2.4)

Since there are P/δt choices for the first spike, there are then P/δt − 1 choices
for the next spike, etc. However, there are P/R total possible spikes during the time
period P . Hence, Cessac et al. propose the upper bound (P/δt)P/R possible spike
patterns during P , leading to the information content measure of equation (2.4).
However, this measure assumes that P/δt possible spikes can take place for each cell,
yet the refractory period is precisely a limiting factor for this. Indeed, it is not the
case that P/δt states exist for a single combination of spikes during period P . As we
revisit in Section 6.2.3, a cell can in fact achieve R×2P/R states of firing. Furthermore,
while Cessac et al.’s measure attempts to take into account the activity dependent
effect of refractory periods in a closed form, it ignores the combinatorial influence of
multiple incident projections and the minimum required number of coincident inputs
to reach the spiking threshold.

Related to the problem of information bearing, determining the probability with
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which a spike will occur would provide a good indicator of the degree of activity to be
expected in a network of coincidence detection neurones. Early estimates by Abeles
led to the well established poisson spike probability distribution (Abeles, 1991). More
recently, Gerstner and Kistler took into account connectivity λ (the ratio of incom-
ing to outgoing connections to a cell), prior network activity (a0), and coincidence
detection threshold T to establish an accurate estimate, based on the cumulative dis-
tribution, of the probability that any given neurone will be active in a subsequent
step (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002). This probability is expressed by the following:

a1 =
N

k=T


N

k


(a0λN

−1)k(1− a0λN
−1)N−k (2.5)

One sees how the minimum number of afferents to trigger a post-synaptic spike can
range between T inputs up to N inputs, hence the sum of all possible afferent input to
the target cell. As Gerstner and Kistler make note of, however, the ability to estimate
this activity over time becomes increasingly limiting since this expression does not
account for potential accumulation of correlations in the firing pattern. As discussed
in Section 2.2.3 on connectivity, low degrees of incidence can remove correlation at
the cost of limiting our understanding of a more complex class of networks. What
this spiking probability estimate lacks, however, is a consideration for the delay and
refractory features of networks and neurones. Indeed, spiking probabilities should
vary broadly based on the ratio of the transmission delays to the refractory period of
cells and the degree of variation in delays themselves.

Interestingly, related work on asymmetric attractor neural networks with delays
can provide a number of insights which may be translatable to networks that use
coincidence detection rather than synaptic weighting for signal propagation. In par-
ticular, this work identified two types of attractors for delayed neural networks: point
attractors where cells, given a particular input, reached a terminal on or off state;
and limit cycle attractors where cells continuously changed states over long periods
of time (Amit et al., 1985; Derrida et al., 1987; Nützel et al., 1994). Interestingly, the
length of these limit cycles was shown to increase with a larger number of cells but
also with a broad distribution of delays. Furthermore, using a hebbian learning rule
affecting connection weights, they showed that these networks could store input pat-
terns as well as pattern sequences under appropriate connectivity conditions. Using a
so called ‘loading-parameter’ α = p/I, where p is the number of stored patterns and I
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the number of input connections per cell, they argued that high input correlation due
to a large I led to sudden memory failure at α ≤ 0.14 while a large number of patterns
led to memory deterioration for α ≥ 0.64. A smaller degree of input to cells I with
respect to the number of neurones (α → 0) resulted in the case where exactly one
attractor per input was found in numerical simulations. Nützel et al. further showed
via simulation that sequential versus static input did not vary network behaviours
(Nützel et al., 1994). Interestingly, while spiking activity revolved around particular
attractors corresponding to a learned input pattern, this activity may move away
to another learned pattern spontaneously when the network is sufficiently diluted
(i.e., for a smaller I). Generally, it may be the case that some dynamical outcomes
found in these experiments will also be found in coincidence detection networks with
transmission delays. However, we should also expect to find other dynamical features
due to the much stricter temporal sensitivity of neurones. Counting the number of
attractors and their type for a given set of inputs may be a good empirical strategy
in determining the informational capacity of networks. Similarly, this approach can
be applied to networks of coincidence detectors. Empirical evaluation of information
storage is limiting however, since different networks will possess different informa-
tional properties new evaluations will have to be undertaken for every new network.
Instead, it would be beneficial to have at our disposal a formula or set of formulae
that capture this information content a priori given network and neurone parameters.

2.3 Summary

We have seen that existing work can be analyzed to form a cohesive outlook with
respect to neural information processing via spatiotemporal codes. The original pos-
tulation by Abeles regarding the unique coding characteristics of coincidence detectors
introduces a paradigm shift with respect to how we should interpret the functioning
of many neurones in the CNS. We have also seen how other original contributions
emphasizing the importance of transmission delays in biological networks brings this
paradigm within a more complete physiological context with potentially significant
functional outcome for cognition.

Crucially, important mechanisms in cognition such as sensorimotor coordination,
stimulus binding, memory, learning, prediction, problem solving, and action selection
may prove to be implementable and/or controllable via networks of transmission de-
lay coincidence detectors. The current body of work, however, fails to incorporate
important elements to provide such a proof. First, there lacks a cohesive perspective
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as to the individual roles of the relevant neural and network properties on spiking
dynamics. In particular, a cohesive assessment with respect to the potential of these
networks must incorporate neurone properties including the sensitivity to coinciding
inputs which is determined by the membrane integration time, the firing threshold,
the refractory period as well as network properties which include the degree of inter-
connection between cells, the topology of this connectivity, and spatial/delay charac-
teristics. Hence an adequate synthesis as to the role and relationships between neural
and network features needs to be developed. Second, the existing body of work fo-
cusses exclusively on the local properties of networks from either informational, logical
or local dynamics perspectives. Instead, it has become clear from theoretical liter-
ature in cognitive science that an adequate functional assessment of any cognitive
paradigm should be validated via embodied and embedded tasks. Hence, while these
traditional forms of assessment should help direct experimental trials, neural networks
of delay coincidence detectors must be examined within the context of behavioural
tasks which put to test target cognitive capacities. Finally, current theoretical work
on these networks remains largely empirically driven. This limits predictability given
a set of results to networks bearing very similar conditions. Instead, it would be ad-
vantageous to develop a set of equations which accurately capture the informational
qualities of these networks. This kind of development could then shed light as to other
functional attributes, yet unknown, that these networks may provide for cognition.

In the following chapter, we begin our investigation into the properties of net-
works of coincidence detection neurones connected with propagation delays (DCD
networks). We first establish a conceptual framework which can serve to validate the
functional application of DCD networks in embodied cognitive tasks. In line with this
framework, we then present preliminary dynamical characteristics of these networks
with respect to structural parameter values and explore the functional application for
some neural mechanisms in a simple reactive embodied agent task. Finally, this leads
to a distinction of the dynamical conditions which can be applied to higher functional
tasks.
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Chapter 3

Basic Properties of Delay Coincidence
Detection Neural Neworks

The goal of this chapter is to investigate, from an interdisciplinary perspective, how
fundamental dynamic properties and basic coding potential of functional connectiv-
ity in delay coincidence detection neural networks (DCD networks) can apply to a
simple cognitive task. We approach this from the perspective of embodied cognition,
which we see as a means to substantiate the dynamical and informational qualities
of neural processes into realistic functional tasks. In particular, we aim to identify
the key dynamic regimes in DCD networks that are most amenable to fundamental
reactive behaviour and identify those dynamics that could serve as scaffolds for more
incrementally complex cognitive function. Before exposing details of the DCD neu-
ronal model and the behavioural task, we begin by motivating the overall embodied
approach to cognition and the manner in which neural coding via DCD networks fits
within this scientific agenda.

Despite the valuable contributions by existing work on the spiking properties of
coincidence detection networks, no known efforts have attempted to reconcile the in-
formational and dynamical properties of this spatiotemporal paradigm as a means
to enable agents to form an intelligent response to particular stimuli given restric-
tive bodily and environmental conditions. Two general behavioural categories are
recognized for the classification of cognitive function. The first, known as reactive
behaviour (or reactive system), designates behavioural function whereby a stimulus
or set of stimuli elicit a direct response without the requirement for indirect complex
processing – which we characterize in what follows. Reactive behaviours may be a
posteriori adaptive in that they have been selected for over time as suitable solu-
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tions for solving a particular set of problems (e.g., via evolution) and may also, at
times, be pre-adaptive in that they are able to solve problems for which they had
not originally been selected for. However, they lack any self-contained capability to
self-regulate or modify initial response trajectories. In other words, for a particular
input condition, the same output condition will always be generated. The second
behavioural category, which we denote as adaptive behaviour (or adaptive system),
are those sets of behaviours driven by systems which possess the self-contained means
to produce a selective response to external stimuli. Importantly, adaptive behaviours
will be generated by systems which exploit some form of memory1. However, while
memory may be necessary for adaptive behaviour, it is not sufficient. Indeed, other
mechanisms must be in place such as selection or coordination of sensorimotor mech-
anisms. Distinguishing between reactive and adaptive behaviours can thus serve as
an overarching method to classify and identify the types of structures and functions
constitutive of agency, the characteristics of the environment affecting this agency,
but also the nature of the task which the agent accomplishes as a function of that
behaviour.

In the following, we begin by exposing different accounts which distinguish reactive
from adaptive behaviours and argue that functional connectivity in DCD networks
should in principle be sufficient to not only serve in reactive behavioural control but
in adaptive behaviour as well. We then present recent work that we have conducted
which demonstrates the ability of DCD networks at performing a reactive task when
embedded as a robot controller. We then propose early theoretical considerations
regarding in-principle functional applications for DCD networks including dynamic
memory, dynamic association making and stability analysis. This provides for pre-
liminary insights regarding DCD networks and sets the stage for the investigations
we have conducted on more advanced adaptive behaviour in Chapter 4.

3.1 Distinguishing Behavioural Complexities

3.1.1 From Reaction to Adaptation

One of the most intuitive distinctions between reactive behaviour and adaptive be-
haviours is found by considering memory and learning mechanisms as clearly in-
dicative of adaptive cognition. Indeed, the capacity to store useful information and

1While memory could be self-contained, such systems could also exploit external forms of storage
such as via stigmergy.
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relationships to be used again during the agent’s lifetime contributes significantly to
an agent’s capacity to cope with environmental change by facilitating the process
of generating an internal model of the external world. By doing so, an agent then
gains access to a cognitive foundation upon which prediction, problem solving, and
planning can occur. Storage and learning, however, suggests that a form of dynamic
internal organization takes place that is necessary for intelligent behaviour (Nolfi &
Floreano, 2000). By building associations between stimuli, for instance, an agent
can provide a delayed response to a stimulus, it could associate proprioceptive with
external stimuli to form landmarks for spatial navigation, it could make use of stored
stimuli for conditional reasoning when presented with novel problems, etc. On the
one hand, the capacity for memory alone is not enough to provide a sufficient ac-
count of complex adaptive responses. While complex internal organization must take
place for the storage of information, the capacity for memories of stimuli does not
imply that knowledge about how to use information is acquired, i.e., how the selec-
tion of outcomes is processed. On the other hand, learning should provide for the
relationships necessary to acquire this knowledge so long as a memory system is also
available. In this context, learning can be understood as both the construction of
sufficiently accurate internal models of sensorimotor outcomes and the improvement
of response selection processes which satisfy some constraints based on sensorimotor
and internal model states. Importantly, the construction of internal models should
lead to a gain in capacity for information interpretation, while the mechanisms for
selection of adequate responses processes addresses the problem of information use.

Learning should thus naturally appeal as a defining factor for adaptive behaviour.
Interestingly, learning mechanisms can be thought of as existing at various timescales
including phylogenic inheritance, ontogenetic development, and learning during an
agent’s lifetime. Indeed, each lead to the adaptation of the agent (or its characteris-
tics) to its evolving environment. However, evolution and development lead to (tran-
sient) fixed structures. While inseparable from the function these structures give rise
to, lifetime based learning requires dynamic organization of electrochemical activity
as an ongoing process. For our purposes, we will focus on this latter form of learning.
Learning in this sense depends on a multitude of constitutive functions such as mem-
ory, sensory processing, etc. Because of this, it may not be limited to self-contained
physiological processes alone, but could encompass the extended environment of the
agent. From stigmergy to note taking, suggestions of such an ‘extended mind’ have
been made philosophically (A. Clark & Chalmers, 1998). This view, however, removes
the location of the agent from the organizationally closed system under observation
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to a system that includes environment and time (Adams & Aizawa, 2001; Somers
& Jeanson, 2011). Instead, we focus here on systems which, conservatively, possess
all self-contained features required for learning leading to either reactive or adaptive
behaviours.

3.1.2 Towards a Formal Characterization

Ross Ashby was perhaps one of the first to offer a formal distinction between both
reactive and adaptive behaviours (Ashby, 1956). His interpretation related more
specifically to the inner function of an agent which should provide for a set of reactive
functions (system R), meant to compensate for environmental changes to a degree
proportional to these changes (albeit with limitations), and a set of second order func-
tions (system S) which respond proportionally to the degree of change of vital internal
variables and regulate these reactive functions. A reactive response is accomplished
when reactive functions are sufficient to maintain equilibrium of the vital internal
variables, while an adaptive response is realized when system S regulates the reactive
system R to maintain internal variables within viable bounds. Ashby named this
mechanism ‘ultrastability’, see Figure 3.1. Thus, reactive mechanisms part of R re-
ceive input only from the environment while secondary mechanisms part of S receive
input from the environment and from internal indicators. Without having to cite
explicit behaviours, Ashby’s account offers a strict distinction via implicit processes
to the system. Interestingly, most problems in cognitive science are likely concerned
with system S and the indirect internal regulation of behaviour. This view, however,
suffers from two difficulties. First, it is not clear how to dissociate reactive struc-
tures from indirectly regulating ones since, arguably, from a deterministic viewpoint,
internal vital states driving system S which in turn drive system R form together
nothing but a complex reactive system. This criticism, however, may be rebutted
by an argument of ‘degree of complexity’. That is, system S operates with a degree
of complexity that remains qualitatively distinct from what any reactive system may
look like. Second, this Ashbian dichotomy could impose too great a criterion for the
attribute of adaptive behaviour since it would necessarily require that vital functions
be threatened for an agent to perform intelligently. Indeed, it seems possible that
advanced cognition can take place under non-threatening circumstances but should
instead require that we identify the fundamental processes involved in behavioural
complexity. Furthermore, while Ashby’s approach advances important questions with
respect to cognition and functional hierarchies, his view makes no commitment with
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Figure 3.1: Ultrastability: an agent’s reactive system R can react to environmental
changes autonomously but only within strict bounds. If vital internal variables (rep-
resented by the gauge) are sufficiently threatened then a secondary system S must
actively regulate the reactive response system R to maintain these variables within
viable bounds.

respect to the qualitative principles of the internal dynamics that accomplish these
functions. This is, however, what we aim to apprehend.

Beyond control hierarchies, cognitive and/or behavioural distinctions can be in
part defined by certain properties of a task to be accomplished. By the late 90’s,
Clark and Thornton made an important contribution in this respect (a. Clark &
Thornton, 1997). In their view, agents are confronted with complex tasks when the
sensory system must find marginal or hidden regularities in an otherwise noisy sensory
space. They denoted these as type-2 problems, while type-1 problems refer to simple
sensory spaces for which a direct mapping of regularities are readily available from
perception to action. Importantly, it was shown that certain control architectures
and/or sensorimotor couplings could enable agents to transform type-2 problems into
type-1 problems (Nolfi & Floreano, 2000). While Nolfi and Floreano do not recognize
this ability as distinguishing between reactive from adaptive behaviour, there may
be grounds to do so. In particular, solutions to the problem of transforming type-
2 to type-1 problems will typically require either non-trivial forms of sensorimotor
coordination and/or internal/external reconfiguration. For instance, Elman showed
that complex tasks could not be solved by training feedforward neural networks with
back-propagation (Elman, 1993). Instead, these networks first had to be trained on
a more simple subtask so as to enhance regularities of the sensorimotor patterns.
After doing so networks could be trained on complex tasks since non-trivial regular-
ities could now be transformed from type-2 to type-1 in the sensory space. Hence,
external reconfiguration of the problem served as a scaffolding method for advanced
behaviour. In a different setting, autonomous agents were also shown to be capable
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of transforming type-2 problems into type-1 in a cylinder classification task (Scheier,
Pfeifer, & Kunyioshi, 1998). When a simple Khepera robot with two wheels and 8
proximity sensors was placed in an arena that contained small and large cylinders,
the sensorimotor controlling neural network of the agent could not learn to distin-
guish between these objects when placed statically at various locations in the arena.
However, when the agent was allowed to control its own motion around the arena, it
could learn behavioural patterns that would enable it to classify both object types.
In contrast to Elman’s method, this demonstrated the effectiveness of autonomous
restructuring of the sensorimotor space via active perception.

3.1.3 Final Considerations

Overall, approaches that distinguish reactive from adaptive behaviours should play a
valuable role in assessing the functional features of neural networks. In particular, we
will show how reactive behaviours can be best achieved under simple dynamic regimes
in DCD networks, while Chapter 4 will reveal how more complex dynamics can serve
sophisticated memory functions. In consonance with Ashby’s insights, we show that
increased network dynamic complexity enables increased complex task solving. These
results will show that functional connectivity in DCD networks provides a unique ca-
pacity for internal dynamic restructuring, possibly with some analogy to the external
form of body-environment restructuring found in active perception.

While frequency coding is a firmly established form of neural coding it remains un-
clear what cognitive advantages spatiotemporal coding via DCD networks can achieve
from an embodied perspective. Crucially, embodiment can provide a valuable form
of assessment for this coding paradigm by validating neural dynamics for behavioural
based functions that require the coordination of sensory input with motor output to
solve both reactive and adaptive cognitive tasks. By testing these via computer sim-
ulation we can verify current hypotheses regarding their potential for neural coding
as well as provide insights into their potential for reactive behaviour (in what follows)
and adaptive behaviour (in Chapter 4).

3.2 Computational Simulation of Reactive Behaviour

We begin our investigation of neural activity in DCD networks by adopting an empir-
ical approach which evaluates computationally the dynamic features of a phenomeno-
logical neural network model of spiking neurones that are uniformly connected with
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propagation delays, coincidence detection thresholds, and refractory periods. We then
conduct preliminary experiments to evaluate their spiking behaviours under various
parametric and input conditions. These experiments are then applied in a robot sim-
ulation environment to test their capacity at solving reactive sensorimotor tasks. The
goals of this work are to establish characterizations of DCD networks in which classes
of behaviour are observed. Furthermore, these classes of behaviour are intended to
support the requirements of reactive and adaptive (memory-based) controllers de-
signed in this Chapter and Chapter 4.

3.2.1 Dynamical Analysis of Delays in Simple Networks

As originally suggested by MuCulloch and Pitts, neural spiking can be essentially
captured by binary threshold units where cells are either in a spiking state or not
(McCulloch & Pitts, 1943). More specifically, when a cell receives enough input at
time t and reaches a threshold value, this cell changes from a quiescent state to a
spike state, leading to the initiation of a spike propagation along this cell’s axon. At
time t + 1 this cell then returns to a quiescent state and remains in this state for a
fixed time period R which simulates the absolute refractory period of neural cells.
If the input is not sufficient for a cell to spike then it is ignored, thus fulfilling the
approximation of a short membrane time constant necessary for coincidence detec-
tion to occur. Neurone thresholds should be set to the minimal condition where a
spike occurs only if two or more incident spikes arrive at the same time on a target.
This fulfills the basic requirement for coincidence detection to take place. In addi-
tion, propagation delays are assigned to each connection to simulate the biologically
realistic characteristic of spatial distances between cells and action potential trans-
mission along axons, across synapses, and along dendritic trees. As an alternative
to the binary threshold neurone, we could adopt more realistic conductance based
models such as Hodgkin-Huxley models or continuous time integrated models such as
a FitzHugh-Nagumo model. Indeed, in addition to improved biological fidelity these
may improve coding capacity via continuous activation of post-synaptic potentials
as shown by Maass and Schmitt and discussed in Section 2.2.6. If such models are
adopted, it is essential that coincidence detection is preserved by ensuring short mem-
brane time constants. Although a number of interesting dynamical properties arise
from differentially integrated spiking neurone models, we believe simple discrete state
neurones will allow a clear isolation of the essential coding characteristics that DCD
networks possess. To exhibit the essential spiking characteristics of DCD networks
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binary threshold neurones are sufficient in that they incorporate the essential charac-
teristics of neuronal signalling where delays, refractory periods, coincidence threshold
and connectivity are concerned. We describe this model in the following sections.

3.2.2 Delay Coincidence Detection Network Model

Although a number of interesting dynamical properties arise from differentially inte-
grated spiking neurone models, we believe simple discrete state neurones will allow a
clear isolation of the essential coding characteristics that propagation delay networks
possess. For this reason, cells in our DCD network model have integer activation
values with a negative or positive value. Axons have discretized lengths and either
carry a value of 0 or 1 representing inactivity or a spike respectively. A single cell in
the network behaves as an integer-valued coincidence detection and fire unit. When
the activation of the node reaches its threshold value, a spike of value 1 is added to
the beginning of the axonal paths leading to target nodes. If a node does not reach
its threshold at given time step t then a 0 signal is set on the axonal spike train.
Because nodes follow a basic coincidence detection scheme, we allow incoming signals
to be either excitatory or inhibitory. Hence, an incoming spike can either cause the
coincident activation to go up by 1 if the connection is excitatory or down by 1 if the
connection is inhibitory. Excitation and inhibition are associated with connections
rather than cells; hence any given cell can have both excitatory or inhibitory effects
on their targets depending on the connection type2. Importantly, a distinction is
made between ‘strict coincidence detection’ where a target cell fires at time t only
if the right number (the threshold) of incident spikes reach this cell at time t, and
‘loose coincidence detection’ where sub-threshold activation of the target cell may also
contribute to total activation at time t. In the following description we restrict our
model to the strict coincidence detection scenario only. If a node’s activation reaches
a threshold T and spikes then the node’s activation is reset to 0 for the duration of a
refractory period R during which no change of activation can take place. Activation
of cells thus obey a deterministic threshold model which we more precisely describe
here as:

2While this approach violates Dale’s principle that a cell’s target connections are either all excita-
tory or all inhibitory, it is consistent with recently observed biological findings in cortical pyramidal
cells (Ren, Yoshimura, Takada, Horibe, & Komatsu, 2007) and has been found to significantly at-
tenuate any global residual synchrony otherwise found in Dale-like networks (Brunel, 2000; Vogels,
Rajan, & Abbott, 2005; Kriener, Tetzlaff, Aertsen, Diesmann, & Rotter, 2008).
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ai(tn) = Θ

 Ii
j=1

wijaj(tn − dij)


if tn − (R + tsi) > 0

but ai(tn) = ai(tn−1) if f(ai(tn − 1)) > 0

(3.1)

Where ai(tn) is the activation level of neurone i at time tn such that ai ∈ {−1, 0, 1},
Ii the number of incident connections to neurone i, wij the connection weight from
neurone j to i which we set to 1 for all connections, and dij the discrete transmission
delay in time steps from neurone j to i. Also, tsi is the time of the last spike for cell
i, hence the cell activation receives input from incident cells until it spikes at time
tsi after which no input occurs until the refractory period R is passed. Furthermore,
f(x) is the leak activation state of the cell which maintains neurones in a spike state
for a period proportional to the simulation time step resolution. In our simulations
this period was only a single time step. To detect thresholds we make use of Θ which
is the Heavyside step function such that Θ(x) = 1 if x ≥ T and Θ = 0 if x < T .
Finally, when a source cell is inhibitory its value is set to −1 instead of 1.

In the following, we first introduce preliminary simulation results of our DCD
network activity given a simple input, which we expect to elicit non-trivial sustained
firing with the ability to support temporal coding. We then adapt this network model
to work within the simulated context of a Khepera robot performing a light seeking
task.

3.2.3 Preliminary Test Model Parameters

Spiking neural networks with propagation delays, like many other networks, will ex-
hibit a wide number of spiking behaviours based on their parameter settings (E. Izhike-
vich, 2003). Although discretization of the network helps reduce the model’s state
space, a number of parameters will have a significant impact on the network’s be-
haviour. By basing these settings as closely as possible on experimental knowledge
of biological networks, we expected the appearance of sustained firing as well as pre-
dictable global spiking powers in the frequency domain. Our initial test DCD network
model included the following parameters: number of neurones (N), connection prob-
ability (C), activation threshold (T ), refractory period (R), minimum delay (Dmin),
and delay range (Drange). Connections could also be excitatory or inhibitory which
we set to the cortically plausible ratio of 85% excitatory versus 15% inhibitory (Peters
& Yilmaz, 1993). Keeping parsimony in mind, we decided to start with a very small
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number of N = 25 cells in the model. The connection probability was set high given
the small number of cells to C = 0.6, resulting in an average of 360 total connections in
the network3. Thus, each cell received an average of 14 incident connections (I = 14).
Each connection had a synaptic weight of one, meaning that unlike other neural net-
work models, connection weighting had no variable influence on network behaviour.
Activation threshold was in contrast set to the minimally interesting condition where
at least two spikes (T = 2) had to coincide on a target to trigger a post-synaptic
spike; this also promoted a greater chance of observing coincidence detection events
given the small number of neurones. Simulation time was discretized where we inter-
preted 10 time steps to correspond to 1ms; hence temporal resolution was one order
of magnitude below the biological time scale of neuronal spiking events4. Discretiza-
tion has the advantage of significantly reducing computation. However, the lack of
noise often led cells to spike at identical times. Using this, the period during which
cells could not be excited or depressed, including the absolute refractory period, was
set to 10 time steps (R = 10) which aimed to reflect a biologically realistic duration
of 1ms. Connection delays were also scaled in order to reflect realistic delay ranges
above 1.5ms (Dmin = 15) but never over 10ms (Dmax = 100). Given that connection
delays were of central interest in our investigation, we varied the delay range (Drange)
that axons were uniformly randomly assigned from 0 to 30 time steps. Thus, a net-
work with Drange = 9, for example, had a random distribution of connection delays
between Dmin = 15 to Dmin + 9 = 24 time steps (i.e., 1.5ms to 2.4ms in our model).
Overall connections and their delays were assigned with uniform random probability.

3.2.4 Results

Different ranges of delays within network connections were tested systematically be-
tween 15 time steps (15ts) up to 40ts. Three delay range conditions led to the
identification of three critical dynamical states within these networks. Networks with
narrow delay ranges between 15ts and 21ts reliably led to sustained firing with ran-
dom inputs to approximately 30% of the population. Furthermore, these networks
displayed highly regular synchronized firing. As seen from both the spike raster and
spike count histogram of sample runs in Figure 3.2, spike variation slightly increased
between each of the three cases: delay ranges 0ts, 3ts and 6ts. The frequency of these
firing sequences was primarily driven by the average delay within the network.

3Neurone could not project to themselves and a uniform network was assumed.
4No significant differences in dynamics was found in simulations with 100 time steps or more per

millisecond.
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Figure 3.2: Narrow delay range activity. From top to bottom delay ranges 0ts, 3ts
and 6ts. Left plots correspond to spike rasters and right plots correspond to spike
count histograms.
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Interestingly, when delay ranges were slightly increased by another 3ts (delay
range 9ts) and more, strong synchronous firing became less apparent from the visual
observation of the spike rasters and histograms. Figure 3.3 demonstrates this for
delay ranges: 9ts, 12ts and 15ts. Despite the apparent absence of synchrony in these
broader delay cases, power spectrum analysis revealed the presence of broad, yet
small, frequency components about the mean of the average connection delay for
each network category. Power spectra averaged over 30 simulations for each network
case are shown in Figure 3.3. The horizontal line indicates 3 times the standard
deviation of the signal suggesting subtle, yet significant, synchrony for all three delay
ranges. Furthermore, during 1 second simulations (10,000ts) the total number of
spikes in the narrow delay range cases reached 15,287 spikes versus 19,769 spikes in
the broad delay range cases. This can be explained by a broader window of spiking
opportunity for cells in networks with broad delays.

Interestingly, as delay ranges increased the probability of obtaining sustained firing
within the network decreased rapidly. Figure 3.4 shows the average last spike time
over 80 runs in narrow to very broad delay ranges. This suggests that networks are
likely to reach a quiescent state when delays are too broad and the network input
too small. This does not mean, however, that no interesting processing can take
place in the case of rapid dissipation since continuous input could reveal interesting
computational states for this condition. Here, however, we were initially interested
in the cases where balanced activity could be reached for simple input conditions.

These results indicate that a critical threshold in the delay variation was reached
between delay ranges 6ts and 9ts. In addition, the spiking dynamics are more complex
in the broader delay condition. While highly stable oscillatory attractors were present
within narrow delay range networks, less stability was present in broad delay range
networks. A simple comparison in spiking activity for a network with delay range 9ts
revealed that two input conditions that differ only by one neurone led to substantial
divergence in activity over a few time steps. Figure 3.5 reveals spiking divergence after
simulating the same network on slightly different input conditions. While most spikes
coincide except for 4 on the first cell spikes, all but 5 neurones fire at different moments
in time by the end of the simulation. This indicates that broad delay networks are
more likely to possess chaotic-like characteristics thus supporting the notion that
dynamical complexity increases as delay variability increases. Hence, in addition to
the fact that a greater number of spikes take place during the same amount of time
in broad versus narrow delay conditions, broad delay dynamics make it possible for
the network to provide a larger set of firing-chain responses for independent input
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Figure 3.3: Broad delay range activity. From top to bottom delay ranges 9ts, 12ts
and 15ts. Left plots correspond to spike rasters, center plots correspond to spike
count histograms, right plots correspond to the population power spectrum with the
horizontal line representing 3 standard deviations of the total power.
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Figure 3.4: Average last time of spiking amongst various delay range conditions.

patterns. Interestingly, this is true for input patterns that are different in either
their spatial arrangement, temporal arrangement or both. On the other hand, narrow
delay ranges may be well suited for conditions requiring, for example, the recruitment
of a large number of cells in comparison to the input, a more direct transfer of
signalling between connected cells, the setting of a background frequency within the
cell population, and other purposes.

Interestingly, the connection and activation properties that were found to work
best in these experiments happen to fit closely, with some modification, to what
Nützel et al. established as a power law scaling factor for the degree of incidents to
cells (Nützel et al., 1994). According to them, the number of incidents in a firing
rate model neurone should be set to γ = N0.4. With 25 cells this would mean that
approximately 3.62 incidents should be used on average (γ = 3.6). However, because
our model makes use of coincidence detection cells, firing cannot be driven by single
action potentials. However if we compute the ratio I/T we get close to the power
law ratio proposed by Nützel et al. With a connection probability of 0.6 there are
approximately 14 incident connections per cell (I = 14). For T = 2 we obtain
I/T = 7 which indicate that correlation is relatively high in the network simulations
tested here. However, for T = 4 we obtain I/T = 3.5 which approximates closely the
power law ratio of 250.4 = 3.62. Activity will also be dependent on the amount of
input to the network. In our case, 30% input led to sustained activity with adequate
delay ranges when the threshold T was set to 2. If on the other hand, a full input to
the network was applied, then a higher threshold of 4 may be more suitable. Nützel
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Figure 3.5: Spiking activity divergence between two similar input conditions on the
same network.

et al. originally established their power law scale γ = N0.4 based on general statistics
regarding neural connectivity in the brain. For the case of coincidence detection,
however, using the ratio I/T = N0.4 may support the hypothesis that brain regions
with high connectivity are perhaps more likely to function via coincidence detection
networks. To compute T knowing N and the connection probability κ we evaluate:

T =
(N − 1) ∗ κ

N0.4
(3.2)

Where T is the coincidence threshold, N the number of neurones and κ the con-
nection probability between any two cells. N should replace N-1 if we admit self-
connections in a network. Interestingly, this leads to a sub-linear increase of the
coincidence detection threshold T with respect to a linear increase in the number of
neurones N in the network which suggests that less variability in neuronal threshold
is required despite large variability in network size5.

While spiking analysis of this network provided important insights with respect
to its dynamics under various parametric conditions, we wished to investigate the
potential functional role of this DCD network under various delay conditions for the
control of simple embodied agents in a reactive behavioural task.

5This may constitute an appealing factor for evolution, development, and membrane dynamics
since slight physiological changes due to genetic or developmental variations leading to subtle change
in threshold sensitivity will make neurones adaptable to a broad set of network configurations.
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3.2.5 Evolving Delays for a Light Seeking Task

To explore the capacity for DCD networks to serve as sensorimotor controllers we
implemented this network architecture within the framework of a simulated Khepera
robot (Michel, 1995). In particular, we opted to explore the ability for these networks
to control a Khepera robot in a light-seeking task (Jeanson & White, 2012). Light-
seeking requires that a mobile agent makes use of its sensory perception to respond to
the presence of light and activate motor actuators so as to approach the light as closely
as possible. While effective solutions, such as Braitenberg vehicles (Braitenberg,
1984), exist for the successful completion of this task, we wished to explore the space
of potential connectivity and delays for DCD network based solutions. Indeed, DCD
networks are highly sensitive to the precise timing of spikes and we did not wish to
assume a specific decomposition from network output to input. Furthermore, it is
unclear what set of connection delays would lead to an efficient solution to the task.
Hence, to test the capacity for these networks to solve this task we opted for an
evolutionary robotics approach where we evolved the connections and delays of the
neural controller via a genetic algorithm. By doing so, we aimed to effectively explore
the vast space of 3180 up to 8180 possible network configurations for the narrow and
broad delay conditions respectively.

The rich set of dynamics obtained from the simulation of 25 neurones suggested
that a similar sized network may be suitable for the light-seeking task. While 25
neurones were used, the number of possible connections was reduced from 60% to
30% to reduce the amount of over excitation in the network from repeated input
neurone stimulation. For the same reason, the threshold of cells was increased to
T = 3. Only excitatory connections were allowed so as to reduce the amount of
complexity in the network. Transduction from two light sensors placed at 45◦ to the
left and to the right of the robot was accomplished by stimulating 4 neurones per
sensor in an inverse fashion where in the absence of light neurones were stimulated.
This promoted exploration of the space when no light could be sensed. Both left
and right wheeled motor actuators were activated by 4 neurones each as well. In this
case, 3 neurones provided positive input to the wheel while 1 neurone transmitted a
negative signal. Hence wheels could vary in speed between -10 and 30 by increments
of 10. No minimum delay within the network was set. After running a few preliminary
tests we noticed that sensory activation was too sparse to cause the robot to react
to the light source. To remedy this we removed the refractory period of sensory cells
allowing for much higher firing frequency than the rest of the cells which retained
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the simulated robot with two light sensors and two wheels.
In total, 25 neurones controlled the robot with 4 input neurones per light sensor and
4 neurones per motor effector.

their 10ts refractoriness. The overall architecture of the robot and its controller is
depicted in Figure 3.6. The environment was a square surface of size 900mm * 900mm
with a light placed in the centre. No other obstacles were present in the space. The
simulated robot was allowed to be instantly repositioned on the opposite side of the
arena when it reached the border. This removes the complexity of wall avoidance
navigation.

The evolutionary algorithm was designed with a fitness function which computed
the average distance of robots from the position of the light over 3 independent trials of
the same agent with random repositioning. This prevented behavioural specialization
to a single spatial location. The population was composed of 25 agents that were
independently tested in the arena. Evolution consisted of 1000 generations where each
individual was tested during each generation. The top 20% individuals were selected
for their genotype from which two were picked randomly. These two genotypes were
crossed-over with 50% probability forming a new genotype which was subsequently
mutated with 50% probability using a gaussian distribution with mean 0.3. Genes
were encoded in the range 0 to 1. A gene with value 0 represented the special case of
‘no-connection’ while non-zero values were scaled to the delay range plus minimum
delay when transcribed to the phenotype of the network. Hence mutation was applied
only to non-zero genes so as to restrict the amount of connections within the network.
The gaussian mean of 0.3 signified that a delay was shifted by approximately 1ts when
mutation took place. An example genotype is illustrated in Figure 3.7.

Results showed that the average population fitness improved over generations
and typically reached a plateau by approximately 300 generations. In particular,
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........0.0 0.52 0.0 0.49 0.06 0.81 0.77 0.0
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Genotype:

0.77 * DELAY RANGE + MIN DELAY

625 genes in total

Figure 3.7: Illustrated genotype for a single agent controller. Genes with value 0
defined the non-existance of a connection between the corresponding two cells. A
non-zero value was transcribed as an existing connection with a delay scaled to the
delay range of interest during the experiment and an added minimum delay.

Figure 3.8: Average population fitness for the three tested delay conditions. Lower
values represent greater fitness since fitness was directly measured as the average
distance from the light during each individual’s life-time.

three delay conditions tested showed a behavioural improvement; these conditions
were: narrow delay range (0ts to 3ts), broad delay conditions (15ts to 23ts) and
narrow delay range with 60ts offset (60ts to 63ts). We found that in the narrow delay
condition (population A) fitness reached an average distance to the light source of
approximately 219mm, in the broad delay condition agents did not fair as well with an
average fitness (distance from light) of 244mm, while in the narrow distance scenario
with a high delay offset (population C) the average fitness was approximately 196mm
by the final generation. Figure 3.8 shows the average population fitnesses for each
of these evolutionary scenarios. A one-way ANOVA between population fitnesses
revealed that the evolved performance between these three types of delay scenarios
was significant with F (2, 2997) = 735.2, p < 0.001.
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Figure 3.9: Example light-seeking behaviour for an agent with narrow delays (0 to 3
time steps).

In the narrow delay condition, agents displayed moderate behavioural variation
during evolution. By the final generation, agents typically moved in a linear fashion
with slight jitter leading to an efficient exploration of the space and came to a quick
stop as soon as the light source was perceived by either the left or right light sensors.
Figure 3.9 shows a typical agent stop near a light and the drawn path of its motion
in the space when the controller has a narrow delay distribution. Agents which
evolved controllers with broad delays, however, displayed much greater behavioural
variation during evolution. By the final generation, most agents displayed a spinning
behaviour with either preference for left or right spins with slight drift depending on
the evolutionary run. This led to a less time efficient exploration of the space since
only a partial area of the arena could be explored by spinning with drift. Figure 3.10
illustrates the typical motion of an agent with broad connection delays in the arena.
Finally, in the narrow delay condition but with greater delay offset, agents displayed
similar linear motion behaviours as in the first narrow delay condition. However, the
presence of longer delays in the network induced a delayed response on behalf of robots
when they perceived the light source. This resulted in a delayed stop and allowed
agents to approach the light closer than in the simple narrow delay case. Figure 3.11
illustrates this behaviour. This led to an overall greater fitness for agents of this
population but did not lead to qualitative behavioural differences beyond a delayed
response. Computing the power spectrum for these individual cases did not result
in noticeably significant frequency components in any of the delay cases. While we
expect heightened synchrony in the narrow delay controlled behaviours, the stimulus
induced variation as well as the relatively little amount of spiking during particular
actions made it difficult to isolate frequency components.
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Figure 3.10: Example light-seeking behaviour for an agent with broad delays (15 to
24 time steps).

Figure 3.11: Example light-seeking behaviour for an agent with narrow delays but
high delay offset (60 to 63 time steps).
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Overall, these results suggest that narrow delay conditions led to a more efficient
sensorimotor coordination for this simple reactive task. This can be explained by a
more effective recruitment of motor neurones when relevant sensory stimuli where pro-
duced. By contrast, while the broad delay condition lead to more diverse behaviours,
these were not advantageous for the efficient completion of this light-seeking task.
From these findings, we expect that narrow delay dynamics may be more suited for
the control of simple reactive behaviours as well as facilitating the propagation and
communication of structured signals across different areas of the neural network. A
high degree of variation in transmission delay coincidence detection networks, how-
ever, is more likely to serve the purpose of complex transformation of spike patterns
for localized computation.

As a result, these experiments provided a proof of concept for the feasibility of
applying DCD networks in robot control. In addition, we isolated a critical con-
dition whereby a slight increase in the variability of delays within these networks
led to quantitative and qualitative differences in both spiking dynamics and agent
behaviours. What remains to be explored, however, is the degree of cognitive and
behavioural control that can be achieved using these networks; particularly in the
case of broad delay connectivity. Based on this initial experiment we thus wish to
explore the applicability of these networks for functional connectivity in robot tasks
so as to provide further leverage to the theoretical claim that delay coincidence de-
tection networks can serve functional roles via the selection of appropriate delays. In
the following we present the early theoretical perspective that we initially developed
and served to guide the subsequent research.

3.3 Early Theoretical Considerations

Having shown that DCD networks can give rise to interesting dynamics as well as
control simple robots in a reactive task motivates further exploration into the capa-
bilities of these networks at solving more complex tasks. Specifically, we would like
to explore the ability of DCD networks to provide the cognitive capability of mem-
ory. A number of neuronal mechanisms are currently well understood which likely
belong to the repertoire of memory mechanisms used by the brain. These include
various forms of Hebbian learning (Hebb, 1949) and the more recently established
Spike Time Dependent Plasticity (STDP) (Bi & Poo, 1998). Together, these mech-
anisms are generally understood to primarily affect the connection strength between
any two neural cells. Strengthening of the connection typically leads to a local form
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of learning while weakening of the connection constitutes loss of learned relationships.
While such mechanisms are known to be highly important in a number of brain ar-
eas, there remains a degree of uncertainty with respect to mechanisms responsible
for short term storage and association making in the associative areas of the brain,
such as the parietal, temporal and prefrontal areas of the neocortex. Goldman-Rakic
as well as Fuster, for instance, argued that the prefrontal cortex must dispose of ac-
tive memory mechanisms where neurones fire selectively with respect to stimuli so as
to guide behavioural responses via sustained neural activity (Goldman-Rakic, 1987;
Fuster, 1989).

As an alternative to the metabolic change of synaptic strengths, ideas on how
the dynamic maintenance of stored signals can take place via recurrent connectivity
within a population of neurones have been explored since the 1970’s (Cowan, 1972).
With respect to DCD networks, we have previously argued that synaptic plasticity
is likely to be too slow as a mechanism to account for sub-second feature storage
and the rapid learning of temporary associations, but also that dynamic memory and
dynamic learning is possible in principle in DCD networks (Jeanson, 2011). More
specifically, the vast number of possible firing-chains within a DCD network of mod-
erate size suggests that networks of interconnected cells with appropriately tuned
delays (via evolution, development, and/or plasticity) may deliver a unique firing re-
sponse with respect to individual sensory stimuli. If, in addition, these responses have
self-sustaining qualities then sensory memory traces become possible within these net-
works. Two types of dynamic memories are possible in this fashion. In the first case,
a more traditional form of a memory can exist as the continued activation of the
identical spatiotemporal pattern over a period of time. This can occur if a precise
spatiotemporal pattern in the population of neurones at some time t is triggered again
by the firing-chain at a future time t+ n. Figure 3.12 illustrates this principle. Here,
a subset of three cells (purple) initially triggered and lead to a unique firing-chain
that eventually triggers this same set of initial cells to fire with identical temporal
structure. The dynamics of the network would thus reach a limit cycle attractor in
the form of a repeating firing-chain. The advantage of this form of dynamic memory is
that the identical firing-chain will be triggered repeatedly until sufficient interference
or dissipation takes place. This repeated activation could work well in concert with
mechanisms of synaptic plasticity so as to reinforce connections within this network,
such as proposed by Izhikevich’s polychronous neural group theory, or even reinforce
projections to third party neural populations. A second memory mechanism, how-
ever, may be instantiated without precisely repeating firing-chains, such as a chaotic
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Figure 3.12: Memory: a sub-set of three cells (in purple) fire within a specific temporal
structure leading to a firing-chain that triggers at a later point in time the identical
initial three cell spike pattern. This results in a self-sustaining spatiotemporal spike
pattern in the form of a limit-cycle.

pattern, so long as sustained activity is maintained. Indeed, a population which fires
in a sustained fashion but without repeating spiking patterns could remain uniquely
identifiable by connected neural tissue over an extended period of time.

Jeanson argued that DCD networks possess, in principle, another valuable char-
acteristic which may be of significant use for adaptive behaviour (Jeanson, 2011).
This characteristic is the ability for DCD networks to build dynamical associations
between individual stimuli presented during the same time window. Indeed, if two
independent firing-chains A and B co-occur in response to two individual stimuli
then, by virtue of reaching other target cells coincidently, they may trigger together
a third firing-chain C. If this third firing-chain C is self-sustaining then a stable dy-
namic association of both stimuli is created. Figure 3.13 illustrates graphically this
possible scenario within a population of delay coincidence detection neurones. While
this principle could be confirmed via network simulation alone, an embodied task
requiring the ability for association would bring stronger validation with respect to
its plausibility within the nervous system.

Interestingly, in the preliminary experiments discussed above, sustained activity
was achieved in both narrow delay and broad delay conditions. However, narrow
delays typically led to global activity of the network with global synchronous firing
which suggests a reduced variety of features from the spiking response. This lack of
feature variety implies that little differentiation could be made despite differences in
the input patterns. Unless firing frequency of the overall population can be controlled,
this spiking mode is less suitable as a rich dynamic memory store. Broad delays,
however, recruited less cells to fire synchronously and led to highly diverse spiking
features suggesting that that they could be applied as a rich mechanism for dynamic
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Figure 3.13: Association: Two stimulus driven firing-chains A and B trigger a third
self-sustaining firing-chain C.

memory without the need to control firing frequency.
As a natural progression from these early theoretical considerations, the following

section and chapter explore the capacity for DCD network to produce self-sustaining
memory patterns with chaotic and limit-cycle dynamics (Section 3.3.1), how to decode
them (Section 4.2), and associating input stimuli in an embodied dynamic memory
task (Section 4.3).

3.3.1 Sustained and Stable Firing

While integrate-and-fire neurones will indistinctly detect structured or unstructured
spatiotemporal patterns, delay coincidence detection neurones will be sensitive to the
changes of spiking patterns over time. Importantly, the activity which results from
DCD networks will also, in turn, lead to spatially and temporally specific outputs
which we have referred to as firing-chains. As illustrated in Figure 3.12 these patterns
are spatial with respect to the activation across a number of cells in the population
and temporal due to the continuous change in activation over time. Furthermore, we,
among others, have shown that these deterministic patterns exhibit fixed, cyclical,
and chaotic dynamic behaviours (E. M. Izhikevich, 2006a; Jeanson & White, 2012;
Suemitsu & Nara, 2003). Despite this, their informational characteristics remain
poorly understood.

We have shown in Section 3.2.3 that a simple discrete neurone model implement-
ing a delay coincidence detection neural network can exhibit in-phase synchronous
firing with narrow delay ranges while complex firing can take place under broad delay
conditions (Jeanson & White, 2012). We now expose an additional dynamic charac-
teristic of the these networks under different connectivity regimes which was published
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Figure 3.14: Left: Broad delay spike activity with low connectivity of 60% leads to
unpredictable spiking. Right: Broad delay spike activity with high connectivity of
100% leads to stable limit-cycle response patterns.

in GECCO 2013 (Jeanson & White, 2013b). Here, we implemented a network of 25
coincidence detection cells (N = 25) that fire if two or more spikes reach a cell syn-
chronously (T = 2). All connections transmitted excitatory spikes. Furthermore, an
absolute refractory period of 10 time steps (R = 10) was used along with minimum de-
lays of 20 time steps (Dmin = 20) and maximum delays of 40 time steps (Dmax = 40)
randomly distributed; thus resulting in a typical broad delay connectivity structure.
Under these network conditions, we found that firing-chains could reach chaotic-like
attractors when connectivity remained moderate at 60% (I = 14 on average), while
highly stable limit-cycle attractors were reached when connectivity was high at 100%
(I = 24 on average). A sample run is shown in Figure 3.14.

To quantify this stability, we identify the spiking regularity s for a neurone to find
how close its period converges to a target period λ over multiple renewal processes.
To do so, we sum n consecutive spike time differences, where we express the time
difference between two consecutive spike times as νt+1−νt. This sum is computed for
individual neurones across a time interval of interest. We then average this sum over
all n measured times the expected limit cycle λ to obtain a measure of divergence
from this limit cycle period. This is summarized by the following equation:

s =

n
t=0 νt+1 − νt
n ∗ λ

(3.3)

Here, spike-time differences were measured from time steps 1000 to 3000 and
the target period λ set to 11 time steps (11 ts). This λ corresponds to the refractory
period of cells + 1 ts. When s for a particular neurone approaches 0 the spike pattern
has period converging to λ. Figure 3.15 shows the spiking stability for each of the 25
neurones in both the low connectivity (leading to unpredictable spiking) versus high
connectivity (leading to stable regular spiking).

Importantly, the limit-cycle behaviour of the network under high connectivity con-
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Figure 3.15: Left: Spiking stability s for each cell in a network response with 60%
connectivity and broad delays. Right: Spiking stability s for a network with 100%
connectivity and broad delays.

ditions suggests that a self-sustaining spatiotemporal spiking pattern with potentially
unique response characteristics with respect to independent inputs can be achieved,
as initially hypothesized and as seen in Figure 3.12. This mode of spiking thus repre-
sents an important special condition of DCD network function that can be exploited
for dynamic memory purposes. We explore this potential in the following Chapter 4.
Importantly, a network implementing model parameters presented here with N = 25,
R = 10, I = 24, T = 2, and Drange = 20 will be referred to, in the remainder of this
thesis, as a Standard DCD network.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we began by outlining the conceptual distinction between reactive and
adaptive behaviours, how these relate to distinct cognitive capabilities and system cri-
teria. In particular, we argued that while systems that produce reactive behaviours
may implement mechanisms require no internal restructuring, that is, where a direct
mapping in sensorimotor coordination occurs. However, systems producing adaptive
behaviours must possess the capacity to regulated their internal dynamics such that
stored stimuli can be coordinated with novel stimuli to produce an non reactive re-
sponse. To further complete the notion of adaptive behaviour we then introduced
existing theoretical and empirically based approaches which describe adaptability in
cognitive agency. We then proceeded to explore via an computer simulation the
characteristics for DCD networks at accomplishing reactive behavioural tasks. After
describing the basic dynamics of a simple binary threshold DCD network model, it
was shown that narrow delay distributions among the network connections led to
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strong synchronous responses, while broad delay distributions led to complex firing-
chain responses. These distinct modes of connectivity, and consequently firing, were
tested in an embodied reactive task requiring a robot to explore the space and move
towards a light source. By using an evolutionary robotics method we were able to
show that narrow delay distributions were preferred as a result of evolutionary selec-
tion, while broad delay connectivity led to complex agent behaviours with less optimal
solutions for the reactive task. Finally, we further explored the spiking qualities of
DCD networks with broad delay connectivity distributions and showed that low net-
work connectivity led to self-sustained chaotic-like dynamics, while high connectivity
led to self-sustained limit-cycle patterns of activation.

While the dynamics found here may represent idealized network responses with no
noise or natural dissipation, we believe that they capture the essential characteristics
of biological neurones which behave as coincidence detectors and are interconnected
with realistic delay propagations.
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Chapter 4

Dynamic Memory: Beyond
Sensorimotor Coordination

In this chapter we focus on exploring, via additional network and agent simulations,
the ability for DCD networks to be applied to storage, retrieval, and coordination
of sensory stimuli for robot control. This work thus paves the way for the embodied
application of spatiotemporal coding with DCD networks in tasks eliciting behaviours
beyond the reactive and towards increasingly adaptive capabilities.

4.1 Why Dynamic Memory?

Learning and memory are primarily attributed to the various functional mechanisms
behind connection strengthening and weakening such as Hebbian learning, spike time
dependent plasticity, among others. While these are important mechanisms of neural
function, alternative mechanisms should not be ignored. Even the quickest synaptic
plasticity mechanisms elicit relatively slow metabolic processes that typically take
over 500ms (F. Stevens & Wesseling, 1999) when compared to rapid stimulus en-
coding which can take place in the range of 50ms (Sperling, 1960). The presence of
active short-term mechanisms at the millisecond time scale are suggested to account
for scene segmentation, rapid categorization, delayed responses, etc. (S. J. Thorpe
& Imbert, 1989). In particular, mechanisms based on sustained neural dynamics via
re-entrant signalling have been proposed since the 1970’s (Cowan, 1972; Zipser, Ke-
hoe, Littlewort, & Fuster, 1993). While a substantial amount of work has focussed
on overall spike densities as possible memory signatures, few researchers have inves-
tigated their potential in realistic embodied agent tasks. As suggested by Abeles and
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others since, spatiotemporal mechanisms are likely to play a significant role for the
storage of neural activity for delayed use, transformation, or coordination in order
to accomplish cognitive tasks (Abeles, 1991). Here, we aim to investigate the po-
tentially significant role for delay coincidence detection networks (DCDN) to serve
as a neural platform for memory function that is not grounded on the modification
of synaptic strengths but is instead founded on the precise spike timing amongst a
sufficient number of cells to form dynamic spiking patterns that can be combined
with other incoming spikes but also decoded for a specific functional purpose. Be-
cause stored patterns, in this case, are not encoded by metabolic change but instead
via precise spike time sequences that remain active over time, we denote this kind
memory mechanism as a dynamic memory. As mentioned in previous sections of this
thesis, contemporary interest in coincidence detection and transmission delays has led
to a number of interesting findings with respect to stability criteria (Arik, 2000), os-
cillatory dynamics and the emergence of functional groups (i.e., polychronous neural
groups) (E. M. Izhikevich, 2006a), as well as neurally based logic circuitry (Fernando,
2011). However, no known effort has been dedicated to apply the distinctive dynam-
ics of DCD networks for the generation and decoding of dynamic memory function
to achieve precise control of embodied agents.

In order to classify a system as a memory system we argue that two distinct
conditions must be satisfied (Jeanson & White, 2013c). First, a memory system must
exhibit a differential response with respect to recall cues. That is, responses should
be distinguishable from other cued responses. This comes as a requirement since a
unique response should be elicited by the memory system so as to distinguish it from
the recall of other elicited patterns from the system. Second, a memory system must
reliably produce a pattern which the decoding mechanism is expecting. That is, while
the same cue may not always produce the same response (although for simple memory
systems it will), what matters is that the interpretability by some decoding process
remains unchanged. In the simple case, memories will be identical in spatial and/or
temporal characteristics for the same recall cues repeated in time, but a system could
conceivably produce a varying pattern, despite identical input, so long as the decoder
varies correspondingly.

Importantly, both of these conditions are obtained in DCD networks without re-
course to structural or metabolic change. Interestingly, as seen in Subsection 3.3.1,
the presence of distinct spatiotemporal limit cycles in response to varying input pat-
terns makes it possible to use these networks as dynamic memories. Furthermore,
we believe this can be accomplished statistically for any spatiotemporal pattern with
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Figure 4.1: Memory network and decoding network configuration. A DCD memory
network responding via broad delay limit cycles to some inputs (A ... Z) can be
decoded into spatial patterns via delay mapping to a target network of coincidence
detectors.

sufficient stability despite the presence of uncorrelated spikes and noise.

4.2 Delay Mapping

To effectively decode spatiotemporal memories into spatial activation patterns in a
target network we developed a procedure called ‘delay mapping’ (Jeanson & White,
2013b). After describing this delay mapping method, we present a newly developed
procedure which identifies spike timing ambiguities to determine the coincidence de-
tection threshold of decoding cells (i.e., the decoding threshold) as first described in
(Jeanson & White, 2013c). This enables a greater decoding accuracy than what was
previously obtained from ‘collision removal’ (Jeanson & White, 2013b).

4.2.1 A Procedure for Delay Mapping

In order to decode spatiotemporal patterns into spatial patterns, delays from the
memory network to a decoding network must be adjusted. The overall network layout
is illustrated in Figure 4.1. To do so, we developed a method to generate specific
delays for projections form the memory to the decoding network. Assuming we wish
to decode 4 patterns in memory, we first generate a single random memory network
to which four different input patterns are applied, namely A, B, C, and D. After
determining the limit cycle period λ of the corresponding response patterns, we choose
a sufficiently late offset spike-time sto beyond the settling point of the attractor to
mark the start of the region of analysis (in our case sto = 1400ts). For each of the four
distinct spike renewal processes we analyzed the temporal region from sto to sto + λ.
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Figure 4.2: Collision removal and delay mapping. Collision removal is a rudimentary
approach to reducing ambiguous decoding because only connections from cells that
spike at the same time (here marked by an x) have efferent connections removed to
prevent ambiguous spikes from reaching the decoding network. Despite this, many
ambiguities can remain using this approach and it also leads to pattern weakening
requiring selective ‘filling-in’.

We then selected an arbitrary reference time step tsr within the period interval. Using
tsr we derived the set of spike-time ‘deltas’ which are the time step differences of the
spike-time of a given cell from the reference tsr. We denote this set of deltas for all
cells of pattern ρ as ∆ρ, and the specific delta of a given cell i in this set is referred
to as ∆ρ

i . Figure 4.2 illustrates the reference time step from which spike-time deltas
(black arrows) were calculated for pattern A. Because (at most) a single spike-time
stρi exists for a cell i for pattern ρ during period λ in our DCD memory network we
can simply compute deltas as:

∆ρ
i = tsr − stρi (4.1)

From this set of deltas we then created a set of connections for each cell in the
memory network to pattern specific cells in the target decoding network. A delay dρij

from cell i to a target decoding cell j for pattern ρ that would project to a decoding
target cell is derived from the list of deltas such that:

dρij = ∆ρ
i + dbase (4.2)

Where dbase is a base delay which will typically be the median delay in the set
of connections for ρ. This is picked such that for cell refractory period R we respect
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R + λ/2 < dbase. Here we chose dbase = 20. If we compare, for example, ∆A
0 to ∆A

1

in Figure 4.2 (the two deltas arrows at the top of the figure for spike pattern AY) we
would obtain delays dA24j = 2 + 20 = 22 for cell 24 and obtain dA23j = −2 + 20 = 18

for cell 23. Hence target cells would have afferents from cell 24 with delay 22 ts and
afferents from cell 23 with delay 18 ts. If this is done for all cell spike-times of pattern
A then spikes would reach the target network synchronously leading to coincidence
detection of A.

Here we outline the ‘DelayMapping’ algorithm which takes a list of point processes
(spike times) for a limit-cycle memory pattern ρ:

spike_listρ = [[neurone_id, spike_time], [neurone_id, spike_time], ...]

from which we want to determine the list of propagation delays dρ to decode
pattern ρ and project to a set of target decoding neurones for pattern ρ which we
denote as:

targetsρ = [target_neurone_1, target_neurone_2, ...]

Algorithm 4.2.1: DelayMapping(spike_listρ, targetsρ, sto, λ, dbase)

tsr ← random(sto, sto + λ)

deltas← []

for i← 0 to spike_listρ.length()

do


st← spike_listρ[i][1]

if st ≥ sto and st ≤ (sto + λ)

do


neurone_id← spike_listρ[i][0]

deltas[neurone_id]← tsr − st

d← [][]

for neurone_id← deltas.keys()

do


for target_id← targetsρ.keys()

do d[neurone_id][target_id]← deltas[neurone_id] + dbase

return (d)

Importantly, efferent connections from each memory network neurone can be cre-
ated such that they target independent decoding cells. This allows a simple memory
network to encode multiple input patterns such that these patterns can be recognized
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by individual cells. Interestingly, this approach reflects quite closely similar forms of
recurrent neural network coding where networks of cells are randomly generated and
used as ‘reservoirs’ for storing arbitrary stimulus patterns. Indeed, original work by
Buonomano & Merzenich on spiking networks with short-term plasticity was perhaps
the first instance to demonstrate this unique method of random network generation
coupled with decoding/classification procedure for complex function (Buonomano &
Merzenich, 1995). This method has since been applied in other contexts including
Liquid State Machines (Maass, Natschläger, & Markram, 2002) and Echo State Net-
works (Jaeger, 2002). What is clearly distinctive of the present approach, however, is
that instead of synaptic plasticity, coincidence detection with propagation delays is
maintained as the sole form for the generative spiking repertoire stored in the memory
network (the ‘reservoir’) and the decoding is accomplished via delay mapping onto a
decoding network (the ‘classifier’).

Importantly, however, while the delay mapping method is effective at finding each
of the delay values required to decode a specific pattern, multiple patterns are likely
to share neurones which have the same temporal offset with identical deltas leading
to ambiguities. The most obvious form of ambiguity is the overlap of spike times as
shown in Figure 4.2 by the crossed spike times. This leads to ambiguous features
resulting in potential decoding errors.

4.2.2 Collision Removal

A rudimentary approach to resolving this problem of ambiguous decoding can be
done by ignoring neurones with spike times that overlap for the same cells between re-
sponses by removing their connections to the decoding network. We call this method
‘collision removal’. Figure 4.2 shows spike times for the individual patterns and
crossed spikes representing collision events between patterns. Collision removal re-
duces ambiguous decoding of the response patterns such that differentiability becomes
once more possible. Unfortunately, collision removal could lead to patterns having
too few distinct neurones to produce sufficient spikes for decoding. That is, if a target
cell has a coincidence threshold of T but the number of distinguishable spiking cells
from the memory pattern becomes lower than T due to collision removal, then the
activation of this response pattern will never produce sufficient activity for it to be
decoded. To remedy this, memory network neurones for which decoding efferent con-
nections were severed can have connections corresponding to more weakly represented
patterns to be ‘reinstated’. For example, from Figure 4.2 pattern BX has the fewest
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remaining spikes (only three) for decoding, by reinstating connections for this pattern
selectively we can enable differential decoding once more. This, however, requires ad-
ditional steps of evaluation and manipulation that are impractical and possibly least
likely for biological systems.

Initially, we instead opted for an even simpler solution which consisted of reinstat-
ing connections with delays with some arbitrary value within the normal delay range.
This allowed for weakened memory patterns to be recognized if enough memory cells
spikes matched the delay patterns. While this process did not guarantee successful
response, we observed overall improvements in correct turning behaviour (Jeanson
& White, 2013a). This was required here because we had not yet established a way
to evaluate the amount of ambiguity between spatiotemporal pattern responses. In-
deed, ambiguities can also exist for cells that do not have overlapping spikes between
patterns but have some neurones with identical spike time offsets (we explore this
in Section 4.4). Hence, for the first robot dynamic memory experiment, coincidence
detection thresholds on decoding cells were set to be equal between response patterns.
That is, the same T was used for cells decoding different patterns. Later, in Section
4.4, we establish a method to measure the amount of ambiguity between two pat-
terns so that connections no longer need to be removed, but where the coincidence
detection threshold of decoding cells for each pattern is adjusted independently.

4.3 T-maze

4.3.1 Sensorimotor Memory Task

In order to test whether sustained activity in DCD networks can lead to the tem-
porary storage of stimuli and produce ‘decision making’ behaviours, we investigated
the ability of DCD networks to provide memory and control to a Khepera robot to
solve the well known T-maze task (Blodgett & McCutchan, 1947; Jeanson & White,
2013b, 2013a). In this task, an agent is initially placed at the bottom of a T shaped
maze and learns to take a left or right turn when it reaches the intersection of the
T depending on a cue stimulus presented before reaching the intersection. Hence the
initial stimulus serves as a cue that must be memorized so that a delayed response
is elicited once the agent arrives at the intersection of the maze. Figure 4.3 illus-
trates the conditions of this task. Interestingly, this task was successfully applied
to evolved robot controllers implemented with continuous time recurrent neural net-
works (CTRNN) (Blynel & Floreano, 2003) as well as NEAT (Charles, Pinville, &
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Figure 4.3: T-maze working memory paradigm.

Doncieux, 2012). However, it was noted that a confound may occur in the typical
arrangement of this task. Ziemke and Thieme showed that agents may reach the
correct side of the T-maze without memory when only a single stimulus is presented.
This occurs when agents react immediately to the stimuli by following the wall on
the side of the appropriate direction and simply continue following it at the inter-
section thus completing a successful turn (Ziemke & Thieme, 2002). As suggested
by Charles et al. this can be remedied using a bi-stimuli paradigm based on Braver
et al.’s AX-CPT working memory test (Braver, Cohen, & Servan-Schreiber, 1995).
By having one stimulus presented early (the context stimulus A or B) and a second
stimulus presented after a time delay (the cue stimulus X or Y) then agents can be
instructed to turn in one direction, e.g., left, only for one specific combination of the
two stimuli and turn in the opposite direction, e.g., right, for all other cases. To be
successful, an agent must thus be able to store the context stimulus for the duration
between presentation of the context and the cue.

In order for the appropriate response to take place in a DCD network a spatiotem-
poral pattern which will preferentially stimulate one motor effector over another must
be activated within the period following the presentation of the cue. Crucially, how-
ever, this can only be achieved if a stimulus induced firing-chain is activated when
the context stimulus is presented, that this firing-chain sustains, and that this firing-
chain activity coordinates effectively with the cue stimulus so to activate the correct
differential motor activation. To achieve this, the agent must not only store infor-
mation but continue to advance up the maze in order to receive the cueing stimulus
and engage in the appropriate trajectory to accomplish the task. Solving this T-maze
task will thus not only demonstrate memory capacity on behalf of the agent but also
an elementary form of adaptive behavioural control.
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In the present implementation of the task a simple two wheeled robot with distance
sensing was designed to autonomously move up the base of the T and make a left or
right turn based on the presentation of a context stimulus A or B, shortly followed
by a cue stimulus X or Y. When the combined stimuli AX are presented then a left
turn should be taken while a right turn is expected in the three other cases. Distance
sensing was used for wall avoidance. However, context and cue stimuli were directly
presented to the agent’s DCD memory network. We describe the architecture of the
agent and its controller in the following.

4.3.2 Sensory-Motor Network

The Enki robot simulation library was used to implement an e-puck robot with re-
alistic noise, collision, and friction conditions (Magnenat et al., 2007). The robot’s
one-dimensional circular camera with a 120◦ field of view was divided into a left visual
field (lvf) and right visual field (rvf). Each visual field was segmented in a numerical
array of 30 values. Five averaged activation values per visual field were generated
from 6 radially consecutive recordings. These activation values then served to dictate
the spiking state of five sensory spiking cells per visual field. Sensory cells had refrac-
tory periods of 5 time steps (5ts) to increase sensitivity of the input while motor cells
had refractory periods of 10ts. Spikes were triggered when the averaged normalized
visual fields between 0.0 and 1.0 had values of 0.35 or less. Hence we used an inverse
stimulation paradigm where the absence of obstacles stimulated the agent’s visual
sensors. Spikes then propagated to the contra-lateral motor area which possessed 4
neurones for each wheel. These connections were fixed with many-to-many projec-
tions from each sensory cell to all motor cells in the contra-lateral sides using random
delays between 10ts and 20ts. This relatively narrow delay range was chosen based
on our prior finding that narrow delays could lead to more stable reactive behaviour
as discussed in Section 3.2.4 (Jeanson & White, 2012). Contra-lateral projections
were chosen based on the successful avoidance behaviour first suggested by Brait-
enberg (Braitenberg, 1984). Motor neurones behaved as coincidence detectors with
threshold 2. Finally, activation of the four respective motor neurones were summed
and total activation was limited to a maximum value of 1.5 to limit maximum motor
speeds. The overall sensory-motor network (SM) can be seen on the right-hand side
of Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Illustrated network model with Memory, Inhibitory, and Sensorimotor
networks.

4.3.3 Memory and Inhibitory Networks

The memory network (MEM) had 25 excitatory neurones which were fully connected
and assigned a random uniform distribution of broad delays between 20ts and 40ts.
Neurones in MEM had coincidence threshold 2 and refractory periods of 10ts. The
MEM network was thus an instance of our Standard DCD network model. A context
stimulus A or B was presented to the network after 450 time steps had elapsed from the
onset of a trial followed by a cue stimulus X or Y after 350 time steps. Each stimulus
type consisted of synchronously activating 6 individual cells for each pattern: cells 0
– 5 for A, 6 – 11 for B, 12 – 17 for X, and 18 – 23 for Y. No other control was applied
to the network during trials.

Memory network activity was projected (Proj1) from its excitatory neurones to
an inhibitory network (INH) which had the purpose of decoding the spatiotemporal
pattern in MEM and inhibiting the appropriate cells in SM for correct maneuvering.
INH contained 72 neurones with no internal connections but simply spiked when
a sufficient number of coincident signals from MEM reached a cell in INH. This
coincidence detection threshold was set to 8. These, in turn, projected their inhibitory
signal so that 1/4 of cells in INH projected to the left motor neurones in SM while
the other 3/4 projected to the right motor neurones in SM. Projections from INH
to SM (Proj2) were created with a fixed many-to-many scheme and had delays set
randomly in the range 10ts to 20ts. Relatively narrow delays were used so that the
likelihood of coincidence on the SM motor cells would be reliable enough to disrupt
the stable wall avoidance behaviour and induce the appropriate turning action. The
overall network is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Crucially, Proj1 connections were procedurally derived with respect to delay value
and connectivity based on prior runs of the memory network with each of the four
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Figure 4.5: Left: spike raster plot of activity in the INH network during presentation
of context stimulus A and cue stimulus X. Right: robot path in the AX stimulus
condition. Lines originating from the robot mark the 120◦ field of view.

combined context and cue stimulus conditions (AX, AY, BX, BY). To accomplish
this, we made use of the delay mapping method described by Algorithm 4.2.1 which
resulted in Proj1 connections serving the role of transforming spatiotemporal memory
patterns in MEM into spatial activation patterns in the INH network. By doing so,
we thus manually handled the problem of having an agent learn the delay values for
Proj1 connections1.

4.3.4 Results

We generated 10 random memory networks (MEM) and derived their corresponding
projection connections (Proj1) to the inhibitory network. One hundred trials were
tested for a given MEM/Proj1 network pair. For each run, the initial orientation of
the agent was randomly set so that it would face left or right with 45◦ variation on
either side. We also randomized the narrow delay ranges for Proj2 and SM networks
on each trial.

We first describe a sample trial for stimulus condition AX. We expected that the
INH network would fire such that a subset of cells detecting pattern AX should be
activated after the presentation of the context stimulus A and cue stimulus X have
settled. Figure 4.5 shows in the left raster plot the activity of the INH network
during a trial with context stimulus A presented at time step 450 and cue stimulus

1While initial experiments were made to accomplish this using an evolutionary computational
approach as in the reactive light-seeking task, no effective delay mapping was found using this
method.
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Figure 4.6: Left: spike raster plot of activity in the INH network during presentation
of context stimulus B and cue stimulus Y. Right: robot path in the BY stimulus
condition. Lines originating from the robot mark the 120◦ field of view.

X presented at time step 800. From the raster plot we notice that prior to time step
800 cells 18 – 35 corresponding to the recognition of pattern AY were temporally
activated. This suggests that activation of memory A was sufficient to induce AY
recognition. However, after the cue stimulus X was presented at 800ts and a short
period of stabilization (approximately 130ts) cells 0 – 17 were activated which means
memory AX was correctly decoded from MEM by the projections Proj1. This led
to sufficient inhibition of the left motor neurones via projections Proj2 to the SM
network. The graphic on the right hand side of Figure 4.5 shows the path taken by
the robot when moving up the T-maze. In particular, we notice that soon after the
presentation of the X stimulus a leftward turn is initiated. This led to a correct left
turn reaching the top left corner of the T-maze. Similarly, correct right turns were
obtained on most runs for context/cue stimuli pairs AY, BX, and BY. A sample run
is shown for the BY stimulus pair in Figure 4.6.

We ran 100 trials for 10 random memory networks to determine the effectiveness of
dynamic memory storage using the proposed delay mapping method. Between trials,
random delays for Proj2 and SM connections were reset leading to slight variation for
inhibition and sensorimotor control. For performance measurement, we independently
counted the number of correct left turns when AX was presented (25% of times) and
the number of correct right turns when all three other stimuli pairs were presented
(75% of times). Simulation results showed that correct left turns were performed on
82% of AX trials and correct right turns were performed on 84% of AY, BX, and
BY trials. Overall, the average success rate was 83.4% (SD 8.85). An agent with no
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memory will have equal chance of turning left or right at the end of the maze which
would lead to a 50% success rate. Similarly an agent biased towards left or right turns
only will also have an overall success rate of 50%.

To reject the null-hypothesis that memory stimuli do not have an effect on correct
turning behaviour, we ran experimental trials in a control condition by running 100
trials for 10 random robots with no presentation of the context or cue stimuli to the
memory network. The lack of context and cue stimuli presentation led to a mean
success of 50.6% (SD 3.32). The control condition simply enabled the SM network to
drive the agent up the maze while avoiding walls. At the top of the maze the agent
turned left or right due to sensitivity to the upper wall combined with noise. From
these results we performed Welch’s t-test assuming independent variance between
both conditions. We found a significant difference between the memory condition
(M=83.4, SD=8.85) and the no-memory condition (M=50.6, SD=3.32) with t(11.753)
= 10.9, p < 0.001. Hence, we may reject the null-hypothesis and, instead, support
the finding that presentation of context and cue stimuli to the memory network was
effective at enabling the agent to make correct turns.

Investigation of the individual performance of memory networks revealed that,
despite collision removal and reinstating neurones, stimuli pairs could still be occa-
sionally ambiguously decoded. This could lead to conflicting inhibition of the motor
cells resulting in indecisive turning behaviour. This explained the less than perfect
success rate with dynamic memory. Here we used a coincidence detection threshold
of 8 for Proj1 connections for all generated memory networks. However, we believe
greater memory pattern disambiguation could be achieved in future work by identify-
ing sufficiently high individual coincidence detection thresholds for decoding neurones
in INH with respect to each context and stimulus memory pattern pairs.

These results show that transmission delay coincidence detection neural networks
can perform the role for dynamic memories whereby stimulus patterns are stored dif-
ferentially and reliably without requiring internal structural/metabolic change. This
suggests that any random network which possesses these characteristics could poten-
tially be exploited by adjacent networks for dynamic memory. In addition, the short
settling time into periodic attractors suggests that this mechanism could subserve fast
delay response integration, rapid scene categorization, and other neural functions re-
quiring millisecond timescale exchanges. Interestingly, this work also demonstrates
that not only single stimuli conditions can be encoded but that combined stimuli
(e.g., contexts and cues) can also be differentiated by a decoding network for control.
Despite these positive results, we aimed to improved the method by which ambiguity
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Figure 4.7: Two spike patterns with a single ambiguity between both patterns. The
circled spike pairs lead to two inner-deltas that are equal for both patterns, hence the
ambiguity.

resolution could be accomplished without making use of the collision removal method.
Furthermore, we wished to explore the capacity for these networks to encode a greater
number of patterns within a memory networks of the same size.

4.4 Ambiguity

4.4.1 Assigning Decoding Thresholds

In Section 4.2, we have shown that removing cells with colliding spike-times can
be effective for reducing ambiguity. This method, however, can lead to a rapidly
decreasing number of available neurones from which to decode patterns. Furthermore,
this method fails to capture all ambiguities between patterns because only spikes with
a temporal offset of 0 time steps are detected. While we showed that reinstating spikes
could help mitigate the effects of collision removal, we aim to develop a method
requiring fewer complex steps and with more biological plausibility. To do so, we
propose instead to determine the exact decoding coincidence detection threshold on
target cells with respect to each encoded pattern. This approach should allow neural
significance to be preserved while making disambiguation possible. After describing
the fundamental notion behind spike timed ambiguities, we demonstrate in the next
section how to determine the minimum coincidence threshold of target cells.

While delay mapping enables the reliable detection of a spatiotemporal spike pat-
tern via the synchronous spatial activation of target cells, two spatiotemporal patterns
(say A and B) may possess a number of identical subsets of cells firing with identical
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spike-time offsets. We denote the set of spike time differences between all spike pairs
within the same pattern the set of ‘inner-deltas’ of that pattern. Figure 4.7 shows two
spike patterns where one of the 6 (4*3/2) possible inner-deltas for pattern A matches
an inner-delta for pattern B. This leads to a single ambiguity out of a potential
six between these two patterns. Because only two spikes in each pattern are being
considered, we denote this as an ambiguity of degree 2 or Λ = 2. However, it is also
possible for a third, forth, or indeed N spikes to form ambiguities of degree as high as
Λ = N . We denote the maximum ambiguity between two response patterns as Λmax.
Importantly, if at least one ambiguity of degree x exists between two patterns and
x = Λmax, then a decoding coincidence threshold of T = x + 1 will have to be used.
Interestingly, two ambiguities of degree 2 that share a common spike will induce the
presence of a single ambiguity of degree 3, thus the maximum degree of ambiguity
between both pattern is Λmax = 3. However, if two ambiguities of degree 2 are in-
dependent, i.e., 4 spikes in total, then the maximum degree of ambiguity remains
at Λmax = 2. Hence, while in the former case a decoding threshold T = 4 will be
necessary, a decoding threshold of T = 3 will be sufficient in the latter case.

4.4.2 Defining Ambiguities

For a spatiotemporal pattern ρ we can find all spike time differences between all cells
that are spiking during a period λ. The spike time difference between two cells i and
j, i.e., the ‘inner-delta’ between i and j, for pattern ρ is denoted as δρij. The total
number of inner-deltas is equal to all edges in a complete graph or N ∗ (N − 1)/2 for
N neurones participating in the pattern. Two patterns, A and B, can have a number
of matching δ’s. Such that δAij = δBij for some cells i and j. We call these ambiguities
αA,B
ij . Returning to Figure 4.7, the single ambiguity between patterns A and B can be

expressed as αA,B
3,4 . Importantly, ambiguities between large groups of cells can occur

as well such that αAB
i,j,...n exist. As mentioned above, if two ambiguities αij and αjk

exist then there will necessarily be an αik present as well. Hence, two ambiguities
of degree Λ = 2 that share a cell implies that an ambiguity of degree Λ = 3 exists
between both patterns. This is a useful value to determine since it will indicate that a
decoding threshold of at least T = 4 should be used to uniquely identify both patterns
from each other (Jeanson & White, 2013c).
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Figure 4.8: Second method for finding the maximum ambiguity between two patterns.
Between pattern spike-time differences are calculated for each of the N neurones.
Here, the largest set has two differences (cells 4 and 3) of time step +1, followed by
a set with one difference (cell 2) of −1 and a set with one difference (cell 1) of +3.
Hence a maximum degree of ambiguity of two corresponding to the size of the largest
set.

4.4.3 Finding Ambiguities

Here, we present two methods to find the largest degree of ambiguity Λmax between
two spatiotemporal responses.

In the first method, we can determine the number of pairs that share a common
neurone so to find Λmax in order to derive the minimum decoding threshold by count-
ing the number of paired inner-deltas that are ambiguous between any two patterns.
To do so, we first evaluate all


N
2


inner-deltas for each of the patterns. These sets

are then compared between both patterns to find how many are ambiguous. Finally,
we count among the ambiguous pairs, the subset which shares the greatest number
of cells to determine the highest degree of ambiguity. This results in a complexity
order of O(3


N
2


). This rather computationally costly evaluation can be substantially

reduced by adopting the second method.
The second method first evaluates the spike-time difference between both response

patterns for each neurone i among N as shown in Figure 4.8. We then find the largest
set of equal spike-time differences Ωmax. This Ωmax corresponds to the largest degree
of ambiguity in the network Λmax. Because the maximum number of Ω sets is N , we
can find the largest degree of ambiguity in N steps, hence a complexity of O(N).
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4.5 F-Maze

In Section 4.3 we showed that delay mapping can be applied effectively for the deriva-
tion of delays from dynamic memory networks in a robot task requiring agents to
navigate a single intersection T-maze based on external stimulus cues (Jeanson &
White, 2013b). DCD network simulations up to here, however, have hinted at a
potentially rich set of reliable and differential responses with respect to independent
stimuli. Hence, it would be interesting to determine how DCD networks can scale up
with respect to task complexity and memory requirement while keeping a fixed size of
25 neurones for the memory network. In addition to this, we will explore in Chapter
5 their tolerance to noise and memory capacity, and in Chapter 6 mathematical tools
to formalize their spiking characteristics. Here, we expand on the T-maze by adding
an additional intersection to the maze, thus becoming what we denote as the ‘F-maze’
as seen in Figure 4.9.

As in the T-maze task, the agent must autonomously travel up the bottom of the
first T by avoiding walls, make the first correct turn based memory network stimuli,
then continue to the end of the second T to make a second turn based on a separate
set of context and cue stimuli. Simulations were performed using the same platform
as in the T-maze experiment described in Section 4.3. The sensorimotor network
(SM) was composed of DCD neurones that enabled the agent to move up the maze
corridors while avoiding walls. These motor neurones received external afferents from
a population of inhibitory cells (INH). These inhibitory neurones served to inhibit
left motor neurones to provoke a left-hand turn and inhibit right motor neurones
to perform a right-hand turn. The inhibitory neurones decoded the spatiotemporal
spiking patterns produced by DCD cells in the memory network (MEM) as depicted
in Figure 4.4.

4.5.1 Procedure

For the F-maze task, eight possible stimuli pairs could be produced. After 450ts ei-
ther a context stimulus A or B was presented to the agent, after 350ts a cue stimulus
X or Y was presented. A correct response by the agent was noted if a left-turn was
performed at the end of the first T in case AY, BX, or BY were presented, and a right-
turn if only AX was presented. In the case of a right-turn (AX) the spiking activity
in the agent’s memory network was cleared to prepare for the subsequent memory
storage. This was done to test the independent storage of the first context/cue pair
from the second context/cue pair. After this, a second context stimulus C or D was
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Figure 4.9: F-maze.

presented to the memory network. Once another 350ts had passed the second cue
stimulus V or W was presented, thus producing CV, CW, DV, or DW spatiotemporal
patterns in the memory network. If CV was presented then a left-hand turn was
expected, while a right-hand turn was expected for all other combinations. Figure
4.9 illustrates the possible stimuli related paths that would lead to a successful turn.
To decode these eight spatiotemporal patterns we used 144 cells in the inhibitory
network amongst which 8 sets of 18 cells were divided to recognize the individual
spatiotemporal patterns AX, AY, BX, BY, CV, CW, DV, and DW respectively. The
probabilities of each turning scenario are 75% for a left-hand turn at the first intersec-
tion, 18.75% for making a right-hand turn at the second intersection, and 6.25% for a
left-hand turn at the second intersection. These unequal probabilities serve to show
that the agent responds selectively to the combined memory stimuli AX for the first
part of the maze, and CV for the second part of the maze. We conducted 100 runs
for each of the 10 randomly generated agent memory networks from which decoding
delays were derived using the delay mapping described in Section 4.2 and decoding
threshold derivation methods described in Section 4.4.

4.5.2 Results

Preliminary stimulation of the memory network for the 8 specific input combinations
enabled us to apply the delay mapping procedure to determine propagation delays for
connections from the memory network to the inhibitory network (Proj1 connections).
After delay mapping was accomplished for each of the 10 generated memory networks,
ambiguities were computed between each of the eight paired context/cue network
responses to establish the highest degree of ambiguity. This resulted in the following
Λmax for networks 1 to 10 respectively: 11, 15, 14, 14, 12, 14, 12, 10, 9, 15. Hence,
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Figure 4.10: Left: Robot path on a trial in the F-maze with stimuli AX-CV. Right:
Inhibitory network activity.

decoding thresholds T for inhibitory targets were set to the corresponding Λmax + 1.
A sample run with stimulus combination AX-CV is shown in Figure 4.10. From

this figure we see how the agent initially moved up the base of the maze while avoiding
walls.The context stimulus A was presented at time step 450. After a transient period
we notice the decoding from cells 0-17 dedicated to AX began in INH at time step
618. This suggests that pattern A was sufficient to induce and AX response in INH.
This was briefly followed by simultaneous decoding of AY for cells 18-35 in INH.
This induced the agent to swerve slightly to the left as a result of co-activation of
the patterns. This ambiguous decoding can be expected if enough features in A
are sufficient to be recognized from the decoding delays for AX and AY. However
we noticed that as soon as stimulus X was presented at 800ts only cells 0-17 in INH
effectively decoded pattern AX in MEM. This enabled the agent to inhibit right motor
neurones and perform a correct right turn at the first intersection. After passing the
first right hand turn the MEM network had activity reset to accommodate for the
subsequence stimulus pair. This explains the lack of decoding between time steps
2278 and 3329. After presenting context stimulus C at time step 2879, CV was
correctly not decoded by INH which shows that C alone does not contain sufficient
spatiotemporal features to produce a turning behaviour. However, after cue stimulus
V was presented at 3229ts CV was recognized after a 100 time step transient period
and became recognizable to INH at time step 3329. This initiated a correct left-hand
turn leading to successful behaviour at the second intersection of the maze. While
CV and CW were momentarily decoded due to the second transient period response
when V was presented, this did not affect the correct left turn behaviour of the robot
at the second intersection.

Similarly a sample run with stimulus combination AX-DW is shown in Figure
4.11. The behaviour of the robot is nearly identical to the previous sample run with
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Figure 4.11: Left: Robot path on a trial in the F-maze with stimuli AX-DW. Right:
Inhibitory network activity.

respect to the first intersection. Context stimulus D was presented at 2887ts. After
a transient period during which DV was momentarily decoded, the onset of the cue
stimulus W at 3237ts pattern DW was consistently decoded to perform a correct right
hand turn by inhibiting right motor neurones of the SM network. While a number
of these preliminary experiments demonstrated successful behaviour, we undertook a
more statistically meaningful analysis by running 100 experiments with memory and
without memory control.

To evaluate behavioural control performance, tested 10 random agent three-network
controllers for which delay mapping an decoding thresholds for the stimuli pairs were
resolved. Each agent was tested on 100 trials. In these trials context and cue stimuli
were presented to the memory network. Individual scores for each turn were 88% for
FL, 92% for SL, and 80% for SR leading to an average success rate of 86.6% (SD
3.94). To ensure that memory had no effect on correct turns, we conducted control
runs during which no turning stimuli were presented to the memory network. Again,
10 agents were tested 100 times with randomly generated networks. If memory had
no effect then the agent should have reached the first left-hand corner (FL) 50% of
the time, the second left-hand corner (SL) 25% of the time, and the second right
hand corner (SR) 25% of the time, resulting in an overall mean success rate of 50%.
Results from the control in fact revealed an overall mean success of 42.9% (SD 4.38).
This seemingly lower than chance result is due to some agents failing to reach any of
the corners at all.

To confirm that we may reject the null-hypothesis that memory had no effect on
effectively controlling the robot, we performed Welch’s t-test assuming independent
variance between both memory and no-memory conditions. We found a significant
difference between the memory condition (M=86.6, SD=3.94) and the no-memory
condition (M=42.9, SD=4.38) with t(17) = 22.86, p < 0.001. Hence, we reject the
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null-hypothesis and confirm that presentation of context and cue stimuli to the mem-
ory network had a significant effect at enabling the agents to make correct turns in
the F-maze.

Errors occurred due to noise interference with the balanced inhibition of the sen-
sorimotor network to perform adequate turns. Despite this, these results support the
view that this dynamic memory network model can be effective at controlling agents
in a problem of greater scale than the T-maze task alone. Furthermore, this was ac-
complished without collision removal but by identifying a sufficiently high coincidence
detection threshold for decoding cells in INH.

4.6 Summary

The F-maze results confirm that dynamic memories in DCD networks can effectively
scale up to harder memory tasks. In particular, this was accomplished without hav-
ing to increase the size of the memory network. These results demonstrate that
DCD networks can perform the role for dynamic memories whereby stimulus patterns
are stored differentially and reliably without requiring internal structural/metabolic
change. Importantly, this suggests that any random network which possesses these
characteristics could potentially be exploited by adjacent networks for dynamic mem-
ory purposes. In addition, the short average transient periods over a few hundred
time steps (in the order of 10’s of milliseconds) between memory stimulation and
stabilization into a periodic attractor suggests that this mechanism could account
for fast delay response integration, rapid scene categorization, and other memory
functions requiring millisecond timescale exchanges. Crucially, the dynamic memory
mechanism presented here requires that an effective delay mapping exists in order
to decode the spatiotemporal memories into either other spatiotemporal patterns,
temporal patterns, or as we have shown here, spatial patterns. While we offer a
procedural method to determine these, biological mechanisms such as evolution or
development may be effective at selecting adequate projection connections and de-
lays to make use of the stored memory patterns. Synaptic pruning of inadequate
connections could promote adequately tuned delayed connections, degrees of myeli-
nation could vary during development to adjust transmission speeds, or even STDP
could lead to the reinforcement of connections with adequate delays. However, we do
not propose or imply biological plausibility here. Such investigations would form part
of future research. In general, we believe dynamic memories of the sort presented
here should be especially well suited for providing a large yet fixed set of stimulus
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response primitives which can be coordinated rapidly for further processing.
A weakness to the present approach can be found in the presentation of the context

and cue stimuli at fixed temporal intervals. When fixed spatial positions were used
for the memory stimuli we found that the firing-chains resulting from the convolution
could often lead to non-recognizable memory patterns by the decoding projections
for some offset to the period λ. While preliminary studies have shown statistically
significant performance with fixed spatial stimuli, we believe larger networks should
enable greater statistical options for the decoding by the projection network. Alterna-
tively, a biological mechanism such as a phase carrying spike waves could justify the
presentation of sensory stimuli to the memory network such that presentation occurs
at an optimum timing for decoding. Sensory coding via phase carrying waves have
indeed been theoretically described and observed biologically (Gerstner & Kistler,
2002; Nadasdy, 2012). Again, such investigations could form future research into
more advance DCD networks.

Overall, the experiments presented here demonstrated that unique firing-chain
responses are produced for independent stimuli, and that the presentation of subse-
quent stimuli enabled the convolution of the joint inputs in a dynamic fashion. While
we demonstrated that 8 distinct patterns based on 8 primitive inputs could be stored
in a network of 25 neurones, we have yet to establish a precise estimate of the total
number of distinct firing-chains which can be produced by networks of a given size
and their tolerance to noise. Such an estimate could provide a much better appre-
ciation for the coding capacity and noise tolerance of these networks. This memory
capacity and tolerance to noise are investigated in Chapter 5. Beyond memory, how-
ever, we anticipate that delay coincidence detection networks can likely be organized
to produce a wide range of additional dynamics under various connectivity and para-
metric conditions with potentially important consequences for our understanding of
cognition and behavioural adaptation via neural processes.
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Chapter 5

Dynamic Memory: Noise Tolerance
and Memory Capacity

In the previous chapter we were able to show that DCD networks could serve the
function of dynamic memories in robot maze navigation tasks. In particular, we
showed that three networks of DCD neurones could be coordinated so as to enable
a robot to perform wall avoidance, stimulus storage, and decoding for elementary
decision-making turning behaviours. While the T-maze task served to exhibit the
fundamental capacity of DCD networks within a three-network architecture, we also
showed that the identical memory network architecture could also be used in a scaled-
up version of the task with four additional stimulus cues in the F-maze task. These
experiments, however, did not test the extent to which stimuli could be encoded while
delivering reliable and differentiable responses. To gain a better appreciation for the
limits in terms of useful encoding that these networks can support, we explore in
this chapter their ability to cope with interference with respect to spiking but also
their capacity limit to encode effective memories. By doing so, we should gain a
better appreciation for the practical application of these networks in neural coding
for cognition.

5.1 Noise Tolerance

Noise within a system occurs when this system is subjected to events that are in-
dependent of its normal functioning. Here, we investigate the degree to which noise
affects the spatiotemporal characteristics of the Standard DCD network model ini-
tially described in Section 3.3.1. First, we review how using ambiguities (c.f. Section
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4.4) can be found in spatiotemporal patterns of spikes. We then introduce the no-
tion of degrees-of-freedom with respect to ambiguities. Subsequently, we use this
degrees-of-freedom notion to establish lower and upper bound estimates for the num-
ber of noisy cells that can be present in spatiotemporal patterns of spiking neurones
with ambiguities. We then explore the condition where decoding does not require
all available neurones, but only the subset sufficient to provoke coincidence detection
on decoding neurones. However, because none of the estimates take into account the
correlated nature of firing within these networks, we then investigate empirically the
effect of noise via spike removal and misfiring on DCDNs to quantitatively determine
how many neurones can undergo interference before decodability becomes impossible.

5.1.1 Degrees of Freedom

A critical feature for any memory system is the ability to provide sufficient differen-
tiation between encoded patterns. Before estimating of how DCDNs behave under
noisy conditions we isolate the spatiotemporal features based on a subset of spiking
neurones that can be used to uniquely identify patterns without having to take into
account the remaining noisy or ambiguous neurones. To do so we establish the up-
per and lower-bounds for a network’s tolerance to ambiguities, which we described
in Section 4.4, by computing what we call the maximum and minimum degrees-of-
freedom of a network – respectively dfmax and dfmin based on the number of common
cells shared between ambiguous relations. This degree-of-freedom corresponds to all
paired relative spike times (i.e., inner-deltas) that are not ambiguous between any two
patterns. In other words, the greater the degree-of-freedom the greater the potential
for differentiation between patterns. An optimistic bound exists because three am-
biguities found could correspond to no more than 3 cells. For instance, if two cells
c1 and c3 form two ambiguities with a third cell c2, then they are ambiguous with
each other. However, in the pessimistic case, three ambiguities could exist among 3
independent pairs of cells.

To determine dfmax we take the smallest set of h neurones that can hold A am-
biguities of degree 2. We call this set a ‘hyper-node’ since the reference times of
each spike for cells in a hyper-node are correlated between patterns involved in the
ambiguity. For example, when recalling Figure 4.7, pattern ρB has a single ambiguity
formed by cells 3 and 4. Cells 3 and 4 can thus be effectively replaced by a single
hyper-node of size h = 2 with a unique spike time difference (inner-delta) with other
neurones in the network. More specifically, the inner-deltas between cells 1 and 3
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Figure 5.1: Maximum (optimistic) and minimum (pessimistic) bounds for the degrees-
of-freedom of a DCD network of 25 neurones with a single spike per cell for period
λ. As the number of ambiguities of degree 2 increases the degree-of-freedom (df)
decreases in a log like fashion.

(δ13) and between 1 and 4 (δ14) provide the same information since 3 and 4 have
an ambiguous inner-delta. Thus pattern ρA could be distinguished from pattern ρB

using δ13 or δ14, however these two deltas do not provide independently new infor-
mation due to the ambiguity in which cells 3 and 4 participate. Hence all cells (N)
not participating in an ambiguity (h) along with this hyper-node (1) form the new
set of size Nh = N − h+ 1 of uniquely detectable spike-times to decode, where N is
the total number of neurones in the network. In pattern ρA and ρB , the hyper-node
contains 2 neurones (3 and 4) and the remaining 2 neurones (1 and 2) together with
this hyper-node give Nh = 3. To determine the maximum degrees-of-freedom given
N and A, we need the smallest set of cells h that form a connected graph with A

edges using the following equation:

h =


1 +
√
1 + 8A

2


(5.1)

Where h counts the number of cells participating in a hyper-node. Knowing h we
thus derive Nh = N − h + 1 (the number of effective neurones remaining plus the
hyper-node) to evaluate dfmax according to:

dfmax =
Nh(Nh − 1)

2
(5.2)
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Determining dfmax thus gives us the most optimistic decoding efficiency of the
network when the number of ambiguities of degree 2 present in the the network is
known. It is optimistic, because it tells us the fewest possible number of ambigui-
ties (and therefore neurones) that should be ignored in order to distinguish between
patterns. However, the worst case scenario arises when a maximum number of cells
have correlated spike times, thus increasing the maximum degree of ambiguities in
the network Λmax. This leads to a minimum degree-of-freedom dfmin. Knowing the
number of cells N and the number A of ambiguities of degree 2, we know that at
worst an ambiguity exists between N − A cells, hence at worst Nh = N − A. Thus
we determine dfmin with the following:

dfmin =
(N − A)(N − A− 1)

2
(5.3)

Using these upper and lower bounds for degrees-of-freedom of a network we can
plot this range for our network of 25 cells knowing that the maximum limit for ambi-
guities of degree 2 is N(N − 1)/2 = 300. This df range is shown in Figure 5.1. From
this Figure we can determine the region between dfmax and dfmin in which decoding
will be possible given a number of found ambiguities. For instance, in the optimistic
case, 24 ambiguities (of degree 2) will lead to a dfmax of 153. This means 153 sets of
paired spike times are available to discriminate patterns.

At first glance, degrees-of-freedom could be used to find how many noisy neurones
can be tolerated by a network when we know the number of ambiguities that are
present among different response patterns for different inputs. For instance, if 24
ambiguities (of degree 2) are found between patterns then a dfmax of 153 is available
to a network which means that 18 neurones are available to distinguish between
patterns. This leaves a total of 7 neurones that could behave erratically. However, this
approach assumes that all 18 neurones are necessary to distinguish between patterns.
In reality, a subset of spikes could be used to distinguish between patterns if the
decoding neurones have sufficiently low coincidence detection thresholds.

Taking this into account suggests that additional noisy cells could be tolerated by
the network while preserving decodability. We develop this more sophisticated view
of sub-pattern decoding in the following section.

5.1.2 Noise Tolerance Estimation

If a spatiotemporal pattern is only expected to be decoded by low coincidence thresh-
old cells (where T is the coincidence detection threshold) then many sub-patterns of
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size T can be selected so as to uniquely identify the initial input. Indeed, assuming
spiking independence and no ambiguities between network responses, N−T neurones
can be noisy with a single subset of nodes of size T being sufficient for differentiation.
This suggests that while all other cells may be noisy, decoding via delay mapping
is possible from those few spike-times. The case becomes less straightforward when
spike times are correlated over connectivity and time because noisy activity will likely
propagate to other cells. We first present a solution to the noise estimate when only
ambiguities between patterns are considered and explore correlated firing in the next
section via empirical simulation experiments.

5.1.2.1 Noise with Ambiguity

If X neurones are noisy in a network of N cells then the remaining cells of the pattern
N −X that are stable can be used to decode the pattern. Of course, for this to be
possible the coincidence threshold of target decoding cells will have to be less or equal
to N −X. However, if this pattern must be differentiated from other possible input
response patterns for the same network then ambiguities may arise. Here we present
a method to estimate a priori the necessary number of non-noisy cells that must be
available to decode a pattern when the number of ambiguities between this pattern
and others is known.

We denote S as the number of differentiable sub-patterns in pattern ρ that are
detectable given the number of cells N , the number of ambiguities A of degree 2 found,
and the decoding threshold T . Here the decoding threshold T dictates the minimum
size of the sub-pattern. Hence a value of T = 2 implies that we are interested in
sub-patterns of 2 spike times in two different cells. The maximum and minimum
number of sub-patterns S with at least two available spike times for decoding can
be obtained by summing the number of combinations


N
t


(i.e., N choose t) of spike

times for sets of size t such that:

S =

Nh
t=T


Nh

t


(5.4)

Where Nh = N − h + 1 when computing the maximum number of sub-patterns
Smax (optimistic) and Nh = N − A in the case of minimum sub-patterns Smin (pes-
simistic). Hence, similarly to the degree-of-freedom, we obtain an upper and lower
bound estimate for the number sub-patterns S in a network as shown in Figure 5.2.
From this Figure we notice that while over 107 sub-patterns are available from net-
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Figure 5.2: Optimistic and pessimistic number of available sub-patterns (S) with at
least two spike times in a network of 25 cells as ambiguities increase.

work responses without ambiguity in both optimistic and pessimistic conditions, this
availability decreases in a logarithmic stepwise fashion as the number of ambiguities
(of degree 2) increases linearly. In the pessimistic case we find that availability of
sub-patterns reaches 0 as soon as 24 ambiguities are found.

Applying this to noise, S can be used to determine the number of neurones X

that can be disrupted such that at least one sub-pattern remains available to uniquely
identify the complete pattern from others. Assuming the number of ambiguities
(of degree 2) decreases linearly as the number of cells N is reduced, we want to
find the number of spike-times that will allow for at least one sub-pattern given the
proportionally reduced number of ambiguities Apartial. To do so in the optimistic
scenario (most noise tolerance) we must find the subset of cells Npartial such that
Apartial =

Npartial

(N/A)
which satisfies S = 1, where S is computed with Npartial, Apartial,

and T . From this we obtain either the maximum or minimum noise tolerance –
depending on how h is computed – such that the number of tolerable noisy cells
X = N −Npartial. Figure 5.3 illustrates the optimistic noise tolerance for a network
with 25 neurones and with a required decoding threshold T = 2. It is important to
note, however, that noisy spike-times should not coincide with spike-times of alternate
patterns, or ambiguous decoding will arise.

Conveniently, this sub-pattern counting method is applicable to any discrete spa-
tiotemporal events for which we wish to determine upper and lower-bound noise
tolerance estimates and, of course, for which we have point process data. While
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Figure 5.3: Optimistic and pessimistic noise tolerance in a network of 25 cells with
fixed decoding threshold T = 2 as ambiguities increase.

computing the number of sub-patterns was accomplished here for spiking events that
occur on regular intervals, it would not be difficult to extend this method to other spa-
tiotemporal events with limit-cycle characteristics. What this method lacks, however,
is the ability to provide specific estimates with respect to the noise tolerance of pat-
terns when events are not strictly independent. In particular, the neural and network
characteristics of DCDNs with high degrees of connectivity, fixed delay distributions
(e.g., 20 to 40 time steps) and homogeneous decoding thresholds (e.g., T = 2), suggest
that sustained spiking responses are driven by a high degree of correlated spikes in
the network. In relation to this, Derrida and colleagues have shown that a degree of
incident connections in attractor neural networks of at least logN per cell will lead to
spike correlation (Derrida et al., 1987; Nützel et al., 1994). However, their network
model was not concerned with adequate timing for coincidence detection. Hence, in
DCDNs if I incidents are sufficient to produce a post-synaptic spike only I/T are
in fact effective, hence correlation in DCDNs begins to occur for I/T ≥ logN . In a
DCDN of 25 cells that are fully connected and a coincidence detection threshold of 2
suggests that a substantial degree of correlation is present since 24/2 > log25. While
we have argued that a sufficiently high degree of incidence is necessary for sustained
firing, we must determine the impact of noise on this correlated firing for a more
formal understanding of noise tolerance by DCD networks.
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5.1.3 Noise in Correlated Spiking Activity

Noise during neural activity is to be expected for reasons of global or local interfer-
ence. In spatiotemporal spiking dynamics, noise can take the form of additive spiking,
subtractive spiking, and misfiring where a neurone reaches its threshold at an unchar-
acteristic time for a given pattern. To determine how tolerant to noise DCDNs are we
explore empirically both subtractive spiking (by the removal of spikes) and misfiring.
We later explain why spike addition is not relevant to the present model context.

To measure noise for a given network we investigated the amount of ambiguity
which exists between repeated trials under identical input conditions (synchronous
input to 6 cells) but where spike-removal or misfiring was applied to an increasing
number of cells after the pattern settled in a stable limit-cycle attractor. Interest-
ingly, we can make use of ambiguity analysis to quantify the level of noise tolerable
by determining the amount of ambiguity between a noisy and a non-noisy response
pattern for the same network under identical initial input. Indeed, if a response pat-
tern is compared to itself then the maximum number of ambiguities will be reached
and its maximum degree of ambiguity Λmax will be equal to the number of neurones
in the pattern. However, if noise results in one neurone changing its spike timing
(shifted or removed) then the maximum degree of ambiguity between the noisy and
non-noisy pattern will be Λmax = N − 1, signifying that N-1 neurones can still be
used to decode the spatiotemporal pattern via coincidence detection.

In the following, we empirically investigate noise tolerance via spike-removal and
misfiring in both prolonged noisy conditions and short term, temporary noisy con-
ditions in Standard DCD networks (c.f. Section 3.3.1). For each of these conditions
we begin with a preliminary investigation of sample runs and finally quantify noise
tolerance via population sampling in multiple networks.

5.1.3.1 Noise via Prolonged Spike-Removal

Noise via spike-removal can either take place as prolonged inhibition of a subset of
neurones or as temporary inhibition of the subset. We first present DCDN tolerance
to prolonged inhibition followed by temporary inhibition.

To investigate prolonged inhibition of spiking (spike-removal), thirty different net-
works were generated. Each network was presented with an identical single pulse input
to neurones 0 to 5 synchronously (6 total) at time step 0. An input to at least 24%
of neurones (here 6 out of 25) within the delay range period (here 20 time steps) was
found to be the minimal condition to obtain sustained firing response in more than
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a. b.

c. d.

e.

Figure 5.4: Sample Spike removal raster plots. No-noise raster (blue) is superimposed
by noisy raster (red) when spike-times coincide. a. Neurone 0 is prevented from
spiking – this led to 7 total misfiring neurones (including cell 0). b. Neurone 0 and
1 are prevented – led to no additional neurone misfiring. c. Neurones 0 to 2 are
prevented – led to 8 neurones misfiring. d. Neurones 0 to 3 are prevented – led to 9
neurones misfiring. e. Neurones 0 to 4 are prevented – led to 23 neurones misfiring.
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99% of runs for these networks (c.f. Section 3.3.1 for more details). Input was applied
synchronously in order to simplify the setup. A total of 25 runs per network were
made by increasing the number of inhibited neurones after the 800th time step was
reached until each neurone was perturbed. This 800 time step initialization period
was found to be sufficient for a stable attractor to be reached. Figure 5.4 illustrates
the activity for a sample network after increasingly preventing the number of neu-
rones firing. The no-noise raster (in blue) is superimposed by the noise raster (red).
If cells are not affected by noise their spike times (in red) will be identical to non-
noisy spike times (in blue) thus hiding non-noisy spikes. However, the appearance of
non-noisy spike times (blue) indicates that the corresponding cell has been affected
by noise, or in this case the inhibition of the subpopulation. Overall, we found that
spike removal led spiking activity to settle into new spatiotemporal configurations.
More interestingly, from the sample run illustrated in Figure 5.4 we notice that when
a small number of neurones (4 or less) are prevented from spiking then only up to
9 neurones in total no longer spiked in step with the non-noisy response. However,
when only a single additional neurone was prevented from spiking (see Figure 5.4.e.)
then a total of 23 neurones spiked inconsistently with the non-noisy response. We
investigate this interesting nonlinear effect in greater detail in the following section.

Stability In order to more easily measure the effect of noise on the spike times of
correlated neurones in DCD networks, we developed a measure of spiking stability
to quantify the change in timing when different amounts of noise are applied. As a
measure of stability, we compute the spike time difference s for each neurone i to find
how close their period converges to a target period λ over multiple renewal processes
using the stability equation (3.3). Rather than computing a single stability estimate
for each cell over the entire network simulation time, we repeatedly measure the sta-
bility s across small windows of size n = 2. This method results in an ‘instantaneous’
spiking stability measure that provides an indication of how stability changes over
time during network simulation. Figure 5.5 illustrates this averaged instantaneous
spike time difference (AISTD) for one network under 5 different conditions of spike
inhibition. An AISTD of 0.25, for instance, indicates that the corresponding neu-
rones shifted on average from their stable period by 2.5/10th of λ, i.e., 2.75 time
steps. Here, when no inhibition was presented to the network (Figure 5.5.a.) initial-
ization instability quickly converged (0.0 spike time difference) after approximately
400 time steps and remained in this stable pattern during the entire network simula-
tion. When four neurones were prevented from spiking starting from the 800th time
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Figure 5.5: Spiking stability in prolonged spike-removal via averaged instantaneous
spike time differences for a single network with identical input between noise scenarios.
a.: no noise removal. b.: neurones 0–3 are inhibited from time step 800 onwards. c.:
neurones 0–7 are inhibited. d.: neurones 0–11 are inhibited. e.: neurones 0–15 are
inhibited.
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step (Figure 5.5.b.), a small jump of 0.004 in instability took place but with a quick
return to a stable pattern after approximately the 1000th time step. A similar short
period of instability took place when eight neurones were inhibited (Figure 5.5.c.).
This suggests that only brief and temporary instability occurs with relatively small
perturbation via spike removal. When twelve neurones were inhibited, however, a
much more pronounced and longer period of instability took place with an AISTD of
up to 0.14 (Figure 5.5.d.). Hence, by preventing twelve neurones from firing, many
of the remaining cells had spike times altered. However, a return to stable firing
after approximately the 2750th time step suggests that the network was able to find
a stable self-sustaining pattern provided the 13 remaining neurones. When sixteen
neurones were prevented from firing after the 800th time step the average instanta-
neous spike time difference measure indicates a substantial amount of instability of
up to 0.72 that eventually led to cessation of all activity after approximately 1250
time steps (Figure e.). This can be explained due to the much reduced number of
neurones remaining (only 9) that were not prevented from spiking. Indeed, such a
small number of neurones make it difficult for self-sustained activity to occur.

It is important to note, however, that when spiking does return to a stable regime
it does not imply that the firing returns to the originally stable spiking pattern. The
instantaneous spike difference only indicates regions of time when variability in spike
timing occurs – not the characteristics of the patterns themselves. To examine the
degree to which patterns preserve original spatiotemporal characteristics after pertur-
bation we make use of ambiguity analysis as discussed above. Indeed, two identical
patterns will have a maximum degree of ambiguity Λmax equal to the number of cells
in the network, however, comparing a non-noisy pattern with a noisy counterpart will
have a reduced degree of ambiguity.

Criticality From the raster plots in Figure 5.4 we notice that in most cases re-
moving a few neurones had a low to moderate impact on the number of other cells
changing in spike-timing. As seen from the top left plot, preventing cells 0 to 3 from
firing led to a total of 9 neurones misfiring: the 4 manipulated neurones plus 5 cor-
related neurones (Figure 5.4.d). However, by additionally preventing neurone 4 from
spiking 24 of the 25 cells misfired as a result (Figure 5.4.e). This suggests that a criti-
cal tolerance to spike removal was reached by the spike pattern after which important
deviation from the initially stable response pattern occurred. Formally criticality can
be defined as:

Definition. A DCD network undergoes a critical transition in activity when its maxi-
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mum degree of self-ambiguity changes by some ϵ ≥ N
3

between two noise input amounts
– where N is the number of neurones in the network.

This critical reduction in ambiguity is made more obvious by looking at the change
in the maximum ambiguity as noise increases. The individual ambiguity results are
shown for all 30 generated networks in Figure 5.6. In accordance with our definition
we chose an ϵ = 8 provided the 25 neurones in the network and rounding down to
the nearest integer. In Figure 5.6 network responses to noise which led to a critical
reduction in maximum degree of ambiguity when only one additional cell was removed
are circled. For example, the top left plot shows how ambiguity dropped by 16 degrees
of ambiguity when 4 or more neurones were prevented from spiking. By inspecting
this behaviour for each random network in Figure 5.6, we notice that while critical
reduction in ambiguity is not systematic for every network, this phenomenon does
occur in more than half of the networks. The presence of criticality suggests that
some cells play a greater supporting role on the spatiotemporal response of DCD
networks than others.

Interestingly, other cells can, in some cases, negatively impact the network re-
sponse in the context of noise. Indeed, an increase in self-ambiguity, as seen in the
fourth network from the top the middle column took place after the 6th neurone
was prevented from spiking. Hence, while a critical reduction was reached when 5
neurones were prevented from spiking, an increase in self-ambiguity took place after
preventing the 6th cell suggesting that, in the absence of other cells, some neurone
play a suppressive role in network tolerance to noise via prolonged removal of spikes.

Average Noise Tolerance While the sample runs above suggest that noise via
spike removal can indeed be handled by DCDNs, an accurate measurement of the
effect of spike-removal can be made by averaging the maximum degree of ambiguity
between the non-noisy and noisy patterns. For statistical soundness spike removal
was performed over 30 randomly generated networks of fully connected neurones with
random delay assignments between 20ts and 40ts. To determine a sufficiently high
number of samples to validate noise tolerance we measured the difference in ambiguity
variation as additional networks were averaged. More specifically, we measured this
change for each level of noise and set a change in average Λmax below 0.5 to be
satisfactory. We found that with up to 14 networks the largest difference in average
Λmax was above 0.529 but below 0.5 with 15 networks or more for each level of noise.
For increased confidence we performed averages across a total of 30 networks leading
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Figure 5.6: Degree of ambiguity (y-axis) as the number of neurones prevented from
spiking (spike removal) increases (x-axis) amongst the 30 different networks. Critical
reductions in ambiguity above 8 are circled.

to a change in mean close to 0.4 – this sampling size was used throughout the different
noise conditions in these experiments.

Figure 5.7 illustrates both the average ambiguity as the number of spiking cells
prevented from firing increases, as well as the normalized average. This measure com-
pares the spatiotemporal ambiguity between the non-noisy pattern response and the
noisy pattern responses in the time interval 1400 to 1411 time steps. The normalized
average is a more accurate indicator because, as neurones are increasingly prevented
from firing, the degree of ambiguity that can be found also decreases, hence the num-
ber of ambiguities found is divided by the maximum possible with respect to neurones
available. From this Figure we noticed that on average up to 15 neurones (60%) can
be removed such that at least one pair of stable spiking cells remains available for
decoding. When removing 3 cells the maximum degree of ambiguity is approximately
14 suggesting that a coincidence threshold of 14 or less incident spikes on target cells
will make it possible for a decoding network to identify the pattern despite noise on
any three neurones in the memory network.
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Figure 5.7: Average maximum degree of ambiguities (AMA) and normalized AMA as
the number of spiking neurones prevented from spiking is increased in the prolonged
condition. Higher ambiguity denotes greater noise tolerance. Error bars display
standard error across 30 trials.
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Scaling Finally, we aimed to generalize this empirical measure of noise via spike
removal for networks of different sizes. To do so, we compared the noise response for
the 25 neurone case (N = 25) above with networks of size N = 100 and N = 1000

neurones. When simulating larger networks, we proportionally increased the number
of input cells, preserving it at 24% input, and reduced the number of connections so
that the average number of afferents per cell remained at 24 (I = 24). The delay
distribution, however, remained the same. By computing the average over 30 net-
works for each of these sizes and normalizing not only the degree of ambiguity in the
scale 0 to 1, but also the number of neurones inhibited in the scale 0 to 1 we can
compare how networks of different sizes behave with respect to an increase in noisy
cells. Figure 5.8 shows the compared changed in average ambiguity between all three
networks 1. Overall, we noticed general non linear reduction in noise tolerance with
noticeable slowing down typically after 30% of cells where prevented from spiking.
Interestingly, this reduction in ‘self-ambiguity’ due to noise was more pronounced in
the larger networks than in smaller networks after approximately 20% of cells were
perturbed. For the 25 neurone networks, the standard error remained above 0.01 up
until 64% of the neurones were prevented from spiking, at which point no more activ-
ity could be sustained. However, the standard error remained above 0.01 before 48%
of neurones were inhibited for the 100 neurone networks, and above 0.01 before 36%
of the neurones were inhibited for the 1000 neurone networks. Hence larger networks
displayed poorer tolerance to noise than smaller networks. However, larger networks
responded with less variability suggesting better conditions for noise tolerance pre-
diction. Hence, from the general reduction in self-ambiguity after preventing more
than 30% to 40% of neurones from firing we conclude that DCD networks exhibit
a non negligible capacity for noise resilience with decreased noise tolerance but in-
creased reliability in larger networks. Overall, this indicates that despite this severe
noise condition where subsets of neurones are completely unable to participate, some
features of the original pattern are preserved and usable for decoding.

5.1.3.2 Noise via Temporary Spike-Removal

While prolonged inhibition of neurones provides an indication of network performance
under severe perturbation conditions, it is important to gain an appreciation for the

1While noise measure were recorded by increments of 1 noisy cell in the N = 25 scenario,
increments were increased to every additional 4 noisy neurones in the N = 100 condition, and every
40 neurones in the N = 1000 condition for a total of 25 points in each of the three network size
conditions.
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Figure 5.8: Normalized average ambiguity in noise via spike removal for a prolonged
period. A comparison is made between DCD networks of 25 neurones, 100 neurones,
and 1000 neurones. Error bars show standard error across the average 30 networks.

dynamics that arise in these networks under very subtle noise conditions. To test
this other extreme we applied temporary inhibition to spiking cells and progressively
increased the number of cells affected by this momentary inhibition. In particular, we
want to determine whether this behaviour will be different at all, and if so, if it will
be in respect of qualitative and/or quantitative change from prolonged inhibition.

Temporary inhibition was applied so as to disable a neurone or set of neurones
for a single spike that occurred between time steps 800 and 811. After this, cells
could resume spiking provided sufficient afferent coincidence detection. Similar to
the prolonged condition, we measured noise by comparing the response of the non-
noisy condition with the noisy-condition after this latter returned to a stable attractor.
Here, we aim to investigate empirically how close to the original spiking pattern a
network returns after temporary removal spikes occur for a subpopulation of cells.

Stability Thirty networks were generated on which single spike removal in the time
interval 800 and 811 time steps was applied for an increasing number of neurones.
Figure 5.9 illustrates how temporary inhibition affects the averaged instantaneous
spike time difference (AISTD) of the network responses with respect to 4 of the 25
conditions for one sample network. From this Figure we notice that after initial input
stimulation and a transient period the network reaches a stable limit-cycle attractor
after approximately 600 time steps. By temporarily inhibiting 8 neurones in the
time interval 800 to 811 (Figure 5.9.b) a noticeable perturbation with a peak at 0.1
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Figure 5.9: Spiking stability in temporary spike-removal via averaged instantaneous
spike time differences for a single network. a.: no noise removal. b.: neurones 0–7
are inhibited only once in the time step interval 800 and 811. c.: neurones 0–15 are
inhibited. d.: neurones 0–24 are inhibited.

occurred with continued instability for approximately 100 time steps after which the
network returned to a stable attractor. This perturbation increased to a peak of 0.13
(or 1.3/10th of a spike time) when 16 neurones were induced with noise. Finally, when
all neurones had spike times removed temporarily a spike time shifting peak of 0.24
was reached. Overall, the network returned to a stable attractor in each condition
within approximately 300 time steps from the onset of spike removal.

Criticality Similarly to the prolonged removal of spikes condition, ambiguity be-
tween the non-noisy condition and each of the 24 noise conditions was computed for
each of the 30 different networks. This was done for the time interval 1400 to 1411
time steps. Despite the temporary nature of the perturbation effect, computing the
average ambiguity across all 30 networks as this perturbation increased displayed a
critical change in 11 of the 30 networks when assuming a criticality detection ϵ = 8.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the individual network responses. Overall, however, this crit-
ically was not as prominent as in the prolonged inhibition condition. For a more
general perspective we computed the average ambiguity across all networks which we
describe in the following.
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Figure 5.10: Degree of ambiguity (y-axis) as the number of neurones temporarily
prevented from spiking increases (x-axis) amongst the 30 different networks. Critical
reductions in ambiguity above 8 are circled.

Average Noise Tolerance To gain a general appreciation for the behaviour of
these small DCD networks when inhibition to single spikes per cell is applied we
computed the normalized average maximum self-ambiguity Λmax between all thirty
networks. Figure 5.11 shows a progressive decline in self-ambiguity as the number
of temporarily inhibited neurones increases. Because all neurones resume firing by
time step 1400, the normalized average ambiguity plot does not differ from the sim-
ple average ambiguity plot other than in scale. In contrast to the prolonged noise
condition, temporary inhibition of neurones had less of a destabilizing effect on the
originally encoded pattern. When contrasting these results with the prolonged re-
moval condition from Figure 5.7 we found that when 24% of neurones (6 cells in the
N=25 condition) were prevented from spiking the normalized average highest degree
of ambiguity between noisy and non-noisy patterns was 0.394 (39.4% of the maxi-
mum Λ). However, when 24% of neurones were prevented from spiking only once in
the temporary removal condition, the normalized average highest degree of ambiguity
was 0.545 (54.5%). Interestingly, in the temporary spike removal condition, applying
noise to all neurones did not lead to complete long term disruption of the pattern.
In the temporary condition, however, we noticed that at least 16% of neurones (4
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Figure 5.11: Average and normalized maximum degree of ambiguities as the number
of spiking neurones prevented from spiking is increased in the temporary condition.
Higher ambiguity denotes greater noise tolerance. Error bars display standard error
across 30 trials.

cells) could still be used to decode the spatiotemporal patterns encoded in memory.
This suggests that DCDNs could present interesting stability characteristics when a
widespread, yet short, burst of noise is presented to the network.

Scaling When comparing between the average ambiguity for networks of 25 neu-
rones with networks of 100 and 1000 neurones, we found a similar trend in reduced
ambiguity as the number of spikes prevented from spiking in the time step window
800 to 811 increased. Figure 5.12 shows the nonlinear decrease in ambiguity with
increased temporary noise when averaged over 30 random DCD networks. For the
25 neurone network we found that when 48% of neurones (12 cells) are temporarily
inhibited, the normalized maximum Λ covered 29.5% of cells with a standard error of
0.018. In the 100 neurone network condition, noise to 48% of cells led to a normalized
maximum Λ of 31.7% with a standard error 0.015. Finally, in the 1000 neurone net-
work condition, we found that noise to 48% of cells led to a normalized maximum Λ

of 30.5% with standard error of 0.004. Similar to the prolonged noise condition above,
standard errors were noticeably lower in larger networks suggesting that temporary
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Figure 5.12: Normalized average ambiguity in noise via single spike removal (tempo-
rary). A comparison is made between DCD networks of 25 neurones, 100 neurones,
and 1000 neurones. Error bars show standard error across the average 30 networks.

removal in larger networks should be more predictable than in smaller networks. In
addition, comparison across all three network sizes shows a high degree of similarity
in ambiguity behaviour up until approximately 2/3 of cells are subjected to noise.
This suggests a scale-invariant behaviour in noise tolerance via single spike removal
for noise applied to less than two-thirds of cells.

Comparing Prolonged and Temporary Noise Overall we found that noise in
the form of absence of spikes has a declining influence on the identification between
patterns as this noise increases. If sufficiently low decodable thresholds can be used
on target decoding neurones then over half of the neurones can be perturbed before
losing all distinct features. While in the more extreme, prolonged perturbation case,
up to approximately 60% of neurones could be perturbed across network sizes. Subtle
interference from single spike removals led to important spike pattern changes making
increasingly fewer neurones available for decoding in the temporary noise condition.
In this latter case, however, decoding remained possible even after all neurones were
interfered with exactly once.

Interestingly, both prolonged and temporary spike removal scenarios displayed
greater self-ambiguity in the smaller networks after a sufficient level of noise was
applied. In particular, this is noticeable after approximately 20% of cells had noise
applied in both the prolonged and temporary noise conditions. In the temporary
spike removal condition, for instance, a little under 20% of neuronal spikes could still
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be used to decode the original pattern in the 25 neurone networks when all neurones
were affected. By contrast, a little less than 15% were available in the 100 neurone
networks and approximately 11% were available in the 1000 neurone networks. At first
glance, this suggests that smaller networks allow for proportionally greater tolerance
to noise by making more features available for decoding under high levels of noise
than do larger networks. The fact that features remained in all networks despite
noise being applied to all cells suggests that noise does not systematically lead to a
complete change in the spatiotemporal pattern and that partially identifiable spike
timing patterns remain. The conditions for this feature preservation to take place,
however, are much less likely in the larger network conditions because of the larger
number of possible spike timing permutations. Indeed, while up to 5 cells remain
available for pattern identification in the 25 neurone network, up to 110 cells remain
available in the 1000 neurone network.

Despite these informative results, a number of other conditions could be explored
with respect to spike removal in DCDNs. For instance, we could apply temporary
noise more than once after transient periods of stability have been reached to observe
the compound effect of spike inhibition on decodability. Another avenue of exploration
would be to extend the period of temporary inhibition and its effect on decodability.
In particular, we suspect that spike removal that prolongs for as long as the longest
transmission delay (the implicit spiking memory of the network) then inhibition effects
will be very similar if not identical to the prolonged inhibition condition found here.
With respect to other quantitative alternatives, we believe the results found here
exhibit the two most extreme cases of noise for DCD networks with high degree of
connectivity and broad delay distributions. Because of this, we expect the stability,
criticality and ambiguity profiles of quantitatively different noise conditions to lie in
between the results presented here. Hence, we leave these avenues of exploration as
open future questions and now turn to an alternative mode of noise: misfiring.

5.1.3.3 Noise via Prolonged Misfiring

A qualitatively different form of noise in spatiotemporal patterns occurs when the
events at a particular spatial location vary in their temporal occurrence independently
from the other events in the process while not disappearing. For instance, neurones
can be made to fire pre-emptively with some given probability at each time step.
Unlike spike removal which can only prevent target spiking from taking place, an
offset in firing – or misfiring – may affect target cells by either preventing targets from
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spiking or provoking new targets to spike. Importantly, misfiring does not prevent the
noisy neurone from continuing to participate in the spatiotemporal pattern. Hence,
in a prolonged condition of misfiring cells that are targets to the neurones made to
misfire may shift in spike timing but the overall activity should not reduce.

Similar to the noise removal experiments 30 networks were generated and tested
in all 25 cases corresponding to the number of neurones set to misfire. To investigate
the effect of misfiring on stable spatiotemporal patterns we forced spiking on a subset
of neurones in the population with a probability of 1/λ (one over the period of the
repeating pattern – here λ = 11) at every time step. This probability forced the
cells to fire with the same likelihood as non noisy cells but at different times when
compared to their normal non-noisy counterpart. Hence, irrespective of whether a
neurone was in a refractory period or not it was forced to spike preemptively before
sufficient afferents led to threshold crossing about once on every limit cycle period λ.
Similar to the spike removal scenario, we applied this misfiring in a prolonged fashion
such that a subset of neurones were set to misfire from the 800th time step until the
end of the simulation.

Stability Subsets of neurones were set to misfire stochastically after time step 800.
In a similar way to the previous spike removal conditions we expected that this spike
time difference would increase as the number of neurones set to misfire increased.
Indeed, when looking at a sample network response we found that after time step 800
the average instantaneous spike time difference increased substantially as the number
of neurones increased. Furthermore, due to the continued nature of this induced
noise, networks perturbation was prolonged for the duration of dynamic memory
simulation. Figure 5.13 illustrates the case for the different numbers of noisy cells.
When no misfiring occurred (Figure 5.13.a) the network reached a stable attractor
quickly after the onset of input within 250 time steps. When misfiring was applied
to 8 neurones at time step 800 (Figure 5.13.b), perturbation reached AISTD peaks
as high as 0.28. When misfiring was applied to 16 neurones (Figure 5.13.c) shifts
in spike timing reached peaks up to 0.39. Finally, when misfiring was applied to all
neurones (Figure 5.13.d) perturbation reached peaks as high as 0.49 (or 4.9/10th of
a spike time). While not as pronounced as prolonged spike removal, this amount of
perturbation was more substantial than in the temporary spike removal condition. In
contrast to other noise conditions the high probability of misfiring combined with its
continued application led to network responses that never returned to a settling state
of stable firing. In the temporary spike removal condition, for example, we found that
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Figure 5.13: Spiking stability during prolonged misfiring via averaged instantaneous
spike time differences for a single network. a. : no misfiring. b. : neurones 0–7 are
set to misfire from time step 800 onwards. c. : neurones 0–15 set to misfire. d. :
neurones 0–24 are set to misfire.

a return to stable activity was reached within a few hundred time steps after spike
removal. Here, however, the high probability of misfiring prevented the network from
returning to a stable state within a few hundred time steps because the misfiring rate
was greater than the rate of return to a stable attractor. However, a lower probability
of misfiring could potentially enable the network to return to a stable limit cycle if
this probability were reduced to induce misfiring at a rate below the rate of settling.
This could be examined by decreasing the probability of misfiring by raising λ by
multiple exponents such as 1/λ2, 1/λ3 or less. We leave this as an opportunity for
future work.

Criticality To examine the degree of variability between randomly generated net-
works we plotted the independent ambiguity analysis plots to show how network
spatiotemporal characteristics change as the number of misfiring cells increased. Fig-
ure 5.14 shows the self-ambiguity for individual networks as the number misfiring
cells increases. From this figure we notice that noise sharply reduced the number
of original response pattern features when over a third of the cells were misfiring.
However, when less than a third of the noisy cells were perturbed critical change in
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Figure 5.14: Degree of ambiguity (y-axis) as the number of neurones misfiring con-
tinuously increases (x-axis) amongst the 30 different networks. Critical reductions in
ambiguity above 8 are circled.

self-ambiguity in 18 of 30 networks was found for a criticality threshold of ϵ = 8.
Interestingly, multiple critical changes was found in one network (9th network in the
middle column) which further suggests that individual cells will variably exercise a
supportive or suppressive role of the original spatiotemporal pattern. Although crit-
icality does not appear to be guaranteed for any given network from the plots in
Figure 5.14, the variable significance of individual cells suggests that the spatiotem-
poral response to noise could also be dependent on the specific order in which cells are
selected to misfire. Here, because networks were generated with random connectivity,
noise was applied in order from cell 0 to cell 24. This is sufficient to demonstrate
average network behaviour. However, one could investigate in individual networks
with respect to their behaviour when alternate orders in which cells are selected is
tested. We leave this an opportunity for future work. Overall, the observation that
individual cells with have varying effect on the network dynamics when confronted
with noise is made possible by viewing the individual activity of networks. Taken
together however, a smooth non-linear degradation of feature availability occurs as
we show in the following.
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Figure 5.15: Average and normalized maximum degree of ambiguities as the number
of spiking neurones set to misfire is increased in the prolonged condition. Higher
ambiguity denotes greater noise tolerance. Error bars display standard error across
30 trials.

Average Noise Tolerance Similar to the spike removal scenarios, we computed
the maximum degree of ambiguity between the non-noisy pattern and noisy patterns
to quantify the number of neurones which can be noisy while permitting the pattern
to be identifiable. We did so in the time interval 1400 to 1411 which lies within the
disrupted portion of the pattern as seen in Figure 5.13. Figure 5.15 shows how the
average maximum degree of ambiguity across networks decreased as the number of
misfiring neurones increased. This shows that the networks became less tolerant to
noise as the number of misfiring cells increased up until approximately 50% of the
neurones were affected by noise, after which a plateau was reached leaving about
20% of cells available for pattern decoding irrespective of the increasing noise. Hence
ambiguity was not completely lost after a large number of cells misfired because
some original spike times could retain identical spatiotemporal characteristics when
compared to the non noisy pattern. For instance, when all 25 cells were set to misfire
an average maximum degree of ambiguity of 4.13 (16.5%) was found suggesting that
decoding neurones with coincidence threshold of 4 or less would still be capable of
decoding original patterns despite the stochastic noise on all neurones.
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Figure 5.16: Normalized average ambiguity in noise via prolonged spike misfiring. A
comparison is made between DCD networks of 25 neurones, 100 neurones, and 1000
neurones. Error bars show standard error across the average 30 networks.

Scaling In order to obtain a better understanding of how this behaviour scales to
larger networks, we ran the same continued misfiring experiment on networks of 100
and 1000 neurones. Figure 5.16 shows the normalized average ambiguity for a nor-
malized number of misfiring cells as the number of neurones set to misfire increased.
From this figure we first notice that all three network sizes led to a similar non-
linear decrease in ambiguity until a plateau was reached when about 50% of neurones
were affected by noise. Despite this similarity, pattern preservation was greater in
the smaller networks than in larger ones as seen in the previous spike removal cases.
Approximately 15% of neurones were available in the 25 neurone networks after the
plateau was reached, while only approximately 9% were available in the 100 neurone
networks and approximately 2% in the 1000 neurone networks. This further sug-
gests that despite proportional connectivity, input and noise, smaller DCD networks
are better suited for noise tolerance when studied independently from other input
conditions.

Variation in ambiguity was slightly more important in the smaller 25 neurone
networks with an average standard error of 0.015 when 48% of neurones were affected
by noise versus a standard error of 0.01 for the 100 neurone networks and 0.003 for
the 1000 neurone networks with 48% noise. As in the spike removal conditions, this
suggests that despite proportional connectivity and input stimulation, larger networks
are more stable in the face of noise via prolonged misfiring.
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Noise via Temporary Misfiring

In a manner identical to spike removal, we analyzed the effects of temporary misfiring
and contrast it with long term perturbation to observe their effects on DCD networks.
Here we show results as the number of misfiring cells increased and where cells were
set to misfire exactly once at time step 800 during the entire simulation.

Stability A sample analysis of stability of the network over time via average in-
stantaneous spike time difference (AISTD) revealed that, similar to the temporary
spike removal condition, instability occurred momentarily at the onset of noise in-
duction and returned to a stable attractor after a short period of less than 500 time
steps. As the number of misfiring neurones increased the amplitude of the AISTD
increased. As seen in Figure 5.17, instability on the initialization of the network with
input quickly converged to a stable attractor within the first 500 time steps as seen
in Figure 5.17.a. When noise was introduced at time step 800, an instability peak
occurred with increasing amplitude as the number of misfiring neurones increased. A
peak of 0.1 was reached at time step 800 when 8 neurones were induced with noise
as seen in Figure 5.17.b. This means that spike times shifted by 1/10th of a time
step in that short time period. When forced temporary misfiring was applied to 16
neurones, a shift of 0.178 time steps (or 1.78/10th) occurred overall (Figure 5.17.c).
When misfiring was applied to all neurones, as seen in plot d, this spike time differ-
ence peak reached 0.27 (or 2.7/10th of a time step). By simply taking the difference
between these peaks we can already identify a non-linear decrease in change as the
number of cells to which noise is applied increases linearly. While a correlation be-
tween perturbation behaviour and how dynamic memory is susceptible to noise is
likely to exist, stability alone is not sufficient to account for how memory depreciates
with noise because the network possesses spatiotemporal characteristics that could
be independent of perturbation change alone. this is especially made obvious in this
case, as in the temporary spike removal case, where the network returns to a table
attractor shortly after noise induction. After examining criticality, we instead iden-
tify this change more accurately by analyzing the degree of ambiguity between the
network’s behaviour under different amounts of noise.

Criticality We have seen in the previous conditions how a high degree of variabil-
ity in tolerance to noise exists when approximately the first 30% to 40% of neurones
are noisy. In the case of temporary misfiring variability is also relatively high when
perturbation is applied to the first third of the population; however, this degradation
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Figure 5.17: Spiking stability in temporary misfiring via averaged instantaneous spike
time differences for a single network. a.: no misfiring. b.: neurones 0–7 are set to
misfire within time step 800 to 811 with probability 1/λ. c.: neurones 0–15 set to
misfire. d.: neurones 0–24 are set to misfire.

in tolerance is overall more gradual than in the pervious cases. Figure 5.18 shows
this behaviour for each of the 30 networks tested. Among all tested networks, 9 of
30 led to a critical reduction in maximum degree of ambiguity for a given amount
of applied temporary noise. In comparison to the previous forms of noise, this rel-
atively subtle effect from temporary misfiring on other affected cells suggests that
more spatiotemporal features will remain similar to the original non-noisy pattern.

Average Noise Tolerance In order to quantify the amount of noisy neurones the
network could tolerate so that the stored input pattern remained decodable we again
computed the maximum degree of ambiguity between the non-noisy condition and the
non-noisy conditions and averaged this across 30 generated networks. Figure 5.19 il-
lustrates the progressive decrease in ambiguity between non-noisy and noisy patterns.
This is synonymous with the number of neurones which can be noisy while decodabil-
ity via coincidence detectors remains possible – provided the coincidence threshold
of target cells is correspondingly reduced. As could be expected from looking at the
individual plots in Figure 5.18 the decline in ambiguity is nearly linear suggesting
that perturbation to neurones has less impact on target cells due to correlation than
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Figure 5.18: Degree of ambiguity (y-axis) as the number of neurones misfiring only
once increases (x-axis) amongst the 30 different networks. Critical reductions in
ambiguity above 8 are circled.

does prolonged misfiring or spike removal. Instead, preservation of spatiotemporal
characteristics enabled a linear degradation of available features. This is indeed the
least severe noise condition because not only neurones remained active even after
perturbation, but this perturbation was only applied once. Still, when all neurones
are affected via single misfiring, no more than 5 neurones (or 20%) of the ambiguities
were available for pattern decoding.

As a note of interest, this noise condition is reminiscent of applying novel input
stimuli which trigger target neurones to spike at an offset time on a pre-existing
spatiotemporal pattern. This form of input ‘convolution’ was the case as seen in
the robot memory tasks (Sections 4.3, 4.5) where after the presentation of a context
stimulus to 6 neurones, a cue stimulus of neurones was presented at a later time.
Delay decoding required that the coincidence detection of decoding cells had to be
relatively high despite only having to differentiate between four patterns (AX, AY,
BX, and BY). This was because the cue stimulus had the same impact as a noise
stimulus to 6 neurones would have here. As seen from Figure 5.19 approximately
50% of ambiguity with the original pattern remains after noise to 6 neurones (24%
of the population) is applied to the DCD networks under investigation. By analogy,
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Figure 5.19: Average and normalized maximum degree of ambiguities as the number
of spiking neurones set to misfire is increased in the temporary condition. Higher
ambiguity denotes greater noise tolerance. Error bars display standard error across
30 trials.

this means that to decode a novel pattern convolved with the original a decoding
threshold above N/2 will be necessary to capture the new pattern features – note,
however, that this does not take into consideration the requirement of differentiation
from other patterns to decode. In the case of noise the opposite scenario is of interest
where the decoding network should ignore misfiring cells by reducing the coincidence
threshold of decoding cells. Delay mapping then acts as a filter to only allow the
detection of properly timed (non-noisy) spikes. Indeed, this hints at the relation
between convolved pattern storage, disambiguation and noise which we explore in
greater depth in Section 5.2.3.

Scaling Similar to the previous experiments we simulated network behaviour for
30 networks of size 100 neurones and 30 networks of size 1000 neurones to obtain
a comparison between the smaller network of size 25 and these larger counterparts.
Overall, we found that behaviour was largely comparable between network sizes as
seen in Figure 5.20. All three network sizes showed a near linear decline in ambiguity
at the level of noise increased linearly. When 48% of neurones were set to misfire once
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Figure 5.20: Normalized average ambiguity in noise via single spike misfiring. A
comparison is made between DCD networks of 25 neurones, 100 neurones, and 1000
neurones. Error bars show standard error across the average 30 networks.

in the 25 neurone networks, self-ambiguity remained present in 36.4% of neurones with
a standard error of 0.028. In the 100 neurone scenario, when 48% of neurones misfired
self-ambiguity of 37% with a standard error of 0.015 was reached. Degradation was
smoothest in the 1000 network case, with 36.2% ambiguity remaining and a standard
error of 0.005 after 48% of cells misfired. While variability in ambiguity was clearly
lower in larger networks feature preservation remained very similar with only slight
divergence in performance after approximately 60% of cells had noise applied. As
in the previous noise cases, smaller networks preserved greater ambiguity with the
original non-noisy response in comparison to larger networks by the time all cells had
noise applied. Despite these nuances scaling networks in size did not have a substantial
impact on their response to noise via temporary misfiring. Just like the smaller 25
neurone network, larger networks exhibit more linear reduction of feature availability
in this noise condition than when facing prolonged misfiring. This comparison is
similar to that between the temporary spike removal and prolonged spike removal
where in the temporary case the decrease in ambiguity was also less sudden but more
gradual. This can be expected due to the more subtle interference from single spike
perturbation versus the persistent interference of neurones in the prolonged case.

Further Considerations The third type of noise that should be considered in
spiking networks is spike-addition. Here additional spikes could occur within the
assembly of cells due to independent external input stimulus or other response factors.
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However, in our present network model, the high degree of connectivity would lead
to firing with rates as high as the inverse of the refractory period. This suggests that
any additional spike will not in fact be able to influence cells which tend to spike
as soon as they return to their resting state. Hence, we did not conduct analysis of
spike-addition for the present network model.

Overall, we found that misfiring does not eliminate the possibility for decoding
even when noise of this type affects all neurones in the network. On the other hand,
spike removal, despite performing well in the temporary noise condition, cannot cope
with noise to more than 60% of neurones when inhibition is applied for a prolonged
period. Despite this, one could say these networks react to noise with ‘graceful degra-
dation’ in virtue of their decelerating decrease in decodability as the number of noisy
cells increases.

5.1.3.4 Discussion

We first introduced the notion of degree-of-freedom of firing-chain patterns. Related
to this notion, we showed that noise estimates can be made a-priori by computing
the number necessary cells required to form sub-patterns that are sufficiently large
to produce a coincident spike on targets yet sufficiently small so as to not be affected
by potentially noisy cells while ambiguities with other patterns exist. This was ac-
complished by evaluating the size of these sub-patterns as the number of ambiguities
increases. This estimate, however, does not provide an indication with respect to
the sensitivity of spikes which, in these networks, are highly correlated to previous
spikes in the population. We thus conducted empirical evaluations of the number of
neurones that can be used for decoding in the cases of spike-removal and misfiring.
While ambiguity estimation was used here to compare spatiotemporal characteristics
of the same pattern in the non-noisy and noisy scenarios, no consideration with re-
spect to potential ambiguity between these patterns and other possible patterns in
the same network was made. Indeed, for all empirical conditions investigated here
in the 25 neurone network cases, except in prolonged spike removal, 15% to 20% of
neurones preserved decodable features that could be used to recognize the original
patterns by using coincidence detection thresholds of equal or lower size on decoding
neurones. Delay mapping from the memory network to the decoding network would
then serve as a filter by preventing, with some stochastic probability, the decoding of
noisy features. In a more broadly applied context, however, these preserved features
despite high amounts of noise could coincide identically with other memory patterns
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under the same noise conditions. This would result in completely unusable features
when high rates of noise are present. A better appreciation for this memory to noise
tradeoff will be explored in Section 5.2 where we examine the relation between pattern
ambiguity and noise tolerance. This will revisit the notions of noise with ambiguity
as it relates to unpredictable firing.

5.2 Effective Memory of Delay Coincidence Detec-

tion Networks

Delay coincidence detection (DCD) networks will display a broad set of dynamics
depending on their amount and distribution of connectivity, delay characteristics, and
neuronal properties. Here we continue to take under consideration the stable limit-
cycle attractor of fully connected networks of 25 neurones with coincidence detection
threshold of 2.

Here, we aim to evaluate the informational characteristics of these networks when
acting as dynamic memories. As seen on the robot T-maze navigation task, fixed
network topologies that fit DCD network characteristics offer a physical ‘platform’
for distinct firing-chains to occur provided distinct input was presented to the network.
What we wish to establish presently, is the actual memory capacity of these networks
in terms of the number of distinct patterns they can store.

We first evaluate self sustained dynamics in networks of 25 neurones with the
synchronous stimulation of 6 neurones as input. We quantify the number of patterns
that can be stored for a given coincidence detection threshold T on decoding cells
(the decoding threshold for short) by counting the number of patterns that can be
disambiguated for that decoding threshold T . For example, if 10 distinct patterns
across 25 neurones requires at least 8 neurones to be detected coincidently to disam-
biguate the patterns, then a decoding threshold of 7 or less is insufficient because it
will imply that at least two patterns will be confused. Evaluating network capacity
thus requires that the decoding threshold be found for a set of responses of a given
network. We will return to this with a more formal definition of effective memory. In
addition, we evaluate the capacity of a larger network of 50 neurones to demonstrate
the scalability of DCD networks as potentially significant mechanisms of dynamic
memory in nervous systems.

In the following, we begin by investigating how the degree of correlation between
input patterns, in terms of the number of identical cells they share, affects the degree
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of ambiguity between their corresponding network responses. Indeed, from a memory
perspective it is important to know whether or not the network properties conserve
input pattern feature similarity when spiking responses are produced. We then present
our results on the empirical evaluation of the number of patterns that can be stored
for a given decoding threshold. We then complement this analysis with empirical
evaluations of the likelihood and ’weight’ for a given degree of ambiguity and its
relation to noise.

5.2.1 Input Correlation

Often we expect systems which undergo similar configuration changes to exhibit sim-
ilar outset behaviours. Typical neural networks that are trained to encode input
pattern by adjusting connection weights can converge towards similar attractors (re-
sponse patterns) when new inputs only share a subset of features with the original
trained input. This suggests that inputs that share some degree of initial correlation
will lead to outputs with some, if not greater, correlation. This is not necessarily the
case, however, with all neural networks. As we show in the following, DCD networks
possess highly diverging response characteristics reminiscent of chaotic attractors de-
spite similarity on the input for both spatial and temporal features. In Subsection
3.3.1 we have seen that when a sufficiently high degree of connectivity is present in
these networks, spike coincidence correlation leads to stable attractors. However, the
initialization period before the sustained periodic regime is reached will chaotically
drive DCD networks into unique periodic patterns. In the following we show how
similarity on the input does not lead to similarity or convergence on the output in
DCD networks.

5.2.1.1 Preliminary Investigation

To gain an intuitive sense as to the degree of correlation to expect between network
responses for which similar inputs were provided, we stimulated a network on two
separate occasions with a pulse to 6 neurones simultaneously where 5 of these were
identical between both occasions. Figure 5.21 illustrates the spiking response of the
network over the first 110 time steps (110ts) for both input conditions. We found that
despite 83% overlap of the input pulses, all spike timing overlap was lost between the
network responses by time step 100. Hence, while many cells had overlapping spikes
in the first 100 time steps, this overlap progressively reduced as time progressed. This
preliminary investigation thus provides anecdotal evidence for the hypothesis that a
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Figure 5.21: Sample raster showing divergence of network response despite similarity
of the input. Both inputs are run on the same DCD network. Input to six neurones
only differs by one cell as seen at time step 0.

high degree of divergence takes place within a relatively short period of time in DCD
networks.

From a decoding perspective, however, the lack of overlapping spike times does
not prevent the occurrence of ambiguity. As seen in Section 4.4, responses should
not simply be distinct in spike timing, but in their inter-spike (inner-delta) offsets.
Indeed, two responses that are offset by some number of time steps will remain fully
ambiguous. Hence the ambiguity measure, which takes into account inner-deltas,
is more useful in providing an accurate indicator of the amount of overlap between
network responses.

5.2.1.2 Input Ambiguity

To establish the amount of ambiguity between related inputs, we generated all possible
(177,100) pattern responses for each possible synchronous input combination to 6
neurones in random DCD networks of 25 cells. We repeatedly selected two random
input conditions and performed ambiguity analysis between their responses. For each
of the 10 randomly generated networks, we averaged the highest degree of ambiguity
Λ found (c.f. Section 4.4) across paired comparisons by classifying them with respect
to the number of shared input neurones. The final mean ambiguity was then averaged
over the 10 randomly generated networks which was sufficient to obtain a standard
deviation below 0.05 for all but the 4 and 5 input conditions. This lower standard
deviation was due to the much lower likelihood that any two random input patterns
would share 4 or more common on the input.
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In total, there are 6 classes: from 0 common input neurones to 5 common input
neurones. Because there are only 20 inputs with exactly 5 common cells for any given
input pattern, the probability of comparing two patterns sharing 5 neurones was much
lower than comparing two patterns with fewer common neurones2. Accuracy is thus
unequal between overlapping conditions. Figure 5.22 illustrates the results from, on
average, 14,165 comparisons for each network.

From these results we found that an average degree of ambiguity between 4 and 5
was found for each input correlation condition. When 5 input neurones among the 6
were identical the degree of ambiguity between response patterns tended to increase.
This increase is not significant, however, due to the low number of comparisons pos-
sible with 5 correlated input cells (on average 10 across all networks) and only 25
neurones in the population. Indeed, only 20 responses exist for any set of 5 identical
input cells for a total of 6 inputs. These results suggest that DCD networks lead to
fully diverging responses despite similarity on the input. Hence, it would appear that
stimuli that share many features can still be clearly differentiated from the output
network response. While this could be advantageously exploited for the detection
of subtle nuances in the input, it also prevents feature similarity to be preserved in
the network. This suggests a distinct functional role for DCD networks in contrast
to other networks that offer feature similarity preservation. Instead, DCD networks
could effectively produce and maintain distinct responses for otherwise highly similar
stimuli; furthermore, they could regroup arbitrarily distinct stimuli into associated
wholes by increasing ambiguity via reduced decoding thresholds. This latter mecha-
nism could enable a rudimentary form of classification via ambiguity by considering
patterns with common spatiotemporal features without regard for input similarity.
These features of DCD networks have motivated the research reported in this thesis
and are supported by the demonstration of DCD network utility in the robot task.

Having gained greater insight into the transformational properties of DCD net-
works with respect to input correlation, we can now evaluate how patterns produced
by a single network for different inputs result in a change in degrees of ambiguity
as the number of compared patterns increases. From the study on input correlation
we now know that effective memory will not be affected by the spatial origins of the
response patterns encoded in a given network.

2To find the number of inputs with c common cells we compute the binomial coefficient

25−c
6−c


.

For example, each input pattern shares 4 common cells with

25−4
6−4


−1 = 210−1 = 209 other inputs.
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Figure 5.22: Response correlation with respect to input correlation averaged across
10 random DCD networks. This reveals the degree of ambiguity between any two
response patterns for inputs that have no identical input cells up to 5 identical in-
put cells. Bars indicate standard deviations across the 10 trials. The number of
comparisons with 5 identical cells is much less likely than with fewer common input
cells.

5.2.2 Effective Memory

Up to this point, we have seen how DCD networks demonstrate the ability to respond
diversely in a way that remains independent of the amount of similarity between input
patterns. However, as the number of patterns elicited from a network increases, the
amount of ambiguity between any two patterns increases. As seen in Section 4.4, a
decoding network should have an increased decoding threshold in order to maintain
the ability to distinguish between patterns. What is not clear, however, is how this
degree of ambiguity increases as the number of patterns to be decoded increases. We
investigate this in the following.

5.2.2.1 Spatiotemporal States

DCD networks which behave with no more than a single spike per cell over a period
λ can occupy very large state spaces. The total number of possible spiking states is
(λ − 1)N (in the discrete condition), where λ ∈ N for a set of N spiking neurones
with limit-cycle period λ during which a single spike per cell occurs. This leads to
1 ∗ 1025 states with a λ period of 11 and 25 neurones. However, one should note
that for each of these combinations there will be λ − 1 patterns that exist that are
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merely offsets of one another. Thus, despite being distinct with respect to spiking
onset, decoding of the patterns will be fully ambiguous. Hence the upper bound
number of distinctly decodable sptatiotemporal patterns is (λ−1)N−1 (here 1∗1024 ).
This, however, expresses the maximum number of uniquely identifiable spiking states
for a network of size N without taking into account limitations set by connectivity,
delay, thresholds, input conditions, and other factors by which real world networks
are constrained. In particular, the present investigation continues to explore the
case where 6 neurones are stimulated synchronously for input to a population of
25 neurones. To find the total number of possible input patterns we compute the
binomial coefficient


25
6


which leads to 177, 100 combinations of input patterns that

can result in self sustained activity for this input condition. Within this reduced set,
we anticipate that a number of overlapping inner-deltas between neurones as well at
the limits imposed by propagation delay ranges and refractory periods will further
reduce the memory capacity of DCD networks. We evaluate this effective capacity in
the following.

5.2.2.2 Empirical Evaluation of Effective Memory

Definition. The effective memory of a network is the maximum number of spatiotem-
poral spike patterns that it can produce that are differentiable.

Importantly, the maximum number of patterns that are differentiable in DCD
networks has an upper bound set by the maximum degree of ambiguity Λmax when
Λmax reaches the number of neurones in a network minus one, i.e., Λmax = N − 1.
Beyond this, it cannot be guaranteed that any two patterns can be differentiated.
This definition of effective memory is broad in scope and fails to distinguish between
the types of network response patterns including dissipative responses, limit cycles,
and chaotic attractors. However, dissipative responses present poor dynamic memory
qualities while the possibility of decodability of chaotic attractors remains unknown.
Hence we restrain the task of estimating effective memory to network and input
conditions which lead to sustained limit cycle attractors.

Despite this, an exhaustive test of the effective memory of a DCD network would
require that we apply all possible inputs which can be stored across all N cells and
which span a time period as long as the longest propagation delay δmax in the network.
This, however, would result in testing 2N×δmax possible input conditions. Considering
that networks smaller than 25 neurones were found to be insufficiently large to produce
sustained limit-cycles of complex firing (c.f. Section 3.2), an exhaustive test of all
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significant inputs remains computationally infeasible.
Instead, to gain an appreciation of the memory capacity of these networks, we

can take advantage of the fact presented in Section 5.2.1 that a restrained input set
does not, in turn, restrain the qualities of the output response patterns. Hence, com-
paring responses from a DCD network for inputs to only 6 neurones which receive
synchronous pulses, should lead to no more correlation than the comparison of any
two other patterns within the 2N×δmax input space. Investigating the differentiabil-
ity of response patterns for this limited set of input combinations should thus be
representative of the effective memory of DCD networks. For this reason, to obtain
an average estimate of the effective memory of DCD networks, we computed net-
work responses for all possible input combinations to 6 neurones in the form of a
synchronous input pulse, i.e.,


25
6


= 177, 100. We then incrementally compared a

new pattern (randomly selected from the pool of responses) to each of the previously
compared patterns – i.e., comparison without replacement. The maximum degree of
ambiguity Λmax found between this pattern and the pool is then recorded. Due to the
high computational cost of ambiguity analysis for such high numbers of responses,
we limited the final number of patterns compared to 88,550 (half the total number
of responses). By using this incremental process we can reveal how likely it is for
new patterns to conflict by an ambiguity of a given degree with other patterns. Al-
ternatively, one could simply re-sample from all possible spatiotemporal responses so
as to form increasingly large sets of patterns and compute the maximum degree of
ambiguity found – i.e., comparison with replacement. This approach, however, would
only reveal the worst case conditions of ambiguity since only the two most ambiguous
patterns would count. While this is a stricter measure of effective memory, we opt
for the former relaxed version which reveals the natural capacity of DCD networks
to encode input patterns as the number of stimuli required to differentiate increases.

For statistical soundness, we ran this incremental ambiguity analysis as the num-
ber of patterns compared increased over a total of 30 random networks for which
we each obtained the 177,100 input responses of 3000 time steps. This population
size was determined by computing the average of the maximum degree of ambiguity
found for an increasing number of networks. Convergence was considered to have
occured when this average varied by less than 0.1 of a degree of ambiguity. This was
obtained when at least 23 networks were analyzed. For increased confidence in the
result statistics we simulated a total of 30 random networks.

Figure 5.23 shows the average decoding threshold required to uniquely identify
each pattern within a subset as the number of patterns per subset increases. Each
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point represents the averaged degree of ambiguity among the given number of patterns
compared over 30 random DCD networks for which responses were simulated. This
is plotted as a log-linear relationship showing how the average maximum Λ increases
in a logarithmic fashion with respect to an increase in the number of patterns to
decode. Because only sets of up to 88,550 patterns were compared, the average Λmax

only reached an average of approximately 13. This suggests that substantially larger
sets of patterns could be retrieved uniquely. To estimate this effective memory limit,
we performed a regression to project the maximum memory capacity when Λ = N−1

is reached, i.e., when only a single neurone remains available to disambiguate between
patterns. To perform this regression we used the following base function model:

Λmax = a ∗ loge(x ∗ b) + c (5.5)

Where x is the number of patterns to differentiate. Identified values for a, b and
c were 0.684, 2.240, and 4.655 respectively. Figure 5.23 shows the fitted curve as a
straight line in a log-linear coordinate mapping. Importantly, we found that an aver-
age Λmax of 24 would be reached when approximately 1012 patterns are retrieved from
the networks; in which case each would remain uniquely identifiable under average
conditions. While this represents much less than the maximum theoretical limit of
1024 patterns, this memory capacity remains rather large given the relatively small
number of neurones. Furthermore, this projected effective memory limit is much
greater than the total of 1.771 ∗ 105 responses that can be uniquely elicited by all
combinations of synchronous input to 6 neurones among 25 cells. This suggests that
DCD networks expand input patterns within their structure in a manner that effi-
ciently exploits both spatial and temporal dimensions for response generation and
produce less overlap than what is present in the input. Indeed, this was previously
reflected by the independence between input responses despite high levels of input
correlation seen in Section 5.2.1.2.

The large projected effective memory based on regression, however, ignores the
increasing variability found as the number of patterns compared increased. This in-
crease in variability is also reflected in Figure 5.23 by the broadening of the averaged
Λmax as the number of patterns increases about the regression curve. This finding is
a direct result from the incremental approach to ambiguity analysis which we accom-
plished by comparing new patterns to the previously analyzed pool of patterns – i.e.,
comparison without replacement. If the re-sampling approach was adopted, however,
convergence towards higher degrees of ambiguity would be recorded. To capture the
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Figure 5.23: Average maximum degree of ambiguity over 30 random networks of
25 neurones as the number of patterns retrieved increases up to a total of 88,550
patterns. Vertical error bars are standard deviations of the ambiguities. The solid
line corresponds to the natural logarithmic regression with coefficients a, b and c.
Other lines correspond to the regression of the ambiguities plus or minus multiples of
the standard deviations.

amount of variability and gain more accurate estimates of both pessimistic and op-
timistic estimates of effective memory, we computed regressions over the ambiguity
points to which was added or subtracted multiples of the standard deviations. Fig-
ure 5.23 shows this for the average maximum degree of ambiguity plus one standard
deviation (r + SD: pessimistic), plus 5 standard deviations (r + 5 ∗ SD: very pes-
simistic), minus one standard deviation (r − SD: optimistic), and minus 5 standard
deviations (r − 5 ∗ SD: very optimistic). The very pessimistic regression led to an
estimated pattern differentiation capacity just above 1010, while a capacity of over
1014 differentiable patterns is expected to be reachable in the very optimistic condi-
tion. Interestingly, effective memory for networks possessing different characteristics
could be more systematically compared with respect to both their estimated effective
memory from regression but also in terms of their optimistic and pessimistic capac-
ity from regression on multiples of their standard deviations. This could help reveal
important distinctive features with respect to capacity and reliability under different
cellular, network, or input conditions.

To further convince ourselves of the substantial dynamic memory capacity of these
networks we conducted a scaled experiment by simulating DCD networks of 50 neu-
rones. Similar to the previous experiment, a total of 30 networks were randomly
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generated and tested on a large number of distinct input conditions. The connection
probability was reduced to 50% to preserve the average of 24 afferent connections per
cell. Network input stimuli were doubled to 12 neurones stimulated synchronously.
However, due to the much larger number of possible input conditions (


50
12


> 1011) we

recorded only 88,550 responses from independent input patterns. Figure 5.24 shows a
memory capacity above 1016 patterns that could potentially be encoded as predicted
from the logarithmic regression when Λmax = 49. Regression was computed using
the same regression function (5.5) but with coefficient values a = 1.128, b = 1.095,
c = 6.717. Hence doubling the population of cells from 25 to 50 led to an increase
by 4 degrees of magnitude in memory capacity. However, by examining the regres-
sions resulting from multiples of the standard deviation added or subtracted from the
average maximum degrees of ambiguity, we found that the projected optimistic and
pessimistic estimates varied more markedly in these larger networks. In particular,
by computing regression in a very pessimistic condition (r + 5 ∗ SD) we found that
memory capacity was reduced to 1011 resulting in a decrease of capacity by 5 degrees
of magnitude. However, for a very optimistic regression estimate (r−5∗SD) the pro-
jected capacity reached over 1040 differentiable patterns. This represents an increased
capacity of over 24 degrees of magnitude.

The noticeable increase in variability for this population of larger networks could
stem from different sources. Naturally, the small number of inputs on which the
networks of 50 neurones were tested in proportion to the possible input combinations
could have led to less accurate regression estimates. However, the small number of
response trials cannot justify a relatively earlier onset of greater variability than in the
25 neurone network evaluation. It is also possible that the ratio of connections to the
delay range was much greater in 50 neurone networks resulting in greater ambiguity
in spiking among afferent connections. Indeed, in the 50 neurone networks, a total of
1225 connections were established while only 600 connections existed in the networks
of 25 cells. However, networks of both sizes had transmission delays spanning over 20
time steps. This ratio could compete with the effect of a larger number of potential
spatiotemporal patterns for larger networks, which alone would lead to a lower chance
of ambiguity. The combined effect could thus lead to networks responding at times
in substantially different ways, and on other occasions rather similarly. We leave the
opportunity of confirming this for future work.

By examining their possible behaviour under non-noisy conditions DCD networks
thus offer a very high capacity for input differentiation and retrieval via delay map-
ping. The results here, however, are averaged across multiple runs which does not fully
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Figure 5.24: Average maximum degree of ambiguity over 30 random networks of
50 neurones as the number of patterns retrieved increases up to a total of 88,550
patterns. Vertical bars show standard deviations. The solid line corresponds to the
natural logarithmic regression with coefficients a, b and c. Other lines correspond to
the regression of the ambiguities plus or minus multiples of the standard deviations.

reveal the features of these networks when investigated under individual conditions.
Furthermore, it would be beneficial to gain insight with respect to the probabilities
that storing a novel pattern will cause successful or failure of retrieval. We explore
these in the following.

5.2.2.3 Probability of Failure

Definition. Failure in differentiability occurs when two separate inputs result in iden-
tical spatiotemporal responses in DCD networks such that no sub-pattern features exist
in order to distinguish between patterns.

What the previous averaging over a population of networks fails to reveal is that
occasionally two differing spatiotemporal patterns can lead to identical responses
such that Λ = N . This can occur for a number of different reasons. First, if a few
input neurones possess less effective delay connectivity this can limit the coincidence
onto target cells when paired with other input cells. However, if both the remaining
subsets of effective input cells are identical then an identical response will occur.
Naturally, failure to differentiate between dissimilar input responses can also occur
if delay and connectivity from both input pattern cells are identical. For a network
where neurones have a mean number of afferents I per cell and a delay range Drange
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time steps then the probability for a neurone n to have any given afferent delay
configuration is P (nconn) =

1
DI

range
. In the networks under investigation each neurone

projects to all other 24 cells with uniform random delays ranging between 20 and 40
time steps thus leading to the probability of 1

2024
that a neurone’s projections have a

given delay structure. While this represents a very low probability, it is, in fact, not
necessary that all afferent connections possess complementary delay features because
only a sufficient subset of coincidently effective spikes will matter. More specifically,
when the coincidence detection threshold of cells in the network is low, the chances
that two distinct neurones produce similar spatiotemporal responses increases because
only a subset of their connectivity needs to match for this to take place.

To determine the likelihood of complete failure in the differentiation between pat-
terns we counted the number of times new patterns caused a degree of ambiguity
Λ = 25 for every 10,000 patterns explored up to the limit of 88,550 patterns. We
then averaged these counts across all 30 networks to gain a more accurate estimate
of this likelihood. Figure 5.25 shows an increase in the probability of failure starting
with only a 0.05% chance of having two identical responses for different inputs when
up to 10,000 patterns are stored. This increases progressively up to 0.92% chance
when a total of 88,550 stimuli are stored. Hence, after half of the possible input
patterns have been compared, less than 815 of them will be non-differentiable. This
provides for a rather good performance when the criteria for failure is set to the
highest degree of ambiguity Λ = N . As seen from the standard deviations for each
bracket, variability increases by one order of magnitude by the time half the possible
input patterns are stored. Albeit small, this suggests that the confidence of success-
ful decoding decreases when very large numbers of patterns are elicited by peripheral
networks.

As the probability of failure suggests, recording Λmax alone does not reveal the
entire potential of DCD networks and may be insufficient as a practical measure
of memory performance. While it does show how the differentiation between any
two patterns becomes increasingly difficult as the number of patterns to be recalled
increases, it do not reveal the number of patterns that are potentially ambiguous with
eachother. To do so we introduce the notion of the weight of the degree of ambiguity
(weight of Λ) in the following.
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Figure 5.25: Failure probability (0 to 1) averaged over the 30 networks. This measure
shows an increase in the probability that two separate input patterns produce fully
ambiguous results, i.e., Λ = 25. Vertical bars indicate standard deviations.

5.2.2.4 Weight of Degree of Ambiguity

Unfortunately, counting the highest degree of ambiguity between any two patterns
and the likelihood measure of failure shown above does not distinguish between large
sets and small sets of ambiguity relations. Because the highest degree of ambiguity
measure is based on the comparison between a newly added pattern and one from the
pool, only two patterns are used to expose the worst case of ambiguity in a growing
set of elicited responses. However, worst case faulty recall between two patterns may
not be as detrimental to a memory system as partially faulty recall between a larger
number of patterns. Hence, the condition for failure could be relaxed with respect
to the degree of ambiguity but enhanced with respect to the minimum number of
patterns that will produce ambiguous responses. We denote this instead as failure for
a given ‘pattern weight’.

Definition. The weight of ambiguity for a given degree Λ, denoted wp(Λ) for a net-
work, is the number p of response patterns, from some set, that share a degree of
ambiguity of Λ for any given subset of cells.

If a particular degree of ambiguity Λ is present across x response patterns for the
same neurones then the weight of that degree of ambiguity is x for that particular
network and set of cells. For example, if out of 26 patterns A to Z (i.e., p = 26), only
patterns A, B, and C share an ambiguity of degree 5 for cells {3, 11, 5, 8, 17} then
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w26(5) = 3. However, if patterns A and B share an ambiguity of degree 5 on cells
{3, 11, 5, 8, 17} and patterns C and D share an ambiguity of degree 5 on cells {2,
12, 6, 4, 9} then overall w26(5) = 2, despite a degree of ambiguity of 5 being present
across a total of 4 patterns, those patterns do not share the same ambiguous set of
cells. To account for all weights of ambiguity of degree 5, irrespective of the set of
cells involved, we can sum all patterns involved to provide a quantity which we call
the total weight of ambiguity denoted Wp(Λ). In our example with A and B sharing
a degree of ambiguity of 5, and C and D sharing a degree of ambiguity of 5, we thus
have a W26(5) = 4 for all four patterns A, B, C, and D.

To empirically evaluate the weight of ambiguity in our Standard DCD network
model, we computed the total weight of ambiguity Wp for three response sets of
size p = 10, p = 100, and p = 1000. We repeated this measure across 30 random
Standard DCD network models for which 10,000 response patterns were collect each.
Importantly, cells that participated in higher degrees of ambiguity were not counted
again for lower degrees of ambiguity. That is, if cells 5, 2, 8 formed a degree of
ambiguity of 3 amongst p patterns, then degrees of ambiguity of 2 with cell pairs 5,
2, 5, 8 or 2, 8 were not counted.

Figure 5.26 shows the average total weights of ambiguities for each of these pattern
subset sizes. Figure 5.26.a shows that an average W10(2) of 308.6 (SD 25.33); this
quickly decreases for a degree of ambiguity of 3 to W10(3) = 163 (SD 15.47); and
W10(4) = 71.3 (SD 9.06) with an average total weight of ambiguity below 30 for
degrees greater than 4. When 100 response patterns are compared for weight of
ambiguity analysis as seen in Figure 5.26.b, a degree of 2 led to an average total
weight of ambiguity of W100(2) = 17, 871.23 (SD 383.89); for a degree of 3 we found
a proportionally smaller reduction in the 100 responses case with W100(3) = 16, 434.3

(SD 416.188); for a degree of 4 we obtained W100(4) = 7, 815.63 (SD 254.61) and
average total weights of ambiguity below 3,200 for degrees 5 and above. Finally,
when 1000 response patterns were compared as seen in Figure 5.26.c, the average
total weight of ambiguity for degree 2 was W1000(2) = 290, 113.93 (SD 1,307.42);
interestingly for a degree of 3 this weight was greater than for degrees of 2 with
W1000(3) = 988, 044.17 (SD 12,893.99); this weight then began to diminish for degree
4 with W1000(4) = 704, 909.83 (SD 15,859.05); weights then continued to diminish for
higher degrees of ambiguity.

The greater degree of ambiguity found for W1000(3) than for W1000(2) can be
explained by the fact that when greater numbers of response patterns are compared
the likelihood for patterns of greater degrees of ambiguity to be found across patterns
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a. b.

c.

Figure 5.26: Averaged total proportional weights of degree of ambiguity amongst
three different sizes of response subsets: 10, 100, and 1000 patterns.

is also greater, yet because cells that participate in ambiguities of higher degree are
not counted for lower degrees of ambiguity, the predominant degree of ambiguity will
be exposed when the total weight of ambiguity is measures. In this case, the weight
W1000(3) was predominant over W1000(2) but also over degrees of ambiguity 4 and
above. When looking strictly at the weight of ambiguity (and not the total) for the
set of cells which spanned the largest number of response patterns, we found that
max(w1000(2)) = 982.93 meaning that almost all but approximately 18 patterns on
average had an ambiguity of degree 2 for a specific pair of cells, while max(w1000(3)) =

535.07 meaning that only approximately half the response patterns had an ambiguity
for a specific triplet of cells. It is important to note, however, that wp(Λ) fails to
capture all the subsets of cells that form ambiguous groups which is why we opt
to use the total weight of ambiguity Wp(Λ) as the better medium to quantify the
predominance some given amount of ambiguity Λ.

Overall, a sub-linear relationship between degree of ambiguity and total weight of
ambiguity appears to be the trend with respect DCD network response dynamics in
our Standard model. However, we also found that when comparisons are made across
larger polls of network responses, a total weights of ambiguity for larger degree can be
more predominant than for smaller degrees of ambiguity when we prevent constitutive
subsets of cells to count as ambiguities of those subset sizes. From a functional
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viewpoint, this total weight of ambiguity measure can serve as an indicator for the
pattern sizes that are most likely to be decodable from a network when this network
is sollicitated for p number of patterns. In particular, when Wp(Λ) is predominant
for that p then patterns of size greater than Λ should be used for information coding.
Stricter measures may require even greater pattern sizes to be used is the risk for
ambiguous decoding is to be minimized at the cost of requiring higher coincidence
detection thresholds and/or reduced synaptic strengths.

5.2.3 Effective Memory and Noise Interaction

5.2.3.1 Estimation of Effective Memory with Noise

As seen in Section 5.1 on noise tolerance, the interference of a single neurone in a
DCD network of only 25 cells can lead to the loss of just two or three neurones when
that cell misfires to more than six neurones when that cell is subjected to prolonged
spike removal. This previous analysis revealed that stochastic effects on a few cells
can propagate to other neurones in the network leading to higher degrees of variation
than would be initially measured from noise sources alone. Presently, we consider
how decoding remains feasible when a subset of neurones behave stochastically in
combination with increasing pattern storage demand from having to differentiate
between multiple responses.

In the most direct approach, we could measure the impact of noise on the effective
memory of a network by reproducing noise simulations in combination with input
differentiation tests. Measuring the limits of capacity via ambiguity analysis, however,
could not be performed simply by directly measuring the increase in the degree of
ambiguity between responses from alternate input patterns. This is because as noise
increases, the degree of ambiguity between different patterns would not increase but in
fact decrease due to the alternate spiking regime reached by the DCD network. Since
increasing the number of patterns to decode promotes the likelihood of ambiguity,
noise and effective memory result in competing behaviours. Thus, measuring the
impact of noise on effective memory would have to be done in comparison to the non
noisy memory load condition so that a measurement of the variation between both
noisy and non noisy conditions could be made.

To avoid the computational and analytical challenges imposed by this approach,
we instead propose to measure the effect of noise on memory capacity by taking the
maximum degree of ambiguity obtained in both noise and effective memory scenarios
as a unit of reference. We can readily apply this method using the independent
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ambiguity results for both noise and effective memory conditions already obtained. If
the assumption that maximum degree of ambiguity is a sufficient marker of behaviour
in both noise and effective memory then this approach should provide valuable insight
as to how the noise-to-effective memory relationship impacts the performance of DCD
networks. However, this approach makes the additional assumption that the impact
of noise on the neural behaviour within the same network is equivalent, with respect to
disruption, to the impact noise would have when comparing across separate network
responses. We assume in the following that this equivalency can be made.

We should recall from the noise analysis in Section 5.1 that as the number of
noisy cells increased the degree of self-ambiguity decreased. However, a decrease in
self-ambiguity suggests that the presence of any between pattern ambiguity should
also be diminished. Yet, ambiguity between patterns was measured for effective mem-
ory which increased as the requirement for storage grew. Interestingly, self-ambiguity
was maximum when no cells received noisy input, similarly ambiguity between pat-
terns is maximum when the effective memory reaches its maximum capacity, i.e., the
highest degree of ambiguity is reached. This suggests that a relationship between
self-ambiguity and ambiguity for memory load can be made.

To relate noise and effective memory we take the inverse of the regression function
for the progress of effective memory as additional patterns are compared (see Equation
5.5). By using the inverse function we can map the effect of increasing noise for each of
the four conditions (c.f. Section 5.1) on the number of response patterns that can be
distinguished and therefore retrieved. This inverse function identifies the number of
patterns x that are differentiable given the degree of ambiguity present in a population
of noisy responses according to equation:

x =
e

Λ−c
a

b
(5.6)

Where a, b, and c are the regression function coefficients found in Section 5.2.
Hence by applying the Λ found as the number of a noisy neurones increases in the
25 neurone model from the four noise conditions considered in Section 5.1 including
spike removal in the prolonged and temporary conditions as well as spike misfiring in
the prolonged and temporary conditions we obtain a relationship between noise and
effective memory as illustrated in Figure 5.27. By plotting the number of patterns
that can be differentiated on a log scale we obtain a clear mapping from noise to
effective memory. From this figure we notice that when no noise is applied the effective
memory is expected to reach its maximum capacity of a little over 1012 differentiable
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Figure 5.27: Relationship between noise and number of identifiable patterns in DCD
networks of 25 neurones based on independent analysis of noise and effective memory.

patterns. However, as the number of noisy neurones increases a rapid depreciation
in effective memory is expected to occur with worse case scenarios taking place when
prolonged noise is applied. For the prolonged noise conditions (removal and misfiring)
this method predicts that only a single pattern and pattern features remain available
after noise is applied to 10 or more neurones. Less dramatically, this method projects
that temporary noise will lead to a greater number of differentiable patterns as the
amount noise increases.

Arguably, this method makes it uncertain if other factors will affect memory capac-
ity when multiple noisy responses are compared. If a substantial interaction would, in
fact, occur then the current method will produce an incorrect evaluation of how noise
impacts effective memory capacity. As mentioned earlier, determining the potential
of this impact could be assayed by conducting simulations which include noise while
testing effective memory a developing a measure of comparison.

While this approach might provide valuable insight in the relationship between
memory capacity and noise in DCD networks, it is important to realize the competing
effect that these two conditions have on the performance of DCD networks. We
explore this in greater detail in the following.

5.2.3.2 The Decoding Threshold Tradeoff

We saw in Section 5.1 that by decreasing the coincidence detections threshold of
decoding neurones (i.e., the decoding threshold) patterns which were previously am-
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biguous could be differentiated once more. Hence a decrease in decoding threshold
provides greater tolerance to noise. Conversely, as a larger number of patterns need
to be differentiate the degree of ambiguity increases leading to the requirement for
higher decoding threshold T = Λmax + 1 in order to maintain differentiability of the
spatiotemporal responses. If DCD network dynamics are indeed found to be a signif-
icant coding mechanism for dynamic memory in the brain, then this tradeoff between
noise tolerance versus encoding capacity may be dynamically regulated by some adap-
tive, possibly homeostatic, control mechanism. Such a mechanism could manipulate
decoding thresholds by increasing or decreasing them towards a sufficient tradeoff
based on contextual need. When a tradeoff target is reached then the largest payoff
between the number of patterns that can be identified uniquely and noise tolerance is
reached. While a number of mechanisms could possibly implement this, this remains
material of investigation for future work which we discuss in Section 7.2.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter we first investigated the effect of noise on a Standard DCD network
model by exploring analytically the upper and lower bound noise tolerance when am-
biguities are present. This method, however, fails to describe how DCD networks
cope with noise when taking into account the correlated effects that missing spikes
of misfiring cells have on the overall response dynamics. To take account of this, we
performed empirical evaluations of the behaviour of these networks under prolonged
and temporary spike removal conditions as well as prolonged and temporary misfiring
of cells. By looking at temporary versus prolonged conditions for both removal and
misfiring we could reveal the minimum effect of noise (temporary scenario) and maxi-
mum effect of noise (prolonged scenario). For each of these four conditions, we tested
the response as the number of noisy cells increased in order to observe the change in
tolerance. In all cases, a sublinear effect on self-ambiguity took place as the number
of noisy cells increased, although this was more pronounced in the prolonged scenar-
ios. Importantly, we found that in all conditions, decodability with a sufficiently low
decoding threshold T could be achieved when up to approximately 60% of cells were
perturbed. In the cases of temporary misfiring, however, some of the original pattern
features remained available after all neurones were perturbed only once suggesting
that limit cycle attractors display robustness in the face of noise. Furthermore, we
observed stability conditions of the response patterns with respect to the type and
duration of noise, and found that critical changes in noise tolerance often took place
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which was especially common in prolonged noise conditions. We finally compared the
behaviour of networks of sizes 25, 100, and 1000 neurones in all four noise conditions
to evaluate how this tolerance scales with network size. While scaling revealed that
larger networks were proportionally less tolerant to noise, their responses varied less
across trials suggesting greater reliability when coping with noise.

The second Section of this chapter investigated the memory capacity of Standard
DCD networks empirically. To do so, we began by verifying how closely responses pat-
tern resembled each other when input patterns shared similar features. By computing
ambiguity between responses in relation to the number of identical synchronous input
spikes we found that DCD network response correlation remains independent of input
correlation. With this result, we then continued to explore how ambiguity increased
as the number of compared patterns increased. This resulted in a measure of effective
memory for DCD networks. Due to the high computational effort required, this em-
pirical evaluation was halted after 50% of all 177,100 possible input related responses
were compared. Despite this input evaluation limit, computing regression on the
available data revealed that a maximum degree of ambiguity Λmax would reach the
number of cells in the network, i.e., the limit for decodability via coincidence detec-
tion, when approximately 1012 patterns are encoded for networks of only 25 neurones.
This significant memory capacity, however, was also accompanied by increasing vari-
ability in capacity as the number of patterns to store increases. Interestingly, while
capacity increased to in networks of 50 neurones to 1016 possible patterns, variabil-
ity increased even further than in the 25 neurone network. While effective memory
measures the absolute capacity of the network such that any two patterns will remain
differentiable on average, it fails to capture the prevalence in responses for ambiguities
of a particular degree. We define this as the weight of degree of ambiguity. First,
this evaluation provided a direct measure of how common an ambiguity of particular
degree is in a set of response patterns of a given size. Furthermore, this measure
indicated that as the number of patterns increased the prevalence of lower degrees
of ambiguity reduced while the prevalence of higher degrees of ambiguity increased.
While this should be expected, this weight measure provides insight with respect to
how likely two patterns are to be ambiguous for a particular Λ.

Finally, this chapter investigated the relationship between effective memory and
noise. To do so, we performed a direct mapping from the noise tolerance estimated
results in each of the four conditions found in Section 5.1 to the effective memory
regression from Equation 5.5 using the ambiguity value. While an empirical evaluation
of the effect of noise on effective memory capacity could reveal greater insights with
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respect to this relationship, the proposed mapping revealed an encoding capacity
proportional to noise when applied to self-similarity ambiguity evaluation.
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Chapter 6

Formal Investigations

In previous chapters we have shown that DCD networks possess the capacity to not
only produce diverse dynamics under various connectivity and neuronal parameters
settings such as synchronous firing, chaotic firing and stable limit cycle dynamics,
but we have also shown functional applications of these networks for fundamental
cognitive processes including reactive behavioural control and dynamic memory. Fur-
thermore, we have established measurements of important informational features such
as effective memory, weight of ambiguity and tolerance to noise. These contributions,
however remain primarily seated in empirical simulation results. While scaling anal-
yses for both noise and dynamic memory enable some predictive perspective of DCD
network performance on yet unforeseen conditions, greater insight into the true po-
tential of these networks of coincidence detectors with transmission delays should
be achievable through more in depth characterization of structural and functional
attributes of these networks. Even further, functionally effective features of DCD
networks, such as spiking regimes or the number of firing-chains, could be deduced
using analytical methods that only require structural characteristics. While we have
shown that simple knowledge about the delay range in connectivity can lead to dif-
fering spiking dynamics (see Section 3.2.3), we aim here to further characterize the
amount of activity in networks and their number of states analytically by using struc-
tural properties and as few dynamical properties as possible. By doing so, a greater
understanding of the overall behaviour and functional efficacy of DCD networks for
cognition should be gained.

To accomplish this, we build on previous work that has formally investigated
the roles of connectivity, firing probability and noise in neural networks and other
network systems in general. We first present a method for estimating the amount
of spiking activity in the network at any given time step in discrete DCD networks
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provided knowledge of the input and model characteristics. We then develop formal
components which we combine to form a general probabilistic model for the number
of spiking states in the network. From this, we then introduce constructive steps
towards estimating the number of possible firing-chains within DCD networks.

6.1 Estimating Network Activity

To begin our formal investigation we present a method to estimate the global activity
At of a network, where At is the number of neurones firing at time step t. We aim
to do so provided the initial amount of activity A0, the average degree of incidence
to neurones I (the number of afferent connections to any given cell), the coincidence
detection threshold T (the number of simultaneous spikes required to reach a target
cell at time t and induce a spike) and the number of neurones N in a DCD network.

We first look at the probability that sufficient source cells to a target cell c have
fired. We also begin by assuming that at least T source cells are active and that
propagation delays are all equal to 1 time step. Given this, there is a 1I

i=T (
N
i )

chance
that a set of at least T connections among a maximum of I incident connections from
any possible N source cells will be effective at driving c, where


N
i


is N choose i.

However, if there are more than one active cells then there will be a greater chance for
the target to spike. In particular, there are


A
T


combinations of exactly T cells firing

among A active cells that will be effective at triggering a target to spike. However,
a cell can receive exactly I afferents, such that I ≥ T . Hence, the total number of
combinations of potentially effective active cells is

I
i=T


A
i


. Furthermore, there can

be fewer than I cells active such that A < I, in this case the number of effective active
cell combination is

A
i=T


A
i


. Hence, we define K = I if A ≥ I, and K = A if I > A.

Using K, we then define the number of effective active cell combination as
K

i=T


A
i


.

We can now define the probability function of spiking based on the number of active
neurones as:

γ(N, I, T, A) =

K
i=T


A

i


I

i=T


N

i

 (6.1)

This equation can be used to estimate the probability of firing of a target if all
input is synchronous and delays on the afferent connections are equal. For DCD
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Figure 6.1: Illustrated delay of incidence for 1, 2, and 3 time steps. Illustration a.
shows that a1 (Eq. 6.3) can be computed when the proportional activity a0 is known
at time step 0 and taking into account delays of one time step ID1. Illustration b.
shows how the proportional activity a2 (Eq. 6.4) is dependent on delays of incidence
ID1 and ID2. Illustration c. shows how activity from incident connections delays with
1, 2, and 3 time steps away are used to compute a3 (Eq. 6.5). Note: the number
of incident connections is arbitrarily illustrated here as we assume low variability
between neurones in the present activity estimation.

networks, however, this is not the case. Instead, we must take into account two other
important temporal factors: propagation delay and refractory periods of cells. We
begin by integrating propagation delays with the following observation: the number
of incidents I with a particular delay D will vary. We define the number of incident
connections with a delay of a single time step as ID1 , with delays of two time steps
as ID2 , etc.

Assuming that all cells have an identical coincidence threshold T we can estimate
the proportion of active cells an (where a = A

N
) for time step n by iteratively summing

the probabilities of active cells from previous time steps in the manner illustrated
below:

a0 =
A0

N
(6.2)

a1 = γ(N, ID1 , T, a0 ×N) (6.3)

a2 × 2 = γ(N, ID2 , T, a0 ×N) + γ(N, ID1 , T, a1 ×N) (6.4)

a3 × 3 = γ(N, ID3 , T, a0 ×N) + γ(N, ID2 , T, a1 ×N) + γ(N, ID1 , T, a2 ×N) (6.5)

an × n = γ(N, IDn , T, a0 ×N) + ...+ γ(N, ID1 , T, an−1 ×N) (6.6)

Here we have the initial proportional activity described by Equation 6.2 and as-
sume no spikes are currently propagating towards target cells in the network (no
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historical spiking). Furthermore, by dividing the right hand side of this sum by the
number of steps evaluated n then we capture the final proportion of activity for that
time step n. This summation is possible because we assume independence of the
activity of the events over time. However, summing the activity should stop once
the longest delay in the network has been reached, i.e., when n = Dmax. In order to
measure activity at a time step n beyond the maximum delay (where we designate
Dmax as m for short), we can express the proportion of active cells as:

an ×m =
n

i=n−m

γ(N, IDn−i+1
, T, ai−1 ×N), for m < n (6.7)

Equation 6.7 takes into account connectivity (degree of incidence), number of
cells, coincidence threshold, and transmission delays. By taking into account m as
the maximum delay, we recognize that there is a period after which summing past
activity will no longer change the proportion of activity of the population at time n.
However, this equation still ignores a more subtle feature of biological spiking cells:
their refractory period. As mentioned earlier, the refractory period of cells limits
the actual amount of effective incident input. Indeed, this prevents neurones from
spiking for a time period after an action potential was just emitted thereby reducing
the proportion of cells being active given recent activity in the network.

Because this activation estimate seeks to establish a global activation value with-
out taking into account individual neurone states, we cannot account for the individ-
ual refractory period, R, of cells. Instead, our probability of activation estimate can
discount current activity by narrowing the window of past activity integration. As
an approximation, we can do so by integrating over a recent time window of activity
and ignore older activity that would have been suppressed by some original activity.
We choose this time window between an offset passed time step o and n − 1, such
that o = m − R × an−m, and only if o > 0. Hence, if no cells were active at Dmax

time steps in the past, then o = m meaning that all previous time steps of activity
propagating on connections are taken into account, but if an−m > 0 then only the
most recent activity, if any, will be counted. Thus we can adjust Equation 6.7 to take
into account this general refractory period of cells by the following expression:

an ×m =
n−o

i=n−m

γ(N, IDn−i−o+1
, T, ai+o−1 ×N), for m < n (6.8)

Unfortunately, implementing refractoriness in this way enables the model to only
take into account refraction after Dmax time steps have passed. This condition, how-
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ever, is less problematic as our general scope is to understand long term dynamics.
Despite this, the initial network activity will not reflect realistic activation values
because neurones will not be prevented from firing after an action potential was emit-
ted. Furthermore, the accuracy of the refractory effect remains coarse. In particular,
it could over compensate for high levels of past activity and prevent maintenance of
some base level activation caused by subsets of cells that previously would not have
fired. Also, the discrete nature of the offset time step o may accumulate errors for
estimations over long periods of time.

Despite these limitations, this model captures the essential components necessary
to accommodate for some general effects of connectivity, delays, and refraction in DCD
networks with the ability to produce some expectation of the amount of activity over
time when actual network simulation is not possible. To show this, we performed
numerical evaluation of Equation 6.8 under two familiar conditions: narrow delays
and broad delays. We set parameters to reflect the Standard DCD network model as
closely as possible such that relevant activity estimates were produced. These param-
eters were set to 25 neurones (N = 25); incidence of 24 cells (I = 24); coincidence
detection threshold of 2 (T = 2); initial activity on 6 cells (a0 = 0.24); refractory
period of 40 time steps (R = 40); and a minimum delay of 20 time steps. Finally,
in the narrow delay condition, the maximum delay was set to 25 time steps, while a
maximum delay of 40 was used in the broad delay condition. Hence, all parameters
except for the longer refractory period were set to be identical to our original sim-
ulation results in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1. Figure 6.2 shows two plots depicting the
analytically estimated activity of a DCD network in both the narrow delay condition
(Figure 6.2.a) and broad delay condition (Figure 6.2.b). When proportional activa-
tion reached a = 1.0 then all network cells spiked. These plots show how the present
analytical method expects highly synchronous and regular spiking in the narrow delay
condition and more complex and continued firing in the broad delay condition. At a
macro behavioural level, these estimates reflect broad simulation dynamics presented
in Section 3.2.1.

While this activity estimate method is not as accurate as a network simulation,
these results show that some evaluation of general network behaviour properties can
be made. However, to gain a more accurate estimation of the spatiotemporal features
of DCD networks, we aim to provide a method to estimate analytically the number
of distinct firing-chains these networks can produce. In the following section, we
develop a distinct set of state probability estimates in order to achieve this as closely
as possible.
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a. b.

Figure 6.2: Analytical estimate of network activity following Equation 6.8 in the
narrow delay condition (plot a.) and the broad delay condition (plot b.).

6.2 Probability of Spiking and the Number of Firing-

chains

A discussed in earlier chapters, and in particular in Section 3.3, a characteristic
attribute of DCDNs is their ability to produce temporally and spatially sensitive
spiking patterns, which we call firing-chains. If we can achieve an accurate estimate
of the number of firing-chains possible within a network, then we can estimate, a
priori, the number of distinguishable patterns in these networks provided some input
condition. If we can further determine how many inputs lead to sustained activity
then estimating the number of decodable memories also becomes possible.

Here we determine numerical expressions that can be combined so that a proba-
bilistic model of network states can be established based on network features. Ideally,
an analytic solution to the number of patterns a network can express would be de-
scribed succinctly with sole recourse to structural properties of the network. For DCD
networks, these would be: number of neurones, degrees of connectivity, the number
of coinciding spikes to reach threshold, membrane and channel properties leading to
refractoriness (refractory periods), and distances (propagation delays). For simplifi-
cation and annotation purposes, we will refer to Θ, in the following, as the set of aver-
age structural properties of the network and neurones such that Θ = {N, I, T,R,D}.
Hence if we refer to I = 24, for example, we imply that on average and with uniform
random distribution each neurone receives 24 incident input connections. Fortunately,
all properties except for the state of refraction of cells are independent of the activity
in the network. Hence, we begin by introducing probability terms with respect to
connectivity and effective spike timing. We then attempt to approximate, eventu-
ally independently of activity, the effect of spike refraction in order to estimate the
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probability that a neurone will spike. Following this, a general expression is devel-
oped, based on this spiking probability estimate, for the number of states that can
be reached by a DCD network. Finally, initial contributions are made to determine
the bounds for the number of firing-chains available in the network and correlation
conditions which could serve as a mapping from state to firing-chain number.

6.2.1 Effective Connectivity

At the outset, we wish to estimate the spiking probability of cells in DCD networks,
knowing structural conditions alone. To do so, we begin by estimating the number
of spatial input patterns a coincidence detection neurone can detect. By assuming
that all afferent connections have no propagation delay, we want to find how many
subsets of connections will be large enough to cause a post-synaptic potential, i.e.,
that connectivity is effective. We denote this number of subsets as the number of
spatial input patterns L a cell can detect.

In this case, a neurone requiring T synchronous incident spikes with a total of I
afferent connections will be capable of detecting L spatial input patterns on a single
input step, such that:

L(I, T ) =
I

i=T

I!

i!× (I − i)!
(6.9)

Where L(I, T ) is the sum of all input combinations between T and I coincident
inputs. Hence, as long as one of these spatial input patterns is such that afferents are
loaded with synchronous spikes, then the target cell will in turn emit a spike.

As a note of interest, if connection weights are all equal and spikes contribute equal
post-synaptic depolarization, the cell’s firing threshold becomes linearly proportional
to the minimum number of incident spikes T . Alternatively, an integrator neurone
could fire given a fraction T/f of the number of incident spikes over up to f time steps
making it sensitive to a greater number of possible input conditions but at the cost of
occupying f additional time steps. Hence, while an integrator would detect L(I, T/f)
input patterns over f time steps, a coincidence detector could detect L(I, T )f input
patterns over the same period of time, making it exponentially more sensitive to
rapid variation in the spatial input arrangement of spikes. Interestingly, by applying
Equation 6.9 we can conceptually transform the network system of the target cell with
I afferents into a system of a single target and a single incident connection depicted
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Figure 6.3: The sum of combinations allows to conceptually reduce the number of
afferent combinations to a single afferent.

in Figure 6.3.
By making use of Equation 6.9 we can derive the probability sΘ that a target cell

will spike based on the probability pΘ that sufficient source spikes are present (and
synchronous) on the afferent connections, but without regard for refractory periods.
We can do so by applying the cumulative binomial distribution:

sΘ(pΘ) =
I

i=T


I

i


piΘ(1− pΘ)

I−i (6.10)

Here, successful arrival of spikes coincidentally on the target will take place with
probability pΘ. Crucially, however Equation 6.10 ensures that coincident spikes count
as a success if at least T and up to I afferents reach the target synchronously. Indeed,
without this cumulative probability distribution, coincident spikes from more than T

afferents would discount the probability of spiking, leading to an erroneous spiking
probability. This result differs from the spike estimate suggested by Gerstner and
Kistler in Section 2.2.7 (see Equation. 2.5) in that the probability of spiking is
not contingent on the previous state of the cell but instead on the probability pΘ

that spikes on the afferents are properly timed (i.e., effective). However, this would
require that pΘ can be determined without reference to network activity. In addition,
our approach takes into account local properties of cell connectivity without the
requirement for knowing the total number of cells in a network. While we may at
first regard the inclusion of the cell’s previous state in Equation 2.5 as a step towards
including refractory periods of cells, Gerstner and Kistler’s method does not clearly
incorporate refraction in their approach (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002, p.307). Before
taking into account refractory periods, however, we first account for the probability
pΘ that spikes reaching a target are adequately timed to induce coincidence detection,
thus constituting what we denote as effective afferent spikes.
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6.2.2 Temporally Effective Afferent Spikes

To further complete the spiking probability estimate sΘ from Equation 6.10, we must
determine the probability p that spikes are suitably temporally arranged to lead to
coincidence detection, i.e., the likelihood of being in the condition under which there
is synchronous arrival from T afferents on a target neurone. We presently propose a
set of estimates for the probability pΘ, for any given neurone, that afferent spikes will
be temporally effective.

Across multiple afferents, only spikes that are within temporal range to each other
will be effective at producing a post-synaptic spike. This range Drange is determined
by the minimum delay Dmin and maximum delay Dmax such that Drange = Dmax −
Dmin. Hence two afferents carrying spikes from cells that fired more than Drange time
steps apart cannot lead to synchronous arrival on a target because the delay difference
between the two connections is too small to compensate for the offset of the spike
times. Hence our spike distribution analysis is concerned with the scenarios where
all afferent connections have delays that have fewer than Drange time step difference
from one another.

6.2.2.1 Temporal Breadth

We first assume that a uniform distribution of delays reach a target with a total of
I incident connections to this target such that I = Drange + 1. Hence, each afferent
has a unique delay among the Drange + 1 possible values. For example, Figure 6.4
illustrates the case where in a network with Drange = 3 then, assuming uniform
random distribution, four afferents would each possess a different transmission delay
separated by a single time step. Furthermore, we assume for the time being that
source neurones spike only once in the time period Drange (i.e., the output frequency of
source cells is below 1

Drange
or that Drange < R). Under these conditions, a coincidence

of spikes is not guaranteed because the order in which spikes occur on the afferents
of different delays may reach the target asynchronously. Indeed, the order in which
spikes are emitted from the source neurones will determine whether a post-synaptic
spike occurs. For example, from the illustrated model in Figure 6.4, the target cell
has 4 source cells (I = 4) a, b, c, and d. Each project to that target with only a
single time step difference such that I = Drange+1, e.g., Da = 40, Db = 39, Dc = 38,
and Dd = 37. If a coincidence detection between two cells (T = 2) is enough to
produce a post-synaptic spike, then we are interested in all possible output pairs on
the four cells such that spikes occur exactly one time step from each other in the
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Figure 6.4: Four afferents to a target. With a delay range Drange = 3 and assuming
uniform distribution of delays, then each projection are one delay time step apart.

correct pair order. For each spiking sequence among the four cells, there are 3 paired
sequences of spiking. For example, if the cells fire in order (c, a, b, d) then the pair
(c, a) the pair (a, b) and the pair (b, d) are potential firing sequences that could trigger
a post-synaptic spike. Generally, among the I! possible orders of I cells firing, the
total number of paired subsets (subsets of two cells) that will fire in any given order
is:

I!× (I − 1) (6.11)

This leads to a total of 72 possible pairs in our 4 afferent example. However, only
a subset of these will be in the correct order (i.e., a before b, b before c, and c before
d). The number of effective subsets is found with:

(I − 1)!× (I − 1) (6.12)

Hence with 4 afferents there are 24 spiking sequences among which there are 72
ordered paired inputs among which 18 ordered pairs will be effective by reaching
the target coincidentally. In other words, 1

I
pairs are effective over this temporal

distribution. To determine the number of triples, quadruples, or any effective subset
of size σ provided I ≥ σ, we can use the equation:

(I − σ + 1)!× (I − σ + 1), for I ≥ σ (6.13)

Hence, the number of triples (σ = 3) will be (4− 2)!× (4− 2) = 4 effective triples
for I = 4. This is convenient if we are searching for the number of effective ordered
sets that will lead to a coincidence threshold T by setting σ = T . Yet, the number of
all possible subsets of size σ is:
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I!× (I − σ + 1), for I ≥ σ (6.14)

Generally, out of all possible subsets of size σ, by taking the ratio of Equation
6.13 over Equation 6.14 the probability of effective subsets that will trigger a target
to spike is thus:

porders =
(I − σ + 1)!

I!
(6.15)

Where we p is assumed to be applied in the context of network parameters in Θ.
This brings us closer to a probability of an effective input by considering one spike
per afferent connection and exactly I = Drange + 1 connections. But what happens
when one of more afferent neurone does not fire within Drange time steps from the
others – i.e., when there is a missing spike?

6.2.2.2 Missing Afferent Spikes

In the case where one or more afferents do not possess a spike within a Drange time
interval of other spikes, then the previously found probability of effective sequences
of spikes should be discounted. We cannot simply subtract the missing neurone
spikes from the number of incidents I and compute Equation 6.13 to determine the
discounted probability, since neurones that fire near the middle of the order (with
average delay projections) are more likely to play as an effective role as neurones
at the beginning or end of the order (maximum or minimum delay projections).
More specifically, neurones that are both preceded and followed by spikes from other
neurones in the same pool of source cells will have twice the impact of neurones
which are either preceded or followed only. Hence, when a spike is missing from a
tail-end connection with delay Dmax or Dmin (e.g., from neurones a or d in Figure
6.4) delays will reduce the number of effective subsets of length σ by (I − σ + 1)!.
Thus subtracting this from Equation 6.13 we obtain a total number of effective orders
when ‘tail’ connection spike are missing to be:

(I − σ + 1)!× (I − σ), for I ≥ σ (6.16)

Yet, we know from Equation 6.14 the total number of subsets of size σ. We thus
obtain the probability that subsets of cells will be effective when a spike is missing
from ‘tail’ connections with either delays Dmax or Dmin to be:

pmissing_tails =
(I − σ)!× (I − σ)

I!
, for I ≥ σ (6.17)
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However, when spikes are missing from neurones for which delays lie between two
other propagation delays (e.g., from neurones b or c in Figure 6.4), then twice the
number of initial effective patterns will be lost, hence leading to the probability of
effective subsets to be:

pmissing_between =
(I − σ)!× (I − σ − 1)

I!
, for I ≥ σ (6.18)

These observations thus help build a more accurate estimate of the probability
that any input sequence separated by one time step on the source cells will be ef-
fective on a target neurone. In particular, the case where neurones are misfiring or
I < Drange+1 can now be accounted for. This complements the basic, yet less likely,
condition developed in Section 6.2.2.1 where I = Drange+1. However, these estimates
still lack the ability to account for connection topologies where the number of incident
connections I is greater than Drange + 1. Indeed, neurones will likely have a large
number of afferents such that I > Drange + 1, even if this number of incident con-
nections respects the condition that delays remain within the same range. Hence, we
need to take into account afferents which have duplicate delays to other connections
leading to what we denote ‘spatial breadth’.

6.2.2.3 Spatial Breadth

Finally, to complete our insight into the probability pΘ that incident connections will
be temporally effective at producing a spike on the target, we need to consider the
impact on this probability when additional connections with delays from Dmin to
Dmax project to the target. This will necessarily be the case when I > Drange + 1.
Indeed, additional connections from other source cells, if excitatory, should increase
this probability of post-synaptic spiking. Adding new connections in this way thus
constitutes an exploration of connectivity from a ‘spatial breadth’ view point, since
additional source neurones with identical delays to existing source cells will affect the
likelihood of post-synaptic spiking over the spatial population of cells rather than
over increasingly extended delay periods.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the case when an additional afferent cell exists (cell e) with
a propagation delay which coincides with other cells (here cells b and e have identical
projection delays). This suggests that whenever neurones with identical delays fire
synchronously they will reach the target synchronously. Hence specific sequences
of firing will substantially favour coincidence detection on target cells due to these
additional spatially significant cells. We thus seek to express how additional cells
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Figure 6.5: Four temporally distinct afferents and one spatially distinct afferent to
a target with a delay range Drange = 3. Afferents a,b,c,d have distinct delays but
afferent e has identical delay to afferent cell b.

impact the overall probability of effective input on a target cell.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the partial set of permutations for possible orders of firing

that would be effective in causing the target cell to spike. With an additional spatially
contributing cell that has equal propagation delay to another afferent cell, there is an
increase in the proportion of effective subsets of cells (the circled pairs in Figure 6.6).
The total number of possible pairs while taking into account an additional spatially
contributing cell (e.g., cell e) is found to be (I−1)2×(I−1)!. Hence for any temporal
subset of size σ this amounts to the total number of possible subsets of size σ to be:

(I − σ + 1)2 × (I − σ + 1)!, for I ≥ σ (6.19)

Now to determine the number of effective pairs when including the spatially con-
tributing cells, we begin by counting the number of effective temporal pairs which,
from Equation 6.12, we know is (I− 2)!× (I− 2) (we subtract 2 instead of 1 because,
in our example, only 4 cells are temporally related yet there are a total of 5 incidents
to the target). We then multiply this by the number of times the ordered permuta-
tions are repeated due to the spatial incident, hence by (I − 1). Finally, we add the
number of effective spatial pairs which is (I − 1)!. This results in the total number
of effective spatiotemporal pairs Spairs to be:

Spairs = (I − 2)(I − 2)!× (I − 1) + (I − 1)!

= (I − 1)× (I − 1)!
(6.20)

Importantly, this is equivalent to the number of effective temporal pairs only. To
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Figure 6.6: Partial set of permutations of the temporal order of the four cells a, b, c, d,
and the spatial cell e. Effective pairs are circled. Pairs of cells firing one step apart and
in order with a single propagation delay time step difference are circled because they
will lead to a coincidence of 2. Also spatial cells that have equal propagation delays
and fire synchronously are circled (here only b and e since both have propagation
delays of 39).

generalize to the number of effective spatiotemporal subsets of size σ we obtain:

Sσ = (I − σ + 1)× (I − σ + 1)!, for I ≥ σ (6.21)

From this we deduce that of all possible sequences of spikes separated by a single
time step expressed by Equation 6.19 only Sσ will be effective. Hence the probability
of effective subsets of size σ provided one additional spatial cell is:

pspatial =
1

I − σ + 1
, for I ≥ σ (6.22)

This estimate thus allows to incorporate the condition where a subset of afferent
fire synchronously yet possess identical propagation delays to others. There are limi-
tations, however, to the estimates of the probability pΘ that afferent spiking activity
will be effective. We explore these limitations in the following.

6.2.2.4 Application and Limitations

At first glance these estimates appear limiting in that we only considered them in
the narrow condition where afferent neurones spike exactly one step apart from each
other (temporal breadth), when spikes are missing, or when equal propagation delays
exist (spatial breadth). However, other network and spiking configurations should be
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accounted for.
First, there is the spiking condition where afferent cells do not all spike one af-

ter the other but where some spike together despite having non-identical outgoing
propagation delays; that is, despite having I = Drange + 1, simultaneous spiking can
occur. Indeed, out of all (Drange + 1)I possible spiking combinations among source
cells, assuming a single spike per afferent, only I! combinations will be asynchronous
across all cells. However, subsets comprising between 2 and I cells could also be
firing synchronously. Hence, the probability that an initial combination of spikes will
be effective will have to be calculated based on the known number of synchronous
subsets. Importantly, however, this condition can be accounted for using our existing
estimates by treating subsets of synchronous spiking cells with different propagation
delays as a single effective spiking cell and all other cells part of that subset as missing
spikes as seen in Section 6.2.2.2. Indeed, the number of effective spikes will be reduced
equivalently since two source cells spiking together that have different propagation
delays implies that only one of the two source cells can still play an effective role with
other neurones. In the case where two afferent cells spike synchronously but also have
identical propagation delays, then we return to the condition where effective spikes
are computed as spatially additive as seen in Section 6.2.2.3.

Second, the spatial breadth condition estimate can also apply to networks where
propagation delays are not uniformly distributed across the delay range if the number
of the overlapping delays are known (which should be available from the probability
distribution function). This condition is in fact guaranteed when I > Drange + 1.

Finally, there is also the possible scenario in non-uniform delay distributions where
‘delay gaps’ exist; that is, where no source cell exist which has some particular prop-
agation delay between Dmin and Dmax. In this case, missing propagation delays
can be treated as missing spikes by using the effective spiking probability estimates
established in Section 6.2.2.2.

Hence, both estimations of missing afferents and spatial breadth can account for
all initial spiking states of afferent cells to a target and also various distributions of
connections within a delay range of interest.

The greatest limitation of these proposed probability estimates stems from the
unclear ability of these methods to account for more than a single missing spiking
cell, or more than a single additional spatial cell. Furthermore, combinations of
missing afferent spikes, synchronous firing and non-uniform delay distributions are
likely and important to consider for biologically realistic models. We leave these
questions as areas of future investigation, which would lead to more exact estimations
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of the probability pΘ that afferents will produce effective spikes. While additional
work could adapt these methods to scale to larger sets of missing source spikes or
additional cells, and combinations of these, we believe that the methods presented in
this subsection provide a solid foundation for the analytic description of probability
that spikes in DCD networks will be temporally effective.

6.2.3 Spiking Probability with Refractory Periods

By determining the probability for effective connectivity leading to the spike probabil-
ity sΘ and the probability that those connections will be carrying effective coincident
spikes pΘ we now have a probability estimate that a target neurone will spike in the
optimistic probabilistic condition where activity is assumed to be maximum. How-
ever, this estimate ignores the effect of refractory periods on cells which is dependent
on the previous activity of neurones. Here we develop a method which attempts to
capture the firing constraint imposed by refractory neurones on the overall probability
that any given neurone fires.

The total number of spikes that can be present on an afferent connection is limited
by the ratio of the transmission delay over the refractory period D/R. For example,
on an afferent connection with a delay of 40 time steps and a source cell with R = 10

means that a maximum of 4 spikes could be loaded on the afferent connection such
that spikes are 10 time steps apart from each other. Hence the total number of
discrete spike states a connection can be in for a single sequence of intervals R is
2⌊D/R⌋. However, these permutations exists for all the R possible offsets along the
connection. Hence a total of R× 2⌊D/R⌋ states are possible when taking into account
refractory periods. Yet, if refraction is ignored, the total number of states a connection
can be in is 2D. Hence the probability rΘ for a connection to be in a given state
carrying spikes while taking into account refractoriness of the source neurone is:

rΘ =
R× 2⌊D/R⌋

2D
(6.23)

Importantly, we can use rΘ as an overall estimate for the probability that re-
fractoriness is affecting any given cell in the network. Under this interpretation, the
probability estimate rΘ depicts the pessimistic condition where activity of all source
neurones is maximal, while 2D states are possible when activity is minimal. Hence,
we can use rΘ to construct a scaling factor f such that f = 1.0 when the percentage
of activity in the network is minimal (a = 0.0 where a = A

N
), and f = r when the

percentage of activity in the network is maximal (a = 1.0). We define f as the linear
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equation:
f(a) = (1− rΘ)− a(1− rΘ) + rΘ (6.24)

We can now use this refractory scaling factor to adjust the probability of spiking
under refractory conditions denoted as zΘ. We define zΘ as:

zΘ = f(a)× sΘ(pΘ ∗ a) (6.25)

Here, the probability pΘ for effective spike synchrony is also scaled with respect to
the amount of activity in the network, since pΘ is only maximally effective if all afferent
neurones are providing a spike. By setting the number of effective subsets σ = T we
obtain the condition where sufficient neurones with adequately timed spikes will be
available to trigger a post-synaptic potential. In combination with our estimate for
effective connectivity we can compute sΘ. Finally, by applying the refractory scaling
factor f we obtain an overall spiking probability zΘ for any neurone without recourse
to individual cell states. Figure 6.7 illustrates the spiking probability distribution as
a function of the overall percentage of activity in the network AP for the different
effective temporal spiking probability conditions: porders, pmissing_tail, pmissing_middle,
and pspatial. These probabilities were computed for parameters used in the Standard
DCD network model, such as a degree of incidence I = 24, a coincidence detection
threshold T = 2, a refractory period R = 10, and an average delay between 20 and
40 time steps of D = 30. From this figure we notice that the probability of spiking
initially increased as the activity in the network increased. In the case of applying
porders, a spiking probability reached 0.0104 for an activity level of 17%, and reached a
maximum probability of 0.0482 when an activity level of 62% was present. As activity
continued to increase, however, the probability of spiking was increasingly dampened
by the refractory scaling factor f resulting in a probability of spiking that converges to
0 as the activity level nears 100%. It is important to note, however, that these results
reflect the narrow condition where the I afferents possess propagation delays that
are one time step apart from each other. Other possible model probabilities pΘ for
effective spike timing are shown in Figure 6.7. As expected, in the case of additional
spatial cells, there was an increase in the probability of spiking, while missing spikes
decreased this probability.

Hence, by regulating the probability of spiking sΘ using the refractory scaling
factor f we obtain a general expression to capture the likelihood that a DCD neurone
will spike provided a particular level of activity in the network. Naturally, this remains
an approximation as individual refractory periods responses of cells are not taken into
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Figure 6.7: Spiking probability distribution z as a function of the overall percentage
of activity in the network a for the different effective temporal spiking probability
conditions: porders, pmissing_tail, pmissing_middle, and pspatial, for parameters I = 24,
T = 2, R = 10, and D = 30. By taking into account the refractory scaling factor f ,
probability of spiking is reduced despite increasing activity.

account and homogeneous temporally effective spiking probabilities are assumed, as
well as other network parameters such as I, T , and D. This approach, however, does
not prevent the fine tuning of estimates such as the probability that spikes will be
temporally effective pΘ to incorporate specific details about network connectivity and
spiking developed in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.4 Probability of Firing States

With the probability of spiking zΘ now available, we can develop an estimate for
the number of states in which a DCD network can be between time step t to t + n.
By doing so, we hope to get closer to an estimate for the number of firing-chains
that are available in the network. Under ideal conditions, this would be estimated
independently of the degree of activity inputed into the network. However, as seen
in Section 6.2.3, the effect of refraction is dependent on this degree of activity. To
accommodate for this activity dependency, we could either describe the number of
spiking states for the network based on input and passed activity, or make use of an
average of the spiking probability zΘ such that is remains independent of the activity
state of the network. Here, we opt the latter approach.

To obtain an average number of states available independently of the amount of
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activity in the network, we propose to identify the average spiking probability zavg

by classifying the network activity under a number of k different activity domains
where each occupy an αk percentage of time during the time evolution of the network
activity. For example, we can consider 2 domains, where domain 1 captures activity
from 0 – 50% in the network, and domain 2 which captures 50 – 100% activity in
the network such that each domain is occupied for 50% of the time, i.e., α1 = 0.5,
and α2 = 0.5. To compute the average spiking probability we compute the areas
under the two curves and set them to be equal. The vertical line that separates the
two domains so that the areas of the curves are equal defines the the average spiking
probability zavg. This value may be computed using numerical analysis using, for
example, a binary search technique. We leave the problem of solving the average
spiking probability with more than two domains (k ≥ 2) for future work.

Using zavg, we can express the number of states in which the network can be found
at any given time step as:

hΘ(zavg) =
N !

(⌊zavg ×N⌋)!× (⌊(1− zavg)×N⌋)!
(6.26)

Consequently, we can expand this to express the total number of possible spiking
states for n time steps as:

En = 2N ×
n

t=1

hΘ(zavg) (6.27)

At time step t = 0 the network of N cells can be in any of the upper bound
of 2N possible spiking states. For time steps t ≥ 1, however, we use the binomial
distribution to express the number of possible states in which the network can be by
considering the reduced lower bound number of possible cells firing ⌊zavg × N⌋. By
computing the product of these possible spiking states over n time steps we obtain a
total number of combined spiking states over that period of time.

This total combined state estimate En, however, merely provides an upper bound
for the number of possible firing-chains within a DCD network. Interestingly, if any
possible subsequent state from hΘ(zavg) could be reached at time step t+1 from any
of the states from previous time steps t to t−m, then En would, in fact, correspond
directly to the number of firing-chains available in the network. We must account
for the m time steps in the past because delays carry effective activity beyond a
single past time step. As a lower bound, however, if each state of the network at
time step t + 1 is exactly dependent on a single state over the previous time steps
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then there are hΘ(zavg) firing-chains in the network. Interestingly, this lower-bound
is, in fact, an accurate estimate for the number of firing-chains in the network when
spiking is sufficiently uncorrelated, i.e., that no two neurones spiking at time t have
identical ancestor spikes. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, this condition is met in
standard integrate and fire networks when I < logeN (Nützel et al., 1994). However,
as discussed in Section 5.1.2.1, in the case of DCD neurones the number of effective
incident connections depends on the coincidence detection threshold T suggesting that
sufficient uncorrelated activity will take place when I

T
< logeN is satisfied. In our

Standard DCD network model, however, I
T
= 12 and logeN = 3.219 suggesting that

correlated firing is expected in networks of the type investigated up to this point.
Hence the number of firing-chains in the network will be between these lower and
upper bound limits.

Interestingly, this notion of spike correlation based on ancestry may be brought to
bear on the problem of estimating the number of firing-chains that can be instantiated
in a DCD network. In particular, minimum correlation is achieved when T → I (T
tends to I) such that I

T
→ 1. In this case, uncorrelated activity will be take place

as long as N ≥ 3. However, if this state of uncorrelated activity corresponds to
the lower bound number of possible firing chains of hΘ(zavg) mentioned above, then
we can map the simple network features of degree of incidence I and coincidence
threshold T to the lower bound number of firing chains. Furthermore, the maximum
degree of correlated activity is reached when T → 1 and I → N . Similarly, if this
state of correlated activity has a direct correspondence with the upper bound number
of possible firing chains En established earlier, then we can again map the maximum
number of firing chains to network features I, T , and N . Hence, by fixing values for
these network features, we could use their mapping to provide an approximation as
to the number of firing-chains in DCD networks.

While we do not provide for a definite method of mapping network properties to
the number of firing-chains in a network, the bounds for this estimate can serve as
a starting point for this development. Unfortunately, the accumulation of averaged
network properties such as delay mean, incidence mean, etc., suggest that accurate
estimates will be mitigated unless precise evaluations of the spiking probability are
made. This will have to be based on a detailed mapping of the delays, connectivity
densities in the network, and refractory period of cells. Instead, we have offered
overarching methods so as to circumscribe the estimates of firing probabilities, number
of states for DCD networks, and limits on the number of available firing-chains within
analytically reasonable bounds. By doing so, we hope to have provided a preliminary
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set of analytical tools to help reveal and motivate the subtle complexity of delay
coincidence detection networks and their unique neural coding features via functional
connectivity.

6.3 Summary

Because our capacity to understand the behaviour and function of complex systems
is limited by our ability to sufficiently describe them, in this chapter, we have gone
beyond the empirical testing of modelled delay coincidence detection networks and
attempted to develop approximate analytical tools to capture features that are not
only critical to their structure but also function. First, we began by describing the key
components of DCD networks that must be taken into consideration when seeking
to develop a general model for the overall activity of a network based on initial
activity conditions. In particular, this model succeeds in predicting general behaviours
of the networks previously studied empirically. Despite this, we argued that some
important considerations need to be addressed, such as the individual effect of cell
refractory periods, in order to gain a more realistic prediction of behaviour. While
we proposed a method to approximate this effect in our activity estimation in Section
6.1, this approach simply relies on reducing the temporal window of past activity
proportionally to the past activity of the network and the average refractory period
of cells.

Because, estimating general activity alone is not sufficient as an indicator of the
functional coding capacity of these networks, we then proceeded to establish a proba-
bilistic estimate of the number of spiking states a network could reach provided both
spatial and temporal constraint parameters but independently of activity. We did
so in four steps: (1) determining the probability sΘ that a spatial arrangement of
connectivity will lead to a post-synaptic spike. A probability which depends on the
proper temporal arrangement of afferent spikes, thus requiring the following; (2) de-
termining the probability pΘ that afferent cells would be spiking in an effective order
to produce a post-synaptic spike. This included considerations for missing spikes and
additional neurones; (3) determining the influence of refractory periods of the overall
possible states of the network leading to a general term for the spiking probability of
cells zΘ. (4) determining the number of spiking state of the network hΘ based on zΘ

over time. Finally, we have introduced preliminary directions to explore the upper
and lower bounds for the number of firing-chains in the network and elements that
could lead to a possible mapping to obtain an estimated number. Despite this, a
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more refined approximation to estimate the number of possible firing-chains in DCD
networks was not reached. We believe that further considerations with respect to the
degree of correlation and will be required to achieve this.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to gain a better understanding of neural coincidence detec-
tion with transmission delays as a potentially fundamental mechanism for aspects of
reactive and adaptive neuronal function. Networks of these neurones can be tuned via
the appropriate selection of delays, connectivity, and coincidence detection thresholds
to accomplish complex transformations of input over space and time. While neural
encoding via firing rates still remains the most recognized form of information pro-
cessing in the nervous system, we have shown both empirically and theoretically the
potential of coding via delay coincidence neural networks represents. Although others
have proposed that spatiotemporal coding via precise spike timing could be significant
for neural coding, this thesis is the first comprehensive analysis of network structure,
dynamics, function and application within an embodied task to our knowledge. In
line with the embodied/embedded approach to cognition, we stratified in Section 3.1
the complexity of simulated robot tasks with respect to two key categories that dis-
tinguish simple sensorimotor control, or reactive behaviour, from advanced complex
control, or adaptive behaviour.

After formalizing the binary neural network model used for simulation in Section
3.2.2, we adopted a bottoms-up approach to modelling cognitive behaviour to show
how particular dynamic regimes could be obtained with potentially useful functional
capabilities. In Section 6.1 with explored initial dynamics in DCD networks and
found that narrow delay ranges led to highly synchronized spiking while broad delay
ranges led to complex firing. To further explore the capacity for control of these two
dynamic features we we evolved artificial network controllers in Section 3.2.5 for a
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reactive light-seeking task that displayed greater performance with narrow delay range
connectivity. This suggested that reactive mechanism should be suitably addressed by
network with a narrow distribution of delays that produce highly synchronous activity.
Instead, broad delay range connectivity lead to a more diverse set of robot behaviours.
Furthermore, broad delays were shown in Section 3.3.1 to reach chaotic regimes in the
case of low degrees of internal network connectivity, while high degrees of connectivity
lead to stable limit cycle firing. Fortunately, this regime suited the characteristics of
dynamic memory initially hypothesized in early theoretical considerations.

In order to utilize self-sustained activity of stable periodic patterns as a possible
form of dynamic memory, we established a preliminary understanding of the ability
for DCD networks to differentiate between input patterns and reliably produce re-
sponses. In particular, the significant divergence between responses despite similarity
of the input suggested that a large number of patterns could be potentially encoded
in these networks. For a system to work as a memory, however, a mechanism for
decoding must be implemented. To accomplish this we developed, in Section 4.2, a
‘delay mapping’ method whereby a secondary decoding network of coincidence de-
tection cells received input from a memory network storing spatiotemporal patterns.
More specifically, by deriving the appropriate delays for projections from the mem-
ory network to the decoding network, spatiotemporal responses in the memory could
deterministically provoke target decoding cells to fire. After developing this method
for memory decoding, it was tested in an embodied robot task requiring an agent to
navigate a T-maze which we presented in Section 4.3. In particular, it was shown
that a sensorimotor network of coincidence detectors behaving as a reactive system
could guide the robot up the maze effectively without colliding into walls. By in-
hibiting the motor neurones of this network with spikes originating from a memory
decoding network, dynamically stored stimulus cues could control the robot to per-
form correct turning behaviours. In order to help ensure unambiguous decoding of
spatiotemporal patterns, we also developed in Section 4.4 a method which identifies
the minimal decoding threshold to be used for decoding neurones when a number of
patterns need to be independently retrieved form memory. To gain an even greater
appreciation for potential storage capacity of DCD networks under high connectivity
yet broad delay distribution conditions, we tested this robot in an F-maze paradigm
in which two turns had to be made; each with a different set of context/cue stimulus
pairs. Successful behaviour was obtained despite the same memory network size as in
the T-maze task. Arguably, however, the combined storage of context/stimuli pairs
elicited greater ambiguity than the storage of independent patterns. In the F-maze
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task, however, memory was reset between turns. It remains unclear whether the addi-
tional memory load from storing the combined context/cue stimulus pairs from both
turns could have been successful. We discuss this further in the following section on
directions for future work.

A potential threat to all information processing systems stems from the presence
of noise. To better appreciate the capacity for DCD networks to tolerate noise we
explored in Section 5.1 their informational properties analytically with respect to
ambiguity and tested via simulation their capacity to maintain decodable features
despite increasing levels of perturbation. In particular, this perturbation was applied
in low and high noise conditions. In the low noise condition, both spike removal and
misfiring conditions were tested where cells were perturbed no more than once during
simulation. In the high noise condition, cells were perturbed for the entire duration of
the simulation after noise onset. Overall, these results revealed that features remain
available in all conditions when up to approximately 60% of neurones are disrupted.
This suggests that DCD networks offer a relatively robust capacity for tolerance
to noise. For increased noise tolerance, these results indicated that the coincidence
detection threshold of decoding cells would have to be reduced in order for a decoding
network to tolerate the misfiring or absence of spikes. Interestingly, this comes as a
competing requirement in contrast to dynamic memory capacity which demands a
greater coincidence detection threshold for greater, unambiguous, capacity. To gain
a better appreciation for the capacity of DCD networks, we then explored in Section
5.2 their ability to differentiate between response patterns as the number of elicited
patterns increased in networks of 25 neurones. After testing for ambiguity analysis
on up to 88, 550 patterns the degree of ambiguity limit – equal to the number of
neurones in the network – was not reached. By computing a non-linear regression on
these ambiguity results, we projected that up to 1012 patterns could be stored such
that they would remain uniquely identifiable by a decoding network. In addition, we
also introduced the notion of weight of ambiguity which described the prevalence of
particular degrees of ambiguity across a number of response patterns. This estimate
serves to better characterize the quality of DCD networks as dynamic memories under
general load constraints.

Finally, we aimed to develop a greater formal description of both activity and
state probability of DCD networks. With respect to activity estimation, a proba-
bility of spiking based on cell activity was established. Furthermore, this estimate
took into account neuronal refractory periods by reducing the time window of activ-
ity to be summed. While this analytical estimate for activity was shown to exhibit
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general network dynamics properties similar to actual neuronal simulation, this pre-
cision remains coarse. This is primarily due to the refractory period being estimated
from global network activity rather than individual neurone activity. To move be-
yond activity dependent estimates and gain a greater appreciation for the number
of spiking states a DCD network can have over a period of time, we developed in
Section 6.2 activity independent probability approximations that capture the spiking
probability based on the structural and temporal arrangement of afferents. This was
then combined with a global refractory scaling factor in order to obtain a probability
distribution of spiking. By assuming separate domains of activity for DCD networks,
we established that an average refractory effect could be determined while avoiding
the incorporation of past activation in our final state probability estimate. Finally,
we developed estimates for bounding the possible number of firing-chains in DCD
networks from this state probability estimate. While considerations with respect to
degree of correlation based on connectivity should help shed light on isolating this es-
timate, further analytical investigation is warranted to reach an accurate method for
finding the number of firing chains possible in the DCD network based on structural
parameters alone. Indeed, if such a measure could be found, then effective memory
estimates should become possible analytically without requiring network simulation
or potentially even ambiguity analysis.

Overall, this thesis encompasses a natural scientific question which was motivated
by a desire to develop a better understanding for not only the dynamical but also
the functional properties of neurones which can behave as coincidence detectors and
by taking into account realistic conditions imposed by the spatial distribution of cells
leading to propagation delays. The approach adopted here was rooted in the bottom-
up approach to cognition with an emphasis on validating neural network processing
within realistic embodied tasks. Not only have computer simulations enabled this
in-principle investigation, but analytical efforts have also consolidated a better ap-
preciation for the properties and subtleties that DCD networks have to offer with
respect to their information, dynamics, and function for cognition.

While this work led to a set of comprehensive experiments, new questions naturally
arose at these findings were made. In the following section, we explore remaining
questions and avenues for potential research work in the area of neural processing via
delay coincidence detection.
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7.2 Future Work

In the following we describe areas of research which may led to promising directions
of inquiry and discovery with respect to increased biological consolidation of DCD
network function, their possible regulation with respect to noise tolerance and memory
capacity, their encoding capacity and limit with respect to combined stimuli, and
analytic estimation of noise tolerance.

7.2.1 Conductance Based Modelling of Pyramidal Coincidence

Detection

As introduced in Chapter 1, early computer simulation work on precise conductance-
based models of pyramidal cells by Bernander and colleagues, as well as in-vivo obser-
vations by Prescott and colleagues, have shown that high degrees of contextual input
can lead to the functional transformation of cells from integrators to coincidence de-
tectors (Bernander et al., 1991; Prescott et al., 2006). Not only did Bernander et al.’s
work show that the membrane resistance was substantially reduced from 110MΩ to
14MΩ, but the electronic distance of the synapses to the soma also increased by a
factor of 3. It would be of interest to replicate an accurate compartmental model pyra-
midal neurone with corresponding neighbourhood of other pyramidal cells but also
inhibitory interneurones with accurate neurotransmitter related activation equations.
Furthermore, realistic spatial characteristics should be taken into account. From this
network model, we could test and attempt to reproduce the functional characteristics
of sustained firing, limit-cycle dynamics, decoding, and more. Doing so would help
dispel any worry that lower level dynamics may interfere with the functional charac-
teristics identified in this thesis with simple binary threshold neurones. Furthermore,
expressing these networks with continuous valued delay differential equations to ex-
press the propagation and activation dynamics could also support additional analysis
of DCD networks with respect to dynamical characteristics.

7.2.2 Hebbian Plasticity to Regulate Capacity vs. Noise

In Section 5.2, we found that ambiguity between possible response patterns within
DCD networks increased as the number of stored inputs to be retrieved also increases.
Furthermore, in Section 5.1, we found that sub-features for a given response pattern
could still be used to identify a pattern if many (but not all) neurones fire at an incor-
rect time or do not fire at all. To decode these patterns using sub-features, however,
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a lower decoding threshold for target cells is required, otherwise these targets would
not fire due to inappropriately timed afferent spikes. Hence a decoding threshold
tradeoff exists which suggests that DCD networks should achieve a balance between
encoding capacity and noise tolerance. We hypothesize that biologically plausible
mechanisms may be suitable to accomplish this so that either decoding threshold are
somehow regulated or by preventing decoding neurones from temporarily behaving
as coincidence detections. Here, we present two hypothetical mechanisms that could
receive greater attention in future work.

First, a form of Hebbian plasticity such as spike time dependent plasticity (STDP)
(Bi & Poo, 1998) could indirectly influence the decoding threshold of cells by increas-
ing or decreasing the synaptic strength of afferents. Indeed, an increase in synaptic
efficacy leads to a reduced requirement for the number of afferent spikes to produce a
post-synaptic action potential. Hence, strengthening is equivalent to the requirement
of a reduced decoding threshold while synaptic weakening is equivalent to the require-
ment for a greater decoding threshold. However, we have seen in Section 4.4 that a
greater decoding threshold is necessary to differentiate between partially ambiguous
patterns. Yet, in Section 5.1 we have seen that lowering the decoding threshold can
help reduce the effect of noise. Consequently, plasticity may hypothetically play a
homeostatic role by dynamically regulating this capacity versus resilience tradeoff.
A priori this strategy would be most effective under anti-hebbian strengthening con-
ditions, since non-noisy stable patterns could afford to reduce connectivity strength
(increasing the decoding threshold) while noisy spiking would induce strengthening
of connections (reducing the decoding threshold) such that only a stable subset be-
comes required for effective decoding. While synaptic plasticity is a process that is
traditionally viewed as purposeful for learning alone, this hypothesis suggests that
it could also play an important role in regulating the degree of noise when neurones
behave as coincidence detectors. We leave this notion of dynamic regulation of the
decoding threshold and its mechanism as an open question for future work.

Alternatively, the effective time constant of neurone membranes could be mod-
ified by variation of inhibitory load. As shown by Bernander et al. (Bernander et
al., 1991), contextual inhibition can dynamically alter the so called time constant of
modelled layer V pyramidal cells from 80ms to as little as 7ms. Hence, if a reduction
in contextual inhibition took place instead, leading to a lengthening of the time con-
stant, then decoding cells could temporarily cease to behave as coincidence detectors
and instead behave as integrators leading to decreased sensitivity to synchronous af-
ferent spikes. This would prevent erroneous decoding of noisy signals yet maintain
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coincidence detection on other cells. This approach, however, fails to explain the con-
textual rules that would selectively choose which neurones must change behaviour.
Again, we leave this alternative mechanism as an open question for future work.

7.2.3 Stimulus Convolution

In the F-maze task discussed in Section 4.5, activity in the memory network was
reset after the first context/cue paired stimulus was presented. If the robot made
a turn into the second corridor, the memory network activity was stopped by forc-
ing cells into a resting state, then a different context/cue pair was presented to the
same memory network. This allowed for the testing of independent memory storage.
While convolution of two inputs took place after the cue stimulus was presented to the
memory network while the context was stored, it remains unclear whether additional
stimuli could be stored effectively such that decodability could remain possible. In-
deed, ambiguity analysis between context stimulus response only and the convoluted
response of both context and cue lead to maximum degrees of ambiguity Λmax as high
as 15. Interestingly, this is similar to a noise condition where a subset of cells are
forced to misfire once as seen in the noise condition of Section 5.1.3.3 when exactly
6 neurones were set to temporarily misfire. Indeed, the noise analysis estimated an
average degree of self-ambiguity of approximately 14 with the original pattern when
noise was applied to 6 cells. This means that approximately 10 neurones could no
longer be used for decoding1. This corroborates the results from the combined ef-
fect of a second input stimulus to 6 cells on an existing pattern in the context/cue
stimuli convolution where a mean degree of ambiguity of 12.6 was obtained for the
context/cue pairs in the 10 tested networks.

Ideally, we could measure the degree of ambiguity which results from the convo-
lution of additional stimulus of a given size until the maximum degree of ambiguity
Λmax is equal to the number of neurones in the network. Interestingly, the prolonged
noise condition when 6 neurones were perturbed via misfiring led to a degree of self-
ambiguity of approximately 10, signifying that 15 neurones were no longer available
for decoding. Unfortunately, the prolonged noise conditions tested in Section 5.1 ap-
ply to the case where the same neurones are continuously disrupted. In the case of
stimulus convolution with a stored pattern, however, the new input stimulus could
affect a different set of cells on every occasion. This would likely result in greater

1Recall that self-ambiguity indicates the number of neurones which fire with features correspond-
ing to the original pattern.
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negative impact for spatiotemporal pattern decodability. We leave this as a question
for future exploration.

7.2.4 Noise and Efficient Coding

In Section 5.1 we presented empirical results on the effect of noise on DCD network
spiking dynamics. Those results showed that while our DCD network model ex-
hibited substantial change in spatiotemporal spiking features under noisy conditions,
sufficient features remained available for dynamic memory decoding if the coincidence
detection threshold of decoding cells can be reduced. These empirical estimates, how-
ever, fail to be generalizable to other possible DCD network configurations, such as
narrower or broader delays, variable degrees of incident connections per cell, variable
coincidence thresholds within the network, etc. Here, we present work which aims
to provide a greater formal understanding of the impact of noise on DCD networks
provided any network configuration.

Although a number of numerical anecdotes regarding the role of noise in spa-
tiotemporal coding networks are reported in the literature, no standard framework
to quantify its impact has been proposed to date. Fortunately, existing work in net-
work diagnostics may be suitably adapted to the characterization of noise in DCD
networks. In particular, the Code Book approach to event correlation provides a set
of tools to do so (Kliger, Yemini, Yemini, Ohsie, & Stolfo, 1995). In their work,
Kliger et al. were concerned with the problem of adequately correlating ‘symptoms’
to their source ‘problems’. This is especially problematic in the case of complex net-
works where combinations of different problems can lead to combinations of different
symptoms. Analogously, we may approach the notion of problems causing symptoms
from a neural perspective by interpreting problems as source cells and symptoms as
target cells. Furthermore, they show that Code Book is adapted to both spurious
signals, which are analog to spike additions, as well as signal loss, which are analog
to spike removals. Hence, adapting their approach may be suitable for a quantitative
assessment of the degree of noise that a network can tolerate.

Figure 7.1 illustrates a simple correlation table relating three problems p1, p2 and
p3 with three symptoms along with a network representation of the identical relation-
ships. Here, each correlation relationship is sufficient for the symptom to occur. For
example, symptom s1 can be caused by problem p1 or problem p2. However, p1 can
also cause s2, but p2 does not. So if symptoms s1 and s2 occur but not s3, then we can
deduce that p1 is the originating cause. The list of outgoing connections for a given
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s1

s2

s3

p1 p2 p3

1 1

1

1 1

0

0

0

0

p1

p2

p3

s1

s2

s3

Figure 7.1: A simple correlation table relating three problems (p1, p2, p3) to three
symptoms (s1, s2, s3) and the translated network representation.

problem (or columns in the table) are known as a problem’s code. In large correlation
tables, when all symptoms can be uniquely identified by a subset of problems, the
authors denote that set of problem codes the table’s code book. Kliger et al. propose
that the distinction between problems should be made by measuring the Hamming
distance between the problem’s codes. These correlations can be deterministic (0
or 1) or probabilistic. For the example given in Figure 7.1, the Hamming distance
between p1 and p2 codes is 2, the Hamming distance between p1 and p3 is 3, and the
distance between p2 and p3 is 1. This means that at least one difference between all
problem to symptom correlations exists which implies that a disambiguation between
problems would be possible provided any manifestations of the symptoms. This leads
to the important notion of the radius of a code book. This radius is the half of the
smallest Hamming distance between all problem codes. In our current example, p2
and p3 have the smallest distance of 1, which implies that this code book (list of
problem codes) has a radius of 1/2.

Importantly, a radius of 0.5 suggests that a single noisy event will no longer guar-
antee that problems can be identified from the symptoms. A noisy event manifests
when symptoms occur when they should not (spike addition), or do not occur when
they should (spike removal). If the radius r of the code book is 1 or more, however,
then r noisy events can take place such that the problems will remain identifiable.
Furthermore, as Kliger et al. note, if the number of symptoms k is less than the
radius of the codebook than 2k errors can be detected. To extend this insight to
DCD networks, however, we need to account for three other important network fac-
tors: average coincidence detection thresholds (T), average delays (D), and average
cell refractory period (R).

One potential approach to representing the ‘code book’ defined as a set of afferent
neurones projecting to a set of target cells when transmission delays must be taken
into account, is to regard, in the discrete case, each delay time step for a given
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afferent connection as independent potential problem sources. By taking into account
the fact that no more than E = ⌈D

R
⌉ of these steps can actually be combined with

other afferent cell spike time steps, then a total of E individual spike times can be
combined for each N cell to form the total number of ‘problems’ for the N target
cells. Assuming that E is equal among each afferent neurone, then the total number
of problems P is:

P = E ∗

N

T


(7.1)

By solving for the number of problems P a correlation matrix between N symp-
toms and P problems could be derived. Using this, one could determine the radius of
the code book and its tolerance to noise based on criteria set by Kliger et al. discussed
above. This method, however, remains to be validated. Indeed, the added complexity
of delays and correlation in firing suggests that other factors may have to be taken
into account. We leave this area of investigation open for future work.
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